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Abstract 
Nanoparticles promise a variety of application in energy, medicine, and biology. However, most 
nanoparticles’ material composition and shape cannot be tuned and so functions have thus far been limited. 
Moreover they are often also chemically unstable in solution. Therefore, the overall goal of this thesis is to 
develop nanoparticles whose function and shape can be programmed and that can be corrosion protected, 
and to then apply these nanoparticles to sensing tasks in complex biological fluids. A special focus of this 
thesis is chiral nanostructures. 
A promising technique to address this is physical vapour shadow growth, namely nano glancing angle depo-
sition (nanoGLAD). This scheme allows the design of new three-dimensional (3D) hybrid nanoparticles as it 
permits the control over both the shape and material composition of the nanoparticles. Although this 
method offers the possibility to grow nanoparticles that are functionally programmed, it has so far not al-
lowed the use of many materials that are chemically unstable in solution, which limits the scope of poten-
tial applications. 
This thesis starts with describing the nanoGLAD growth procedure. A first application is the wafer-scale 
patterning of unconventional nanoshapes, e.g. tri-layer particles, holes, rings, and hollow domes, which are 
not possible using state of the art 3D nanofabrication methods (chapter 2). Then, in conjunction with atom-
ic layer deposition (ALD), this thesis shows how the nanoGLAD scheme can be adapted for the fabrication 
of ‘3D core-shell nanoparticles and nanocolloids’ using unstable and reactive materials. The key concept 
here is that the core consists of the unstable material which is grown such that the shell contains no voids 
or defects (chapter 3). Notably, the shapes that can be grown include symmetry-broken chiral nanoparti-
cles, which possess unique spectral properties that make them useful for sensing applications. This thesis 
uses chiral nanocolloids to realise extremely sensitive plasmonic nanosensors and nanocolloids that can 
also be used as a nanomechanical probes for active nanorheology. By forming a composite of two materials 
during growth – one that gives a strong plasmonic response and the other to tune the composite’s dielec-
tric function – plasmonic nanoparticles are presented that show record local surface plasmon resonance 
(LSPR) sensitivities to date (chapter 4). With the same alloying principle a plasmonic and a ferromagnetic 
material are combined. The resulting ‘chiral + plasmonic + ferromagnetic’ particles can be actuated using a 
magnetic field and this is used to measure the viscosity of blood plasma in the presence of blood cells. The 
viscosity of blood serum is an important disease indicator, but the measurement using commercial rheome-
ters requires the separation of the blood cells. This is not needed in the nanorheological measurements 
shown in this thesis (chapter 5).  
Keywords 
Nanoparticles, nanocolloids, physical vapour deposition, shadow growth, chiral plasmonics, corrosion pro-
tection, plasmonic sensing, nanorheology 
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Zusammenfassung 
(translated in German by Vincent Kadiri and Tingting Yu) 
Nanopartikel versprechen eine Vielzahl von Anwendungen in Bereichen der Energie, Medizin und 
Biologie. Allerdings können die Materialzusammensetzungen und -formen der meisten Nanopartikel nicht 
fein genug abgestimmt werden, sodass die bisherigen Funktionen bislang begrenzt waren. Darüber hinaus 
sind sie oft auch chemisch instabil in Lösungen. Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist daher Nanopartikel zu entwickeln, 
deren Funktion und Form programmiert werden können und, die korrosionsgeschützt sind, damit diese 
Nanopartikel dann in komplexen biologischen Flüssigkeiten als Sensoren verwendet werden können. Ein 
besonderer Fokus dieser Arbeit sind chirale Nanostrukturen. 
Eine vielversprechende Technik, um dies zu erreichen, ist das physikalische vapour shadow growth (Dampf-
schattenwachstum) Verfahren:  die Nano glancing angle deposition (nanoGLAD). DieseMethode ermöglicht 
die Gestaltung neuer dreidimensionaler (3D) Hybrid-Nanopartikel, da sie die Kontrolle über die Form und 
die Materialzusammensetzung der Nanopartikel ermöglicht. Obwohl diese Methode die Möglichkeit bietet 
Nanopartikel, die funktional programmiert sind, herzustellen, war es bei vielen Materialien bisher nicht 
möglichsie zu verwenden, da sie in Lösungen chemisch instabil sind, was den Umfang der möglichen An-
wendungen begrenzte. 
Diese Arbeit beginnt mit der Beschreibung des nanoGLAD-Wachstumsverfahrens. Eine erste Anwendung ist 
dieStrukturierung von unkonventionellen Nanostrukturen auf Waferebene, z.B. Dreischichten-Partikel, Lö-
cher, Ringe und Hohlkuppeln, die nach dem Stand der Technik konventioneller 3D-
Nanofabrikationsverfahren nicht möglich sind (Kapitel 2). Dann zeigt diese Arbeit in Verbindung mit der 
Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD), wie das nanoGLAD-Schema für die Herstellung von "3D-Core-Shell-
Nanopartikeln und -Nanokolloiden" für instabile und reaktive Materialien angepasst werden kann. Das 
Schlüsselkonzept besteht darin, dass der Kern aus dem instabilen Material besteht, das so gewachsen ist, 
dass die Schale keine Hohlräume oder Defekte enthält (Kapitel 3). Bemerkenswert ist, dass die gebildeten 
Formen symmetrie-gebrochene, chirale Nanopartikel beinhalten, die einzigartige spektrale Eigenschaften 
besitzen, die sie für Anwendungen als Sensoren attraktiv machen. Diese Arbeit verwendet chirale Nanokol-
loide, um extrem empfindliche plasmonische Nanosensoren und Nanokolloide zu verwirklichen, die auch 
als nanomechanische Sonden für aktive Nanorheologie verwendet werden können. Durch die Bildung eines 
Komposits aus zwei Materialien während des Wachstums - eines, das eine starke plasmonische Resonanz 
verursacht und einem zweiten, um die dielektrische Funktion des Komposits abzustimmen, werden plas-
monische Nanopartikel hergestellt, die Rekorde lokaler Oberflächenplasmonresonanz (LSPR) Empfindlich-
keiten darstellen (Kapitel 4). Mit dem gleichen Prinzip der Kompositbildung werden ein plasmonisches und 
ein ferromagnetisches Material kombiniert. Die resultierenden "chiralen + plasmonischen + ferromagneti-
schen" Partikel können mit einem Magnetfeld aktuiert werden. Dies wird verwendet, um die Viskosität des 
Blutplasmas in Gegenwart von Blutzellen zu messen. Die Viskosität des Blutserums ist ein wichtiger Krank-
heitsindikator, aber die Messung mit kommerziellen Rheometern erfordert die Trennung der Blutzellen. 
Dies ist bei den in dieser Arbeit gezeigten nanorheologischen Messungen nicht notwendig (Kapitel 5). 
Schlüsselwörter 
Nanopartikel, Nanocolloide, physikalische Dampfabscheidung, Schattenwachstum, chirale Plasmonik, Kor-
rosionsschutz, plasmonische Erfassung, Nanorheologie 
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buffer solutions at 6 different pH conditions (pH 3.7 ~ pH 9). The dotted lines indicate the positive 
and negative saturation magnetizations of the particles as grown. .................................... 32 
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Figure 3:4 Stability of the protected Co nanorods in 0.1 M phosphate buffer solutions at (a) pH 
3.7, (b) pH 4.6, (c) pH 5.2, (d) pH 6.6, (e) pH 8.3, and (f) pH 9. The first row shows the SEM images 
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forth rows indicate the SEM images of the protected (encapsulated) Co nanorods with 4 nm HfO2 
layer after 1h, 24h, and 168h respectively in the buffer solutions at different pH (scale bar: 400 
nm). (g) The pH measurements of each buffer solution after 1h, 24h, and 168h (left to right: pH 
3.7, 4.6, 5.2, 6.6, 8.3, and pH 9). The different boundary colours of each image indicate the status 
of the particles stability (red: complete corrosion, orange: partial corrosion, green: stable).32 
Figure 3:5 Stability of the protected Co nanorods in water. (a) SEM images (side view) of the Co 
nanorods protected with different thicknesses of the HfO2 shell layer: 0 nm, 1 nm, 2 nm, 3 nm, 4 
nm, 5 nm, and 6 nm (from top to bottom, scale bar: 200 nm). (b) Serial SEM images (top view) of 
the Co nanorods protected with HfO2 shell layer in water over time (Scale bar: 400 nm). Each 
column indicates the different ALD conditions (0 to 6 nm thick HfO2 layer from left to right). Each 
row indicates how long the particles kept in water before imaging. The different boundary 
colours of each image indicate the status of the particles stability (red: complete corrosion, 
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Figure 3:6 Protection of Cu nanorods. (a) TEM of the Cu nanorod protected with 3 nm HfO2 layer 
and (b) its corresponding EF-TEM elemental map (yellow: Cu, blue: Ti, red: O, scale bar: 50 nm). 
(c) In situ extinction trace (at λ = 687 nm) of the protected Cu nanorods (blue) and the 
unprotected Cu nanorods (red) suspended in agarose matrix. Initially the liquid phase of the gel is 
water; the vertical line indicates the addition of acidic phosphate buffer which after mixing yields 
a concentration of 0.1 M at pH3.7. Each solid line was fitted by using first order reaction, which 
yields the decay rates of k = 92×10-6 s-1 (water) and k = 563×10-6 s-1 (PB). Inset shows the 
extinction spectrum of the protected Cu nanorods in 2% agarose gel. .............................. 34 
Figure 3:7 Protection of helix-shaped Cu nanoparticles. (a) TEM of the Cu nanohelix protected 
with 3 nm HfO2 layer and (b) its corresponding EF-TEM elemental map (yellow: Cu, blue: Ti, red: 
O, scale bar: 50 nm). (c) The normalised CD spectra of the protected Cu nanohelices (blue) and 
the unprotected Cu nanohelices (red) in water (left panel) and 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH 3.7. 
For the PB results, the unprotected particles had decayed substantially in the short amount of 
time between preparation and measurement. (d) Comparison of the stabilities of the Cu 
nanohelices that are completely protected (blue), partially protected (orange), and unprotected 
(red) in 10 mM H2O2 by tracking their CD intensity with time. Each solid line was fitted by using 
first order reaction, which yields the decay rates of k = 63×10-6 s-1 (orange; partially protected) 
and k = 250×10-6 s-1(red; unprotected). ............................................................................... 35 
Figure 3:8 SEM images (top view) showing the stability of (a) protected and (b) unprotected Cu 
nanohelices in 0.1 M phosphate buffer solutions at pH 3.7, 4.6, 5.2, 6.6, 8.3, and 9 (scale bar: 200 
nm). Each top panel is the resultant images after 1h in the buffer solution and each bottom panel 
is from the same sample after 1 day in solution. The different boundary colours of each image 
indicate the status of the particles stability (red: complete corrosion, orange: partial corrosion, 
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Figure 4:1 Schematic view of polarization dependent chiral plasmonic sensing. (a) The interaction 
of a left-handed nanohelix with circularly polarised light and (b) its corresponding CD spectrum as 
a function of ?. Three bottom panels indicate the resonance shifts at (c) ??, (c) ??, and (d) ?? 
where the refractive indices of the surrounding media are varied between ?? and ??. Reprinted 
from Ref. 93 (Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group) ..................................................... 40 
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Figure 4:2 The experimental dielectric constants of 150 nm thick Ag-Ti alloyed thin films with 
different Ti contributions. (a) ??  and (b) ??  (Ag: red, Ag0.82Ti0.18: orange, Ag0.55Ti0.45: green, 
Ag0.26Ti0.74: blue, and Ti: violet). Reprinted from Ref. 93 (Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group)
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Figure 4:3 The side view of SEM images of the grown Ag-Ti nanohelices. (a) Ag0.97Ti0.03:??, (b) 
Ag0.97Ti0.03:?? , (c) Ag0.97Ti0.03:?? , (d) Ag0.97Ti0.03:?? , (e) Ag0.89Ti0.11:?? , and (f) Ag0.77Ti0.23:?? . 
Reprinted from Ref. 93 (Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group) .................................... 42 
Figure 4:4 Relaxation times of the colloidal Ag-Ti nanohelices in media of five different refractive 
indices measured by the DLS. (red: 0%, orange: 5%, green: 10%, blue: 15%, and violet: 20% 
glycerol-water mixtures). (a) Ag0.97Ti0.03:??, (b) Ag0.97Ti0.03:??, (c) Ag0.97Ti0.03:??, (d) Ag0.97Ti0.03:??, (e) 
Ag0.89Ti0.11:??, and (f) Ag0.77Ti0.23:??. Reprinted from Ref. 93 (Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing 
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Figure 4:5 Bulk refractive index sensing. (a) TEM image of a single Ag0.97Ti0.03:?? nanohelix (Scale 
bar: 50 nm). (b) CD spectra of colloidal Ag0.97Ti0.03:?? nanohelices in media of five different 
refractive indices (red: 0%, orange: 5%, green: 10%, blue: 15%, and violet: 20% glycerol-water 
mixtures) over the full spectral range and detailed plots of the resonance shifts at (c) ?? (red 
square), (d) ??? (orange circle), (e)  ?? (green top triangle), and (f)  ??? (blue bottom triangle). For 
(d) and (f) the filled curves represent |CD|-1. (g) Wavelength shift, relative to water, of the four 
spectral features as functions of the glycerol-water concentration (top x-axis) and its 
corresponding ? (bottom x-axis). Reprinted from Ref. 93 (Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing 
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Figure 4:6 Shape and dispersion engineering of Ag-Ti nanohelices. (a) The effect of the achiral 
shape factor ? on the wavelength shift ?? observed for a given change in refractive index ?? (= 
0.067). (b) The effect of ?? on the wavelength shift based on calculated dielectric constant of Ag-
Ti alloys with varying Ti composition. As the proportion of Ti increases the real part of the 
dielectric function becomes flatter, and the resulting wavelength shift increases. (c) CD spectra 
(panel left), TEM images (panel right), and colloidal solutions (each inset) of the grown Ag-Ti 
nanohelices. The achiral shape factor ? increases moving down the rows, and the atomic ratio of 
Ti increases moving to the right. (d) The measured ?? of the Ag-Ti nanohelices as a function of ? 
at 1.333 RIU (the symbols and colours are different for the ? and the atomic ratio of Ti 
respectively). Reprinted from Ref. 93 (Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group) ............. 45 
Figure 4:7 Spectroscopic resolution at zero-crossing. (a) A CD spectrum of colloidal Ag0.97Ti0.03:L1 
nanohelices in water and its corresponding linear fit. (b) ??? at ?? of Ag0.97Ti0.03:L1 (red circle), 
Ag0.97Ti0.03:L2 (red top-triangle), Ag0.97Ti0.03:L3 (red bottom-triangle), Ag0.97Ti0.03:L4 (red diamond), 
Ag0.89Ti0.11:L1 (blue circle), and Ag0.77Ti0.23:L1 (green circle) as a function of ?. Reprinted from Ref. 
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Figure 4:8 Summary of shape and dispersion engineering of nanohelices. Left panels show the 
effect of increasing nanohelix length and the right panels show the effect of increasing Ti 
composition (red square: zero-crossing wavelengths at ? = 1.333, orange circle: refractive index 
sensitivities, green top triangles: FWHMs, and blue bottom triangles: FOMs). Reprinted from Ref. 
93 (Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group) ..................................................................... 47 
Figure 4:9 Optical contrasts of chiral plasmonic nanoparticles in the presence of achiral absorbers. 
CD spectra (left panels) and extinction spectra (right panels) of the colloidal Ag0.97Ti0.03:L3 
nanohelices in the presence of complex absorbing environments (top: no filter, middle: blue 
filter, bottom: yellow filter), (b) their corresponding wavelength shifts, relative to water, of the 
two spectral features (?? and ???) as functions of the ? (error bar: standard deviation). (c) CD 
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spectra (each upper panel) and extinction spectra (each lower panel) of the colloidal Ag0.97Ti0.03:L1 
nanohelices in the presence of molecular dyes (left panel: 10 μM rhodamine 6G, right panel: 100 
μM indigo). Reprinted from Ref. 93 (Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group) ................ 48 
Figure 4:10 Sensing of specific binding events. (a) Schematic view of biotin-avidin interaction on 
the surface of a Ag-Ti nanohelix. (b) In situ measurements of the biotin-avidin interaction by 
monitoring the change of CD at the initial ??? (upper plot) and the wavelength shift of ???? 
(lower plot) with 1 min intervals. The coloured plots indicate the response of specific binding of 
biotin-avidin (Ag0.97Ti0.03:L1 blue, green; Ag0.89Ti0.11:L1 red, yellow) and the grey plots indicate non-
specific binding of avidin with Ag-Ti nanohelices (without biotin) in the control group. (c) Close-up 
view of the CD spectra for the two biotinylated nanoparticle systems showing the wavelength 
shift and CD amplitude increase after avidin introduction. (d) The resonance shift at λ02 of the 
colloidal Ag0.89Ti0.11:L1 nanohelices for the different concentrations of avidin (10 ng·mL
-1 to 1 
μg·mL-1 with 1 order intervals, top to bottom). Each red signal and blue signal indicates the ??? 
before and after avidin binding, respectively. (e) Change of CD at the initial ??? (upper plot) and 
the wavelength shift ???? (lower plot) as a function of the injected concentrations of avidin. (f) 
In-situ measurements of the biotin-avidin interaction in the presence of complex absorbing 
medium (here, 10 μM R6G) by monitoring the change of CD at the initial ??? (upper plot) and the 
wavelength shift ???? (lower plot) with 1 min intervals. Reprinted from Ref. 93 (Copyright 2016 
Nature Publishing Group) .................................................................................................... 49 
Figure 4:11 Sensing using UV chiral plasmonics. (a) Schematic that illustrates the interaction of 
left-handed (LH) nanohelices with left- and right-handed circularly polarised light (LCP, RCP) in 
the presence of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). Inset shows the schematic view of 2-turn left-handed 
Mg nanohelix showing dimensions of the seed particle and the nanostructure that grows upon it 
(?: height, ?: major radius, ?: minor radius). (b) Change in the refractive index of DMSO solution 
in response to a change in its concentration (?? ? ????) as a function of ?,[260, 261] which is 
larger in the UV (blue arrow) compared to the visible (red arrow). (c) A CD spectrum of LH 
nanohelices as a function of ?. Two boxes indicate zero crossing points, ??? (blue: in UV) and ??? 
(red: in visible). (d) Each panel indicates the resonance shifts at ??? (left panel) and??? (right 
panel) where the concentrations of the molecules are varied between ??  and ??  (??  < ?? ). 
Reprinted from Ref. 109 (Copyright 2016 Royal Society of Chemistry) ............................... 51 
Figure 4:12 Mg nanohelices. (a) SEM images of Mg LH (left-top panel) and RH (left-bottom panel) 
nanohelices. The right panel shows the top view of the array of the Mg LH nanohelices (Scale bar: 
200 nm). (b) Extinction spectra of the Mg LH nanohelices in air in response to the unpolarised 
light (ET, green) and the circularly polarised light (LCP: EL, blue and RCP: ER, red). (c) CD spectra of 
the 178 nm thick film containing LH (green) and RH (orange) Mg nanohelices in air. Reprinted 
from Ref. 109 (Copyright 2016 Royal Society of Chemistry)................................................ 52 
Figure 4:13 Molecular LSPR sensing. (a) CD spectra of Mg LH nanohelices in media with four 
different refractive indices (red: 0%, orange: 10%, yellow: 20%, and green: 30% DMSO-water 
mixtures) over the full spectral range and (b) detailed plots of the resonance shifts at??? (left 
panel) and ??? (right panel). (c) Wavelength shift, relative to water, of the two spectral features 
as a function of the DMSO-water concentration. Reprinted from Ref. 109 (Copyright 2016 Royal 
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Figure 5:1 In situ active nanorheology with magneto-plasmonic enantiomorphs. (a) Principle of 
the magnetically driven chiroptical switching. Under the application of an external magnetic field 
?  the ferromagnetic nanostructures align, and the CD response of a solution of chiral 
nanocolloids is modulated. (b) Schematic depicting a rotating magneto-plasmonic nanoprobe in a 
complex and optically dense medium (here blood plasma surrounded by erythrocytes). (c) 
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nanohelices (scale bar: 200 nm). (b) A TEM image of a single Au-Fe nanohelix showing dimensions 
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Figure 5:3 Material composition of Au-Fe nanohelix. (a) An STEM image and serial energy 
dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) false-colour elemental map of the 2-turn Au-Fe nanohelix 
~170 nm in height. (b) Auger depth profiling of the Au-Fe nanohelix as a function of the etching 
time by Ar plasma. Auger electron scattering intensities of O (blue square), Fe (red top triangle), 
Au (yellow bottom triangle), and Si (green circle) according to 3 regions: a native oxide layer on 
top of the helix, a body of the Au-Fe helix, and a Si substrate (from left to right). Reprinted with 
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Figure 5:4 Characterisation of magneto-plasmonic enantiomorphs., (a) A magnetic hysteresis 
curve of an array of the Au-Fe nanohelices measured on a Si substrate with a static magnetic field 
along the long axis of the nanohelices, ranging from -400 mT to 400 mT (coercive field: ~29.5 mT). 
The inset shows the full hysteresis curve ranging from -5 T to 5 T. (b) CD spectrum (blue line and 
left y-axis) and UV-Vis-NIR spectrum (red line and right y-axis) of the colloidal Au-Fe nanohelices 
at ? = 0 (isotropic state). Reprinted with permission from Ref. 136 (Copyright 2016 American 
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Figure 5:5 Brownian motion of the Au-Fe left-handed nanohelices. (a) in water and (b) 50% 
glycerol in water as observed by single particle tracking using dark-field optical microscopy. Each 
image shows 10 nanoparticle trajectories, where each trajectory’s start position is set to (x = 0, y 
= 0) in (c) water and (d) 50% glycerol in water. (e) Corresponding MSDs of Au-Fe nanohelices 
plotted as a function of time (black square: water, red circle: 50% glycerol). Reprinted with 
permission from Ref. 136 (Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society) ............................ 61 
Figure 5:6 The dark-field images of a single Au-Fe nanohelix captured during continuous in-plane 
rotation driven by the applied magnetic field (? = 5 mT with ???= 1 Hz) in a 50% glycerol-water 
mixture (scale bar: 1 μm). Reprinted with permission from Ref. 136 (Copyright 2016 American 
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Figure 5:7 Chiroptical responses of the colloidal Au-Fe nanohelices at ? = 880 nm in the presence 
of a static magnetic fields along ?? = 0o (red line) and ?? = 90o (violet line). The strength of the 
magnetic field ranges from 0.5 to 7 mT. (b) The corresponding chiroptical responses re-plotted as 
a function of the magnetic field intensity. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 136 (Copyright 
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Figure 5:8 Magnetically driven chiroptical switching of the colloidal Au-Fe nanohelices. (a) ΔCD 
responses of the Au-Fe nanohelices as a function of ? under a static magnetic field (? = 1 mT) at 
45o angular intervals. The spectra show a wavelength range of 230 – 1100 nm on the x-axis, and 
ΔCD from -0.3o to 0.3o on the y-axis. 2D maps of (b) experimental and (c) theoretical ΔCD 
responses of the Au-Fe nanohelices as functions of ? (x-axis) and ?? (y-axis). (d) ΔCD response of 
the colloidal Au-Fe nanohelices as a function of ?? (upper plots: experimental results at two 
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wavelengths ? = 360 nm (violet) and ? =1000 nm (red), lower plots: theoretical results at ? = 365 
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Figure 5:12 In situ active nanorheology in slurry. (a) Extinction (left panel) and CD (right panel) 
spectra of the colloidal Au-Fe nanohelices in water in the presence of polystyrene particles (8 μm 
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Figure 5:13 In situ active nanorheology in blood. (a) Extinction and CD spectra of the colloidal Au-
Fe nanohelices as a function of ? in bovine blood plasma surrounded by the erythrocytes at 
different volume fractions (top: 0%, middle: 33%, bottom: 50%). (b) The measured dynamic 
viscosity, ? of the bovine blood plasma in the presence of red blood cells with different 
hematocrit level. The macroscopic measurements were made at different shear rates (green top 
triangles: 2.4 s-1 and blue bottom triangle: 49.2 s-1). The star symbols (*) represent the statistical 
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Figure A:1 The effect of corral spacing on nanodot shape. (a) Schematic of the relevant seed 
dimensions showing two closely spaced corrals separated by a gap. (b) SEM images of corrals 
with varying dot spacing (columns), dot-corral distance (rows), and corral gap (upper vs lower 
block). Each scale bar is 400 nm. (c) The ratio of nanocolum diametre to seed diametre. The trend 
in d/ds is dominated by gs, the dot-corral distance, with no discernable dependence on the dot-
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is 200 nm. (b) The heights, the diametres, and (c) the aspect ratios of nanorods with various sizes 
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 Introduction Chapter 1
1.1 Chirality at the nanoscale 
1.1.1 Chirality 
Chirality, which originates from the Greek word for ‘hand’, describes any object or group of points 
that are odd under parity (symmetry of space inversion). In 1894, Lord Kelvin defined chirality with the 
statement [1]: 
 “I call any geometrical figure, or any group of points, chiral, and say that it has chirality, if its image in a 
plane mirror, ideally realized, cannot be brought to coincide with itself.”  
For instance, if an object cannot be superimposed on its mirror image, it is said to be chiral and the two 
mirror image forms are called ‘enantiomers’.[2] In nature, many structures and molecules are chiral, espe-
cially peptides, enzymes, proteins, and DNA (see figure 1:1). A major question in chemistry is the homochi-
rality of life; the observation that most molecules of life only exist as one enantiomer, namely D-sugars and 
L-amino acids.[3]   
 
Figure 1:1 Chirality in nature at the small scale: Sinistral Busycon pulley,[4] dextral Fusinus salisbury,[4] shells of Am-
phidromus perversus,[4] DNA,[5] enzyme,[5], CNT,[6] and amyroid fibers.[7] Reprinted from Nature Publishing Group 
and Wiley-VCH publisher. 
1.1.2 Circular dichroism (CD) 
Two, left- and right-handed, enantiomers possess similar physical and chemical properties, so only under a 
chiral influence can their properties differ. Enantiomers for instance respond differently to left- and right-
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circularly polarized light. Known as optical activity, this is the difference in the complex refractive index of a 
solution containing chiral molecules of one enantiomer in excess ? ? ??? ? ??? with ?? ? ?? ? ????, where 
? is the refractive index and ? is the extinction coefficient of the solution.[8] The differences in the real (??) 
and imaginary parts (??), respectively, give rise to circular birefringence (CB) and circular dichroism (CD), 
and measuring those features provides direct means of distinguishing the handedness of the chiral mole-
cules. Several other related methods that probe the chirality of molecules have been developed including 
fluorescence-detected circular dichroism (FD-CD), optical rotatory dispersion (ORD), vibrational circular 
dichroism (VCD), and Raman optical activity (ROA).[3, 9-14] Among them, CD spectroscopy is convenient for 
the study of both colloids and nanostructured substrates that show some optical absorption, hence this 
thesis extensively uses CD to investigate novel chiral plasmonic nanoparticles (see figure 1:2a). [9] Figure 
1:2b shows an example of CD spectra of a chiral molecule as a function of wavelength. Such chiroptical 
effects depend on the change of the electric field of the electromagnetic wave across the dimensions of the 
molecule, so that they are inherently weak.[15] However, in the case of nanostructures that approach the 
dimensions of visible light, these effects are therefore larger, and moreover they can show resonances in 
the visible range of the spectrum, thanks to the nanoparticles’ unique optical properties that are discussed 
in the following sections.   
 
Figure 1:2 Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy. (a) Schematic view of CD spectroscopy. Left- and right-circularly polar-
ised light interacts with a solution containing an isotropic chiral medium. The absorption difference depends on the 
handedness of the medium. (b) Example of CD spectra of chiral molecules as a function of wavelength, here 1% car-
vone (red: right-handed and blue: left-handed). Each inset shows the left- and right-handed carvone structures. 
1.2 Chiral nanoparticles 
In the range of 1 to 100 nm length scale, materials are typically defined as nanoparticles and possess 
unique properties that differ from those of the corresponding bulk materials.[16] Examples are quantum 
dots (c.f. semiconductors),[17] superpara-magnetism (c.f. ferri- or ferro-magnetic materials),[18] up-
conversion of light (c.f. rare-earth materials),[19] and local plasmonics (c.f. metals).[20] Thanks to their 
small size nanoparticles are also of interest for applications in biology and in medicine for imaging,[21, 22] 
sensing,[23] therapy,[16] and actuation.[24] Moreover, the large surface to volume ratio of nanoparticles 
facilitates their use as catalysts.[25, 26] These diverse properties  support technical advances in diverse 
areas such as nanochemistry,[16] nanolithography,[27] and nanofabrication.[28] The latter has also ena-
bled the design and fabrication of 3D building blocks of new functional materials, namely “metamaterials” 
with properties that are not found in naturally occurring materials.[29] “Meta” originates from the Greek 
word for ‘beyond’, hence a metamaterial describes a material that is engineered to give rise to unusual 
properties not normally found in natural materials.[29-31] For instance, photonic and plasmonic met-
amaterials show many exciting optical properties: a magnetic response at optical frequencies, a negative 
refractive index, zero reflection through impedance matching, perfect absorption, giant circular dichroism, 
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and enhanced nonlinear optical properties.[27] Being able to make a suspension of such metamaterials, i.e. 
metafluid, would open up entirely new classes of functions and applications of meta-systems that currently 
cannot be demonstrated. However, this is challenging as the current methods cannot grow truly 3D chiral 
nanoparticles that are also chemically stable.[15, 18, 32] Therefore very limited functions and applications 
of chiral nanoparticles have been investigated so far. Detailed examples will be discussed in the following 
subsections, before the thesis presents means to grow as well as to protect chiral nanocolloids that can be 
used as sensors and nanoprobes. 
1.2.1 Fabrication 
1.2.1.1 Conventional methods 
Chemical means permit the synthesis of a large number of nanocolloids made of various shapes and mate-
rials,[33] but energetically favourable configurations at the nanoscale generally show high symmetry and 
thus currently there is no method to synthesise multifunctional metallic nanoparticles having a defined 
chirality.[34] Exceptions are possible where symmetrical nanoparticles are either linked to chiral molecules 
(e.g. figure 1:3a)[32, 35-38] or arranged in a chiral order, figures 1:3b–d.[39] In these cases chiroptical ef-
fects are induced by the coupling of the chiral molecule to the nanoparticle or the interactions between the 
nanoparticles. The use of these arrangements have been proposed for chiral sensing,[32, 40] but have so 
far met with limited success due to the yields and reproducibility of the chiral nanostructures. Furthermore, 
since many chemically synthesised nanoparticles are not stable in biological-fluids,[18, 41, 42] they are not 
useful for bio-applications. On the other hand, physical methods, mostly electron-/ion-beam-based lithog-
raphy, have also been used for the fabrication of diverse 2D and 3D chiral structures (figures 1:3e–h).[43-46] 
These methods can be used to make chiral structures with interesting chiroptical properties, but they often 
do not permit large (wafer-) scale processing.[47] On surfaces the structures can exhibit 2D chirality, but for 
applications in solution the chiral structures must be 3D and chiral, and this requires multiple lithography 
steps that require independent and thus time-consuming processing steps (figures 1:3g–h).  
 
Figure 1:3 Collections of current chiral plasmonic nanostructures. (a)–(d) Self-assembly of plasmonic nanoparticles in a 
chiral order from the molecular to the macro scale.[32, 35, 38, 39] (e)–(f) 2D[43, 44] and (g)–(h) 3D chiral nanostruc-
tures[45, 46] fabricated by nanolithographic techniques. Reprinted from American Chemical Society, Nature Publish-
ing Group, and Wiley-VCH publisher. 
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1.2.1.2 Nano glancing angle deposition 
A promising method to grow chiral nanoparticles is nano glancing angle deposition (nanoGLAD), which is 
mainly used in this thesis, figure 1:4. Physical vapour deposition (PVD) is a well-established means to grow 
thin films from a number of materials, including metals, semiconductors, insulators, and magnetic materials. 
The vapours land on the target substrate where they nucleate with neighbouring adatoms. Depending on 
the adatom’s dominant interfacial force between cohesion with the neighbouring adatom and adhesion on 
the substrate, a constant deposition follows one of three growth regimes (2D layer or Frank–van der Mer-
we growth, 3D island or Volmer-Weber growth, and layer-plus-island or Stranski-Krastanov growth).[48] A 
key point is that in ordinary (normal incidence) deposition the entire substrate is coated with a continuous 
film.[49] Meanwhile, when an angle of the vapour flux is not normal to the substrate, i.e. an oblique angle 
(figure 1:4a), the region behind each nucleus becomes ‘self-shadowing’ where the subsequent ballistic 
evaporant cannot land.[50, 51] For example, figure 1:4b shows, that at high angles of the vapour flux, the 
pre-formed nuclei serve as seeds and give rise to a shadowing area behind them. So additional adatoms are 
primarily deposited on top of the already existing seeds.[52] If the surface has many such seed particles 
that are suitably spaced together, then this process results in the growth of an array of slanted columnar 
structures, which was firstly investigated by König and Helwig in 1950.[50] Later, in 1959, Young and Kowal 
first proposed an azimuthal rotation of the target substrate during growth, leading to the change in the 
direction of the incident vapour flux relative to the substrate, figure 1:4c.[51] This process is known as 
glancing angle deposition (GLAD)  coined by Robbie et al. and makes it possible to grow nanostructured 3D 
films. [53, 54] For example, a slow continuous rotation of the substrate during growth leads to the for-
mation of helical columns, while a fast rotation yields vertical columns normal to the substrate.[55] 
 
Figure 1:4 Nano glancing angle deposition (nanoGLAD). (a) Definition of the angle of molecular vapour flux and the 
azimuthal rotation of the substrate. (b) An illustration of the shadow effect in a periodic array of the BCML-grown 
seed particles. (c) A schematic view of the nanoGLAD apparatus with a substrate cooling. 
As is also typical for PVD, multiple sources simultaneously or sequentially permit the control over the mate-
rial composition.[54] However, at the nanoscale, surface diffusion of the adatoms is a significant factor in 
determining the shape of the resulting nanoparticle and, because of high surface diffusion of many (metal) 
adatoms, it is challenging to fabricate 3D (metallic) nanoparticles. In 2013 it has been nevertheless shown 
how 3D-shaped complex nanostructures (< 100 nm) including metallic ones can be fabricated.[56] In par-
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ticular, the method combines the two techniques of block copolymer micelle nanolithography (BCML) [57] 
with GLAD. This “nanoGLAD” scheme allows the design of 3D hybrid nanomaterials and nanocolloids. Its 
key idea is the use of a “nano” shadow effect by means of (1) a wafer-level array of nanoseeds and (2) sup-
pression of adatoms’ surface diffusion by cooling the substrate. Firstly, BCML, which is a lithographic meth-
od developed by Glass et al.,[57] is used for the fabrication of the wafer-level array of metallic nanoparti-
cles to be used as a seed layer (figure 1:5). In a nutshell, block-copolymer micelles, poly(styrene)-b-poly(2-
vinylpyridine), are formed by self-assembly in a suitable solvent and each of their cores contains metallic 
salt (e.g. HAuCl4), figure 1:5a. Then they are spin-coated onto a wafer, which results in a quasi-hexagonal 
ordered monolayer of the micelles spaced evenly apart over the entire surface of the wafer (figure 1:5b). 
By treating the coated wafer with a plasma, the block-copolymers are removed and at the same time the 
salts are reduced to form nanodots (figure 1:5c). Figure 1:5d shows an example of an array of 10 nm gold 
nanoparticles patterned by the BCML method. Note that the resultant nanodots’ sizes and spacings can be 
precisely tuned by controlling, respectively, the loading amount of the salt in solution and the chain length 
of the block-copolymers.[58] In fact as those geometrical factors will dramatically affect the uniformity of 
the GLAD structures, it is essential to determine the optimal dimension of the seed layer, which is fully ad-
dressed in this thesis (see chapter 2 for the detailed effect of the arrangement of the seeds on the shadow 
growth process).[55, 59] 
 
Figure 1:5 Block copolymer micelle nanolithography (BCML).[57] (a) A micelle whose core is metallic salt and encapsu-
lated in self-assembled block copolymers when dispersed in solvent. (b) Formation of an extended monomicellar film 
by spin coating. (c) A subsequent plasma treatment that removes the block copolymers and reduces the metallic salt 
into the form of nanoparticles. (D) An SEM image of an array of ~10 nm gold nanoparticles patterned by BCML.   
Reducing the substrate’s temperature during growth will be effective to minimize the surface diffusion of 
the adatoms.[60] According to the structure zone model the morphology of a thin film is classified depend-
ing on the ratio between the substrate’s temperature ?? and the melting temperature of target material ?? 
during growth, figure 1:6.[61, 62]  
 
Figure 1:6 Structure zone model of a thin film grown by physical vapour deposition (PVD) as a function of temperature 
ratio, ?? ??? . Reprinted from Elsevier Ref. 62. 
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For ?? ???  < 0.2 the structural profile belongs to zone 1 where individual well separated columns grow. This 
is due to the suppressed surface diffusion of the evaporant and, by Fick’s law, it can be considered as a 
thermally activated Arrhenius-type process where the diffusion coefficient ? is given as,[52]  
? ? ???? ????? ? (1:1) 
where ?? is Boltzmann’s constant, and ?? is the energy barrier of the diffusion process. It follows that the 
surface mobility can be reduced using cooling (figure 1:4c).[56] Contacting the substrate to a liquid nitrogen 
reservoir, for example, permits the growth of the small Ag-Cu metallic alloyed chiral nanoparticles (see 
figure 1:7a).[56] Figures 1:7b–e also shows more examples of chiral nanocolloids with different chirality and 
material composition, grown by nanoGLAD.[28, 63-65] However, especially challenging is the growth of 
metal nanoparticles using unstable materials such as Co, Cu, Ag, Mg, etc., which quickly oxidise and corrode 
in aqueous solution. Nanocolloids from these materials have thus far not been used for applications in solu-
tions. This thesis presents a scheme to grow 3D hybrid nanoparticles with unstable materials and to protect 
them that they are chemically stable (see chapter 3), such that they can be used for chiral plasmonic sens-
ing applications. These are described in the following section. 
 
Figure 1:7 Chiral nanohelices grown by nanoGLAD. (a) The SEM image of Ag-Cu nanohelices as grown on a wafer be-
fore release.[56] (b) The TEM image of Ag-Cu nanohelix and its corresponding EDX mapping image (yellow: Ag, purple: 
Cu).[28] (c) The high-angle annular dark-field (HADDF)-TEM image of Ni nanohelix and its corresponding EDX mapping 
image (yellow: Au, red: Ti, purple: Ni, green: O).[63] (d) The SEM images of SiO2 microhelices with different number of 
turns.[66] Reprinted from Nature Publishing Group, Royal Society of Chemistry, and American Chemical Society. 
1.2.2 Chiral plasmonic applications 
Metallic nanoparticles whose diameter is smaller than the wavelength of light can support coherent collec-
tive oscillations of delocalised electrons in response to electromagnetic radiation.[67] These are known as 
localised surface plasmons (LSPs) and their resonance (LSPR), figure 1:8a.[68] The LSPR accompanies a local 
electric field enhancement near the surface of the nanoparticle, and plasmonic nanostructures find use as 
optical antennas,[69, 70] for imaging or sensing of small particles,[68, 71-73] in photo-reactions,[74-76] as 
well as catalytic reactions,[77-79] and for local heating (thermal applications),[80] which can be useful in 
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nanolithography,[81-84] photothermal therapy,[85, 86] and the thermophoretic effect.[87] Moreover, 
since the LSPR provides a spectral resonance peak that shifts in response to changes of the refractive index 
of the medium surrounding the particle, many different types of sensing applications have been demon-
strated, e.g. sensing biomolecules by tracking the LSPR peak according to the effective refractive index 
change caused by molecules adsorbed onto the surface of the nanoparticle.[73, 88] Consistent with the 
purpose of plasmonic function, material engineering promises the design of customised plasmonic features 
with the flexibility in tuning the position, bandwidth, and the number of the plasmonic resonant 
modes.[89-91] This can be achieved by controlling the geometry and material composition of the nanopar-
ticle and some examples are shown in figure 1:8b.[92-97]   
 
Figure 1:8 Local surface plasmon resonances (LSPR) of metal nanoparticles. (a) Schematic view of coherent collective 
oscillations of free electrons of metal nanoparticles in response to light when the diameter of the nanoparticle is 
smaller than the wavelength of light. (b) Plasmonic resonances engineered by size,[94] shape,[95] and material com-
position of nanomaterials.[96] Reprinted from the American Chemical Society.  
When such metal nanoparticles are chiral, then their suspension can show an induced chiroptical effect 
near the frequency of the plasmon resonance: this is interesting as such chiroptical effects are typically 
weak in molecules. Chiral nanoparticles have already been grown using nanofabrication techniques [35, 56, 
98-100] and their chiroptical effects are indeed stronger than what is observed in molecules,[64, 101, 102] 
which suggests new sensing capabilities.[15, 32] The scope of potential applications can be increased by 
tailoring the geometry of the nanostructure [103-105] or by growing nanostructures that incorporate sev-
eral functionalities, i.e. that are also magnetic [106] or respond to electric fields.[76] It is therefore desira-
ble to develop a way to tailor the chiral shape of the nanoparticle and to simultaneously incorporate sever-
al additional functionalities in the chiral nanoparticles. The following subsections introduce two key appli-
cations, plasmonic sensing and active plasmonics. 
1.2.2.1 Plasmonic sensing  
In bio-applications, it would be desirable to have a local sensor for use in situ or in vivo. The LSPR of 
nanostructures shifts  in response to changes of the refractive index of the surrounding medium, figures 
1:9a-b.[91] Since the electric field is highly localised on the particle it only has a small penetration depth 
into the surrounding medium, which makes for a localised sensor.[23, 107, 108] Crucially, it is also possible 
to apply chiral plasmonics to such LSPR sensing, by tracking the CD spectral peak positions in response to 
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refractive index changes (e.g. figure 1:10a).[109] The bipolar nature of CD gives richer spectral features and 
zero crossings that can be tracked resulting in a narrow effective full width at half maximum (FWHM) and 
features that are a function of the spectral resolution of the detector.[93] This translates into high FOMs. A 
similar approach has been demonstrated on a surface of structures that were magnetic and gave rise to a 
magnetic-dichroism spectrum. The achiral magnetic nanoantennas induced ellipticity in the transmitted 
beam.[110] In this case the choice of material was dictated by the requirement to induce a magneto-optical 
response, which significantly limits a range of potential materials. Conventional LSPR sensors rely only on 
pure metal nanoparticles (e.g. Au and Ag) whose sensitivities are typically below 1000 nm/RIU (see figure 
1:9c), such that their sensitivities are still much lower than those found in propagating type surface plas-
mon resonance (SPR) biosensors (< 5000 nm/RIU). Hence such LSPR nanosensors require improved sensitiv-
ity and FOM for any practical use.[72, 73] This thesis shows how material engineering plays an important 
role and how it can – together with CD spectroscopy – be used to achieve record LSPR sensitivities and 
FOMs (figure 1:10a).[93] The surprising finding is that a chiral nanostructure is more sensitive than an ordi-
nary achiral nanoparticles in detecting achiral properties (ordinary refractive index changes – see chapter 4).  
 
Figure 1:9 LSPR sensing. (a) Schematic view of the plasmonic resonance of metallic nanoparticles as a function of 
wavelength, ?. Inset shows a common plasmonic sensing system where a metallic nanoparticle (here a sphere) inter-
acts with light and generates a detectable extinction peak at the plasmon resonance. (b) A zoomed-in region near the 
peak ?? showing how it shifts in wavelength as the refractive index of the surrounding medium changes ??? < ??. (c) 
The LSPR sensitivities, ?? reported to date in the literature for metallic nanocolloids (Au sphere,[95] Au cube,[95] Au 
rod,[95] Au bipyramid,[95] Au prism,[111] Au star,[95, 112, 113] Ag sphere,[114, 115] Ag cube,[116, 117] Ag 
prism,[114, 118, 119] core-shell (or shell) [120-124] ) as a function of ? at 1.333 RIU. The symbols and colours are 
different for the shapes and the material composition, respectively. Reprinted from American Chemical Society and 
Royal Society of Chemistry. 
Chiral plasmonics also promises new sensing schemes that permit the detection of chiral molecules, figures 
1:10b-c. The electromagnetic field near a nanostructure can give rise to an optical chirality surpassing that 
of circularly polarised light, which is known as a superchiral field and this could be useful in chiral detection 
figure 1:10b.[15, 125, 126] However, the underlying mechanism of how the chiral near-field may interact 
with the chiral molecule and affect the CD spectrum is still unclear. Another interesting scheme is the use 
of a Föster-type resonance energy transfer (FRET) with plasmons, figure 1:10c.[32, 40] At the plasmonic 
resonance the achiral nanoparticle generates a ‘hot electron’, which is the metastable state of excited elec-
trons, but has no visible optical activity itself. Then if this plasmonic particle is in contact with a chiral mole-
cule, energy can be transferred to the molecule such that the molecular optical activity can be stimulated. 
This could be a very flexible and sensitive sensing scheme, but it has to date not been realised.  
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Figure 1:10 Chiral plasmonic sensing. (a) Refractive index sensing by the aid of chiral plasmonics.[93, 109, 110] (b) 
Superchiral sensing by using the superchiral optical field generated by the chiral plasmonic nanoparticle.[15, 125] (c) 
Plasmon-enhanced chiral sensing based on FRET with plasmons.[32, 40] 
1.2.2.2 Active plasmonics  
“Active” plasmonic systems have recently been developed by controlling either the applied electromagnetic 
radiation to the metallic nanostructure [46, 127-129] or the dynamics of the nanostructures. [130-134] 
Strictly, the structures here are “actuatable” and have nothing in common with “active matter”. The first 
demonstration relies on strong electric fields to align a Au nanorod. The long axis of the Au nanorod is 
aligned along the direction of the external electric field due to a torque exerted by the electric field acting 
on the dominant axis of the rod’s polarisability, so that its orientation and thus interaction with polarised 
light can be controlled, figures 1:11a.[130] Simpler schemes have been developed that facilitate alignment 
by a weak electric field [132, 134] or a magnetic field,[133] figures 1:11b-c. However, they still require 
complex fabrication schemes and show low yields. Recently, the chiroptical response has been tuned using 
a DNA origami decorated with Au nanoparticles, and the polarity of the chiroptical response was manipu-
lated (figures 1:11d-e).[36, 37] Those systems, however, have low yield and show low optical activity (be-
low 1×109 o·M-1·cm-1 of molar circular dichroism), slow transition times (approximately 15 min to complete), 
and low reproducibilities (only 4 cycles), and they are thus unsuitable for optical devices and systems. A 
continuous and reproducible way to actively drive particle dynamics and to modulate CD signals is there-
fore needed and demonstrated in this thesis (see chapter 5). 
 
Figure 1:11 Plasmonic switching by particle dynamics. (a)–(c) Plasmonic switch: (a) An electric alignment of Au nano-
rods.[130] (b) An electric alignment of Au nanorods by the aid of liquid crystals.[132, 134] (c) A magnetic aliment of Au 
nanorods supported by a magnetic particle.[133] (d)–(e) Chiral plasmonic switch: (d)  A control of suspension of chiral 
nanostructures in fluid.[36] (e) Shape deformation by DNA origami.[37] Images reprinted from Nature Publishing 
Group and American Chemical Society. 
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1.3 Objective and Outline 
The overall goal of this thesis is to develop chiral plasmonic nanomaterials that are capable of sensing tasks 
in complex biological fluids. For this this thesis focuses on the following problems: 
(1) Fabrication:  
? How to fabricate and control 3D features at the nanoscale? 
? How to achieve high chemical stability of various nanoparticles including chiral ones in solution?  
? How to incorporate multiple functions and use these for sensing applications? 
(2) Application : 
o What practical applications can be achieved in biological fluids by the chiral nanomaterials developed 
in this thesis? 
o What is the advantage of the chiral plasmonic spectroscopy for LSPR sensing and how to engineer 
the dielectric function of chiral plasmonic nanomaterials for enhanced LSPR sensing performance? 
o How to realise switchable chiral plasmonics and how to use them for nanorheology?  
To address the problems listed above, the aims of this thesis are: 
Chapter 2: Nano glancing angle deposition 
The aim of this chapter is to describe the nano physical shadow growth technique used throughout the 
thesis. In particular, the scalability of the nanoGLAD process, ranging from single 3D nanostructure to wa-
fer-scale (unconventional) nanopatterns, is examined. 
Chapter 3: Corrosion-protected hybrid nanoparticles 
This chapter presents a substrate-based physical fabrication scheme that can nevertheless coat the entire 
surface of a nanoparticle. In conjunction with atomic layer deposition (ALD), the nanoGLAD scheme is used 
to design and fabricate core-shell hybrid nanocolloids that are coated such that they are (chemically) stable 
in physiological fluids as well as acidic and oxidising fluids.  
Chapter 4: Chiral plasmonic nanosensors 
The first aim to use chiral particles is as a refractive index nanosensor. The key idea is to use the extinction-
based circular dichroism as a spectral signature by tracking its bipolar peaks (zero-crossing) that have a 
narrow effective FWHM, which in turn translates into a high FOM. The sensitivity is enhanced by engineer-
ing the shape and dielectric dispersion of the nanoparticle to make it sensitive to local refractive index 
changes.  
Chapter 5: Active nanorheology 
The second aim is to develop the chiral nanocolloids as nanorheological probes, by spectroscopically track-
ing the particle dynamics in a fluid. For this it is necessary to be able to exert a torque on the chiral plas-
monic nanoparticles, so that they are capable of aligning with an external magnetic field. The chiroptical 
spectrum then corresponds to the particles’ orientation to the incoming light. This allows a size-dependent 
measurement of the viscosity, which is an important consideration for bio-applications, which is not possi-
ble with conventional macro rheometers. 
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The results presented in this thesis have (in part) been published (or will be published in the near future). 
This thesis is a cumulative thesis and the chapters are taken from the publications listed below. In particu-
lar, figures and excerpts were taken from the following sources:   
Chapter 2: 
[59] Shape control in wafer-based aperiodic 3D nanostructures, H.-H. Jeong, A.G. Mark, J.G. Gibbs, T. 
Reindl, U. Waizmann, J. Weis, and P. Fischer, Nanotechnology 25, 235302 (2014) - Cover article 
[49] Selectable nanopattern arrays for nanolithographic imprint and etch-mask applications, H.-H. Jeong, 
A.G. Mark, T.-C. Lee, K. Son, W. Chen, M. Alarcón-Correa, I. Kim, G. Schütz, and P. Fischer, Advanced 
Science 2, 1500016 (2015) - Cover article  
Chapter 3:  
[135] Corrosion-protected hybrid nanoparticles, H.-H. Jeong, M. Alarcón-Correa, A.G. Mark, K. Son, T.-C. 
Lee, and P. Fischer (submitted) 
Chapter 4: 
[93] Dispersion and shape engineered plasmonic nanosensors, H.-H. Jeong, A.G. Mark, M. Alarcón-Correa, I. 
Kim, P. Oswald, T.-C. Lee, and P. Fischer, Nature Communications 7, 11331 (2016) 
[109] Magnesium plasmonics for UV applications and chiral sensing, H.-H. Jeong, A.G. Mark, and P. Fischer, 
Chemical Communications 52, 12179 (2016) 
Chapter 5: 
[136] Active nanorheology with plasmonics, H.-H. Jeong, A.G. Mark, T.-C. Lee, M. Alarcón-Correa, S. Eslami, 
T. Qiu, J.G. Gibbs, and P. Fischer, Nano Letters 16, 4887 (2016) 
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 Nano glancing angle deposition Chapter 2
Controlled local fabrication of three-dimensional (3D) nanostructures is important to explore and 
enhance the function of single nanodevices, but is experimentally challenging. In this chapter, a scheme, 
nano glancing angle deposition (nanoGLAD) is presented based on e-beam lithography (EBL) written seeds, 
and GLAD grown structures to create nanoscale objects with defined shapes but in aperiodic arrangements. 
By using a continuous sacrificial “corral” surrounding the features of interest it is possible to grow isolated 
3D nanostructures that have complex cross sections and sidewall morphology that are surrounded by a 
zone of clean substrate. Then, nanoGLAD scheme is used for the production of large-area nanopatterns, in 
conjunction with block-copolymer micelle nanolithography (BCML). It is discussed how the sizes of regular 
BCML patterns can be tuned via GLAD and how additional functional materials can be incorporated to gen-
erate new nanostructures. The combination with simple etching steps extends the utility of the method. In 
particular, arrays of nano-ring, -holes, -domes and multilayer nano-spheres are generated. All arrays and 
shapes can be readily obtained from a single common precursor that is subjected to different simple post-
processing steps. The patterned nanoarrays are useful for plasmonic and nanoimprint applications. 
 
This chapter is based on the published articles: 
 [59] Shape control in wafer-based aperiodic 3D 
nanostructures, H.-H. Jeong, A.G. Mark, J.G. Gibbs, 
T. Reindl, U. Waizmann, J. Weis, and P. Fischer, 
Nanotechnology 25, 235302 (2014) - Cover article 
 [49] Selectable nanopattern arrays for nanolithographic 
imprint and etch-mask applications, H.-H. Jeong, 
A.G. Mark, T.-C. Lee, K. Son, W. Chen, M. Alarcón-
Correa, I. Kim, G. Schütz, and P. Fischer, Advanced 
Science 2, 1500016 (2015) - Cover article 
Reprinted from Ref. 59 (Copyright 2014 Institute of Physics) and Ref. 49 (Copyright 2015 Wiley-VCH pub-
lisher) 
Author Contributions: 
For Ref. 59 P.F. proposed the idea. H.-H.J., A.G.M., and P.F. designed the experiments. H.-H.J. performed 
the GLAD and SEM. H.-H.J., T.R., U.W., and J.W. conducted the EBL. H.-H.J. and A.G.M. analysed the data. 
H.-H.J., A.G.M., and P.F. wrote the paper. 
For Ref. 49 H.-H.J. proposed the idea. H.-H.J., A.G.M., T.-C.L., and P.F. designed the experiments. H.-H.J. 
performed the GLAD, SEM, chemical etching, and optical measurements. C.M. conducted the BCML. H.-H.J. 
and W.C. performed the RIE, H.-H.J. and I.K. conducted the Raman measurements, K.S. performed the NIL. 
T.-C.L. and M.A.-C. carried out the TEM imaging. H.-H.J., A.G.M., T.-C.L., and P.F. wrote the paper. 
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2.1 Shape control in nano glancing angle deposition 
2.1.1 Introduction 
Structural control of nanoscale devices is a key issue for enhancing their performance, which depends criti-
cally on the nanostructure’s shape, size, and composition. For instance, the electrical properties of memris-
tors,[137, 138] and photovoltaic devices,[139, 140] the optical properties of metal plasmonic nanoparti-
cles,[78, 141] and the magnetic properties of nanomagnets for magnetic memory devices [142, 143], all 
depend on the geometry of the device. Therefore, in order to improve the performance of nanodevices, 
three-dimensional (3D) nanofabrication techniques are becoming more important to nanoscience and 
nanoengineering. 3D structures including rods, helices, etc. have been obtained via template-assisted 
growth,[139, 144] scanning probe lithography,[145] 3D assembly of nanoparticles,[146] DNA origami,[147-
149] multi-photon lithography,[150, 151] colloidal lithography,[152] and chemical synthesis,[153] but these 
approaches are not well suited for locally fabricating 3D-shaped nanostructures on a wafer or planar sur-
face. For instance, colloidal lithography is capable of rapidly patterning large areas, but only with periodic 
arrays, and only to give 2D patterns. On the other hand, scanning probe lithography can create arbitrary 
aperiodic structures (albeit at reduced write speeds). So there remains a pressing demand for techniques to 
generate 3D structures in arbitrary arrangements with rapid write times. 
A promising technique to address this is glancing angle deposition (GLAD), a physical vapour deposition 
(PVD) technique where the vapour is deposited on the substrate at a high incidence angle and the substrate 
can be rotated during deposition.[154] GLAD has been used to fabricate various complex 3D structures 
including rods, helices, zigzags, etc. where the structural dimensions are directly controlled by the incident 
molecular flux angles, the molecular deposition rate, and the rotation rate of the substrate. It has the ad-
vantage of being a simple and fast fabrication process appropriate for a variety of materials including insu-
lators, semiconductors, magnetic materials and conductors.[52, 155, 156] Seeding the substrate before the 
GLAD exposure has proven to be an effective technique to homogenise the resulting structures by restrict-
ing extinction, and controlling the symmetry of the array.[157] Recently, it has been shown a rapid and 
scalable approach to obtain 3D nanocolloids using GLAD on substrates seeded with ~10 nm gold nanodot 
arrays grown with block-copolymer micelle nanolithography (BCML).[56] To date, however, studies of GLAD 
seeding have focused on the role of highly symmetric, periodic, and quasi-infinite seed arrays.[158-160] 
Thus they are not appropriate for growing the isolated or aperiodic 3D nanostructures that are required for 
many technological applications. 
In this chapter, electron-beam lithography (EBL) is used to write nanoscale seed layers having complex seed 
shapes, and isolated aperiodic arrangements. It is started by exploring the growth properties of nanostruc-
tures on periodic patterned seed arrays and demonstrated that the lattice spacing of the array influences 
and thus limits the dimensions of the nanostructure. To address this, a new geometry, the sacrificial corral, 
is introduced to protect the main structure and allow more precise control of the structural dimensions. 
Examples of GLAD grown nanostructures are provided; in all cases the structures grown within corrals ex-
hibit better uniformity, and show superior fidelity for the underlying seed geometry and the growth pro-
gram than isolated seeds or periodic seed arrays.  
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2.1.2 Theoretical concept 
In the absence of diffusion, when adsorbate atoms hit and stick where they land, the morphology of GLAD 
grown structures is dominated by ballistic shadowing by adjacent structures. In the presence of seeds the 
diameters of the grown structures are dependent on the seed diameter ??, and the gap between adjacent 
seeds ??, figure 2:1e [28]. The maximum effective gap between seeds ???? is defined by the geometrical 
relation, ???? = ?? ? ????, where ?? is the seed height, and ? is the polar angle of the incoming flux. When 
the seed gaps are wider than the maximum effective gap distance (?? ? ????), unseeded nanostructures 
grow between seeds due to the absence of the shadow effect in these regions. On the other hand, colum-
nar competition, the complete shadowing and stochastic extinction of some structures by their neighbours 
decreases the uniformity of growth when the seed gaps are in the range of ?? ? ?? ? ????. The centre-to-
centre spacing of seeds in an array is simply ? ? ?? ? ??, and the maximum effective spacing is ???? ?
???? ? ??. 
2.1.3 Fabrication concept 
The fabrication scheme for one of the designed nanostructures is depicted in figure 2:1. Nanopatterned 
seeds based on hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) negative tone electron-beam resist were fabricated by elec-
tron-beam lithography (EBL, see Methods for details). Then, nanostructures were grown on such seeded 
substrates in a GLAD system based on electron-beam evaporation at room temperature with a base pres-
sure of 5×10-7 mbar (see figure 1:5). The substrate manipulator provides independent control over the azi-
muthal direction ?, and molecular flux direction ? during deposition. The flux angle ? and the azimuthal 
rotation rates per unit thickness ?? ? ???? were constantly updated with closed-loop feedback based on 
measurements of material deposition rates on a quartz crystal monitor (QCM) and controlled by a comput-
er running code developed in the lab.  
 
Figure 2:1 Illustration of controlled local fabrication of 3D nanostructures on nanopatterned seeds. Fabrication of HSQ 
nanopatterns (a) without and (b) with a sacrificial corral on Si substrate using EBL. Fabrication of 3D nanostructures on 
the nanopatterned seeds for (c) the isolated double dots and (d) the corralled double dots. (e) Side view of nanostruc-
tures showing dimensions of the seed particles (red) and the nanostructures that grows upon them. Reprinted from 
Ref. 59 (Copyright 2014 Institute of Physics) 
In order to examine only the geometrical effect of the designed structures, other deposition parameters 
including the temperature, the material, the deposition rate, and the incident molecular flux were kept 
constant between different samples. In particular, the flux angle ? was fixed to 85o, because it is the prima-
ry factor determining film density.[160] At ? = 85o the polar angle is high enough for shadowing to produce 
high fidelity structures, but not so high that roughness in the mask layer plays an important role in shadow-
ing. A typical growth process consisted of Ti deposited on top of the nanopatterned seeds as an adhesion 
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layer with a deposition rate ~ 0.1 nm·sec-1 at ? = 10o, ?? ? ???? = 210 o·nm-1. This was followed by alumina 
(Al2O3) which made up the bulk of the nanostructure, deposited to give either nanorods by fast azimuthal 
rotation (?? ? ???? = 18±0.2 o·nm-1 at 0.1 nm·sec-1 deposition rate and ? = 85o) or helices using slow rota-
tion (?? ? ????  = 1.8±0.1 o·nm-1). 
2.1.4 Role of periodicity in nanoGLAD  
The ability of EBL to write arbitrarily shaped seed layers of small sizes allows the effect of those seed layers 
on the resulting GLAD-grown nanostructures to be studied systematically. It is started by examining circular 
seeds arranged in periodic square lattices. This was followed by GLAD deposition of about 250 nm of Al2O3 
at high substrate rotation rate to give columnar nanostructures as shown in figure 2:2. The seeds increase 
in diameter (??) from top to bottom, and increase in centre-to-centre spacing (? ? ?? ? ??) from left to 
right. Each zone of seeds is 10 μm × 10 μm but the images show only the central 1.3 μm × 1.3 μm to avoid 
edge effects. The diameters of the resulting nanocolumns were measured by analysing the SEM images. 
Ideally, the diameter of the nanorod should be equal to that of the seed upon which it grows. However, 
figure 2:2b shows that for a given seed diameter, the diameter of the nanorod increases with spacing. 
When ?? ? ?? ? ????? the uniformity of the nanorods decreased due to columnar competition. Converse-
ly, when the seed gap exceeded that established by equation 1:3, (e.g. for ?? = 50 nm, ? = 30 nm, ? = 550 
nm), unintended nanoislands were formed within the gaps of the patterns due to incomplete shadowing. 
Therefore, in periodic lattices, the nanorod diameter is a function of both the seed diameter and spacing at 
the given seed height incident flux angle. This poses a problem for aperiodic arrangements where a fixed 
column diameter is desired, but the spacing between columns, or their arrangement is not uniform. This is 
an important consideration in structure design that has received little attention, because GLAD has tradi-
tionally been applied to the growth of periodic, quasi-infinite films. 
 
Figure 2:2 Fabrication of a variety of nanorods by varying seeds diameters (??) and spacings (?). (a) Top-view SEM 
images for the fabricated nanorods on various seeds arrays. The seeds diameters were increased from 20 nm (top) to 
110 nm (bottom) with 30 nm intervals. The seeds spacing were increased from 130 nm (left) to 550 nm (right). Scale 
bar is 400 nm. (b) The measured diameters of various nanorods at different seed spacings (?). Y-axis is presented as 
the ratio of ? ? ????. Reprinted from Ref. 59 (Copyright 2014 Institute of Physics) 
2.1.5 Aperiodic 3D nanostructures 
A new motif for the controlled growth of isolated structures is introduced that is the sacrificial corral, which 
manipulates the shadow effect locally and protects the target structures within. The model structure for 
testing the efficacy of corrals is a pair of circular seeds ?? = 50 nm in diameter and separated by 100 nm 
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(see figure 2:1b). These represent the electrodes of any simple two-terminal device. The corral is a continu-
ous closed path drawn around these seeds at a constant minimum distance. EBL was used to draw 50 nm 
wide corrals at different distances (100, 250, 400, and 550 nm) from the central structure, as shown in fig-
ure 2:3a. These patterns are used as seed layers for growing Al2O3 by GLAD to yield the nanostructures in 
figures 2:3b and 2:3c. The top down SEM images (figure 2:3b) show that shadowing from the corral pro-
duces a denuded area on both its interior and exterior. The pair of nanocolumns grown in the centre of the 
corrals increase in diameter as the corral gap increases, similar to the effect seen with periodic arrays. For ? 
= 85o the maximum effective gap is expected to be ???? = 342 nm. This is consistent with the appearance 
of unintended deposition near the nanodot pair for the corral with 550 nm gap. Thus, within the limits im-
posed by geometrical shadowing, the corral acts as a "resistless mask" that maintains a clear area in the 
vicinity of the double dots, without the need for additional mask steps. As a control system to confirm the 
role of the sacrificial corral, the nanorods were fabricated on double dots arrays (figure 2:3d) using lattice 
spacings between the dot pairs the same as the gaps used for the corrals in figure 2:3a. One additional lay-
out was used with very large inter-pair spacing corresponding to isolated double dots. The nanorods' 
heights and lengths were measured and plotted in figure 2:3e for comparison against those of the corral 
structures. The measured values of the nanorods’ heights were calibrated by geometrical relations be-
tween the projection viewed by SEM and nanorods’ geometry (see Methods for details).  
 
Figure 2:3 Nanorods in a corral or in aperiodic arrangement. (a) Top view of SEM images for nanopatterned seeds in 
various corrals. The diameters and the heights of double dot seeds were 50 nm and 30 nm, respectively. The gaps of 
sacrificial corrals were varied from 100 nm (left) to 550 nm (right) with 150 nm intervals. (b) Top view and (c) 45o-
tilted view of SEM images for the nanorods on the nanopatterned seeds. (d) 45o-tilted view of SEM images for the 
nanorods on various periodic double dots arrays (each scale bar: 400 nm). (e) The measured heights (blue) and diame-
ters (red) of the fabricated nanorods on the seeds of the corralled double dots (down-triangles) and the periodic dou-
ble dot arrays (up-triangles). The blue and red zones indicate the height and diameter of the isolated dot doublet, 
respectively. Reprinted from Ref. 59 (Copyright 2014 Institute of Physics) 
This shows a strong trend for larger diameter dots as the spacing is increased in both corrals and arrays. In 
the limit of large spacing they converge towards the measured values for the isolated double dots (blue and 
red bars), as expected. Corralled double dots consistently have substantially smaller diameters (by approx-
imately 20%) than their array counterparts. This results in an enhanced aspect ratio for corralled double 
dots for spacings less than ???? (it was not possible to measure the height of corralled structures for ?? = 
100 nm at 45o tilt because the corral itself obscures the base of the nanorod during imaging. Instead, these 
were measured at 20o tilt). At the lower end of the gap range (?? = 100 nm) the aspect ratio for corralled 
structures is no better than that of the periodic ones. This arises because densely spaced seeds admit fewer 
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gaps between them, and so are shadowed for proportionally more of the azimuthal sweep. A simple single 
ray analysis, shows that the ?? = 100 nm structures are shadowed for twice as much of the deposition cycle 
as for 250 nm spacing (see Appendix A.1.1 The Effect of Seed Spacing on Column Broadening for details). 
The ratio of ? ? ???? for corralled dots is a function of the gap size, but is insensitive to the spacing between 
corrals. Thus, the corral motif decouples the shape of the nanostructures from the distance between them. 
Adding an additional corral surrounding the first one creates a double corral (see Appendix figures A:1-2). 
Doing so has no effect on the dimensions of the target inside the first corral. The utility of including extra 
corrals is that they provide additional annular regions of clean substrate around the target structure.  
The greatest strength of the GLAD technique is its ability to grow structures that have 3D shapes, and are 
sculpted perpendicularly to the substrate normal.[52, 56, 154] It is demonstrated that, in addition to con-
trolling the aspect ratios of nanorods, the sacrificial corrals enhance the fidelity of nanostructures with 3D 
shapes. In this process, 500 nm thick Al2O3 was deposited by GLAD with slow substrate rotation corre-
sponding to 200 nm per turn. This growth program should produce left-handed helices with 2.5 turns. Fig-
ure 2:4 shows the results when grown on an isolated dot doublet (a), a double dot array (b), and a double 
dot enclosed in a corral (c). Neither the structures grown on the isolated double dot, nor the double dot 
array have a helical shape. However, the nanostructures grown within the corral demonstrate clear helicity 
as expected from the growth program, with a total height of ~180 nm and pitch of ~65 nm. This can be 
attributed to the homogenising effect of the constant shadow cast by the corral, versus the irregular varia-
tions in shadow length experienced by the periodic seeds. A structure within a periodic array is shadowed 
only periodically whenever the azimuthal angle coincides with the direction of one of its neighbours. Be-
tween these angles the structure is not shadowed, and receives flux on its flanks, as well as its top surface. 
This introduces a shadowing modulation in addition to the deliberate modulation that comes from the sub-
strate rotation.  
 
Figure 2:4 SEM images of the fabricated 3D-shaped nanostructures. 3D nanostructures on (a) an isolated dot doublet, 
(b) a double dot array, and (c) double dot enclosed in a corral (each scale bar: 200 nm, except for specified scale bars). 
Reprinted from Ref. 59 (Copyright 2014 Institute of Physics) 
2.1.6 Single 3D nanoparticle on a complex seed 
Ultimately, the goal is to construct 3D structures grown on seeds with complex shape. For this it is neces-
sary to preserve the cross section of the seed shape as it is swept through the 3D profile grown by the 
GLAD process. Previous work on GLAD seeding has been restricted to spherical, hemispherical, and square 
shaped seeds.[55, 56, 157, 160-165] Figure 2:5 shows this for an 'A' shaped seed, using growth conditions 
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identical to those for figure 2:4. The growth was performed on a patterned substrate consisting of isolated 
'A' seeds, an array of such seeds, and a corralled seed. The isolated 'A' yields grainy and overgrown struc-
tures with poor fidelity for the underlying seed and weak helicity. Similarly, the array structures suffer from 
unintended deposition throughout the spaces between the seeds, with particularly strong growth between 
the strokes of adjacent 'A's at their baseline. Conversely, the corralled structure shows close reproduction 
of the original seed, clean substrate within the corral, and good helicity. It remains afflicted by some graini-
ness, but this can be mitigated by further optimising the growth processes such as the rotation speed, the 
incident flux angle, or the materials.[165] 
 
Figure 2:5 SEM images for 3D-shape ‘A’ structure. Top view of SEM images for (a) nanopatterned seeds and (b) 3D-
shape ‘A’ structure on the nanopatterned seeds (scale bar: 200 nm). (c) Close up image of the central target structures 
for each configuration (scale bar: 50 nm). Reprinted from Ref. 59 (Copyright 2014 Institute of Physics) 
2.2 Large-scale nanopatterning by nanoGLAD 
2.2.1 Introduction 
Micro- and nanotechnological processes depend critically on lithography and patterning techniques. The 
development of rapid and precise nanopatterning methods that are time- and cost- effective is a key to 
fundamental nanotechnology research as well as a number of industrial processes. For high-resolution na-
nopatterns a number of techniques are well developed, including electron-/ion-beam-based lithography 
[166-168] and tip-based lithography,[145, 152, 169-172] but they are often too slow for wafer-scale pro-
cesses that demand fast processing times. On the other hand, for large-area nanopatterning, opti-
cal/plasmonic lithography,[81, 82, 84, 150, 151, 173] contact printing-based lithography,[174-177] and 
template-assisted lithography [178-181] are promising candidates, however, they require additional expen-
sive and time-consuming pre-fabrication processes, such as the preparation of a master template. Colloidal 
lithography including nanosphere lithography (NSL),[182] nanoparticle lithography,[183, 184] and block 
copolymer micelle nanolithography (BCML) [57] are attractive large-scale parallel patterning methods that 
permit time- and cost-effective patterning at the wafer-scale. Nevertheless, they suffer from a number of 
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limitations regarding material compatibility, which is an important consideration when preparing etching 
masks, as well as limitations in the size and the shapes of the nanopatterns that can be fabricated by these 
methods.  
As a second part of this chapter, GLAD scheme is now used for wafer-scale nanolithography that, in con-
junction with BCML (instead of EBL used for studies in Chapter 2.1) permits to grow quasi-hexagonal nano-
patterns of nanodots or other, more complex, nanopatterns on large scales with tunable feature sizes and a 
wider array of materials than is possible with either method alone. Firstly, this technique extends the sizes 
of “dots” that can be fabricated, to cover the range from BCML (< 10 nm) to NSL (> 100 nm). This is im-
portant for applications in plasmonics for which particle size is closely linked to optical response. It is rather 
straightforward by this method to also change the materials of the nanopatterns and to generate multi-
layer nanopatterns containing a number of different materials, such as spherical trilayer particles, which 
prove useful for certain additional processes (including etch masks). By employing wet chemical etching 
this nanolithography scheme can in addition be used to rapidly fabricate patterns that cannot be obtained 
with other colloidal lithography techniques, in particular hollow domes. [57, 182-185]. One important fea-
ture of this scheme is that a single multifunctional pattern can, through simple subsequent processing 
steps, generate a series of novel secondary nanopatterns with different features and 3D morphology.  Fi-
nally, two demonstrations of the nanopatterns are presented in technological applications. They are effec-
tive enhancers for surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), and used as a large area mask for 
nanoimprint lithography (NIL).  
2.2.2 Fabrication concept 
BCML is a parallel nanopatterning technique that is used to fabricate highly ordered arrays of spherical Au 
or Pt nanodots with controllable size and interparticle spacing across an entire wafer.[57, 186] The spatially 
separated (small) nanodots can serve as nanoscale seeds for the subsequent growth of complex hierar-
chical nanostructures. While it is possible to enlarge the nanoparticle seeds using electroless 
deposition,[187] there is still a limited choice of materials and range of sizes and shapes that can be 
achieved. To address this, GLAD has been selected to grow materials onto the nanoseed pattern, as it dra-
matically extends the range of sizes and materials that can be used as well as the shape of the resulting 
growth. GLAD is a vacuum deposition technique that can be used to selectively grow nanostructures onto 
patterns in a parallel manner by exploiting the shadow effect between the constituent seed particles to 
control the direction of the growth. [28, 56] A key point is that in ordinary (normal incidence) physical va-
pour deposition the entire wafer would be coated and the nanoseeds would therefore be electrically con-
nected. This is avoided when using shadow growth methods, such as GLAD. The previous work combining 
BCML and GLAD, namely “nanoGLAD”, has focused on generating nanoparticles with complex, often chiral, 
shapes.[56, 64] Using BCML-grown seeds improved the uniformity of the resulting structures, but the pat-
tern itself has so far been of secondary importance. Shadow deposition has already been introduced in 
conjunction with regular patterns formed by e-beam lithography,[55] NSL,[188-190] and nanoimprint li-
thography (NIL).[191] However, these schemes do not readily permit simultaneous nanometre scale shape-
control of the patterns and wafer-scale fabrication. The work here is concentrated on producing wafer-level 
uniform arrays of high symmetry nanodot-patterns at below 100 nm for subsequent use, for instance as a 
simple array of plasmonic structures or as a mask. The symmetry and spacing of the pattern is governed by 
the BCML step, while the GLAD and following processing steps determine the exact shape of the seed pat-
tern, and hence the polarity (negative or positive) of the mask.  
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The approach is illustrated by (but not limited to) the 3 step fabrication process depicted in figure 2:6. First, 
a quasi-hexagonal array of Au nanodots with diameter 12.1±1.8 nm was patterned on a silicon wafer by 
BCML (figure 2:6a). Second, this nanoseed pattern was exposed to a vapour flux in a physical vapour depo-
sition system at an incident angle of 87o with a base pressure of 1×10-6 mbar to grow hybrid nanoparticles 
(NPs) upon the nanoseeds using GLAD (figure 2:6b). Based on the result in Chapter 2.1, the spacing be-
tween the nanoseeds is chosen to be large enough so that the nanostructures do not fuse during the 
growth process. The deposition process itself consists of three steps; first Au was grown on the Au na-
noseed pattern to increase the size of the seed particles (if necessary). Next, Ag was deposited as a sacrifi-
cial layer. Third, a thin Au film was grown on the array of the Au-Ag hybrid NPs at normal incidence (0o) to 
cover the entire nanopatterned substrate (figure 2:6c).  
Figures 2:6d–f show SEM images of the array of the Au nanodots patterned by BCML (figure 2:6d) and the 
resultant nanopatterned substrate after the 3 step fabrication process. The hybrid NP array can be further 
processed to create a variety of final patterns, so it is named as a multifunctional pattern (see figure 2:6e 
for top view and figure 2:6f for tilted view). It can be grown in a very short time (total processing time less 
than an hour) and consists of an array of Au-Ag-Au hybrid NPs (37.1±4.0 nm in diameter) that covers the 
entire wafer. The main targets are the patterns formed by the noble metals Au and Ag since they can be 
used both as metal etch-stop layers in a number of different plasma environments [192] and since they can 
also function as plasmonically active materials.[193] However, the fabrication scheme is general and per-
mits the use of a wide selection of materials and material combinations, including alloys. 
 
Figure 2:6 Fabrication of a large-area multifunctional nanopattern. (a) Fabrication of a hexagonal array of Au nanodots 
on a silicon (or glass) wafer by BCML. (b) Growth of Au and Ag on the array of Au nanodots using shadow PVD (GLAD). 
(c) Deposition of an Au thin film on the array of Au-Ag hybrid NPs. SEM images of (d) the array of Au nanodots and, (e) 
top view and (f) tilted view of the multifunctional nanopattern (scale bar: 100 nm). Inset shows the side view of the 
SEM image (scale bar: 50 nm) and the TEM image (scale bar: 20 nm) of the multifunctional nanopattern. Reprinted 
from Ref. 49 (Copyright 2015 Wiley-VCH publisher) 
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2.2.3 Selectable nanopattern arrays 
A key feature of the scheme here is that a series of secondary nanopatterns can be obtained from the initial 
multifunctional pattern via simple additional processes. In particular, starting from the Au-Ag-Au NP layer, a 
variety of patterns including nanoholes, nanorings, and hollow nanodomes can be generated (figure 2:7). A 
nanohole pattern can be obtained by sonicating the multifunctional pattern in water for 1 h (figure 2:7c). 
During the sonication process the NPs (including the original Au seeds) are removed from the substrate, 
leaving behind a hexagonal array of circles in the Au film. The spacing of the holes is determined by the 
spacing of the original BCML array, and their diameter by the size of the Ag in the second growth step. Se-
lective chemical etching of Ag increases the possible secondary nanopatterns that can be fabricated from 
the multifunctional nanopattern (figure 2:7b). Overnight immersion of the multifunctional pattern in a mix-
ture of H2O2:NH3 = 1:1(v:v) produces a pattern of hollow nanodomes surrounding Au NPs with a yield of 
over 90% (this yield might be enhanced by reducing the Ag etch rate to reduce the rate of bubble genera-
tion). The nanocaps (NCs) adhere to the substrate due to significant London-van der Waals attraction be-
tween the structures and the substrate with high Hamaker constant of gold of ~40×10-20 J in water (figure 
2:7e).[194] The diameter of the NCs is again controlled by the Ag deposition step, and the cap thickness by 
the final Au coverage. Finally, through the sonication process on the hollow nanodome pattern, Au NCs can 
be readily lifted off from the substrate and this leaves behind the nanohole pattern containing at its centre 
the Au nanodots. This pattern is called as “nanoring” pattern. The nanodot diameter is controlled by the 
initial Au deposition that was used to enlarge the original BCML patterned Au nanodots. An important an-
cillary benefit is that after the sonication processes, the removed NPs are suspended in the supernatant. In 
the case of the nanohole pattern and the nanoring pattern, sonication yields colloidal Au-Ag-Au hybrid 
structures and hollow NCs respectively (see Appendix figure A:4). Thus, this scheme not only generates a 
patterned surface, but can also be useful in generating colloidal solutions of hybrid NPs. Figures 2:7f–h 
show SEM images of the three secondary patterns. The nanoholes have an inner diameter of 36.7±4.4 nm 
(figure 2:7f), and the nanorings have a gap width of 9.9±1.8 nm separating the central Au NP (21.1±1.5 nm) 
from the surrounding Au film (figure 2:7h). For the nanoring pattern the sonication time has been opti-
mised to 10 min to yield the nanoring structures with a yield of over 70% of the multifunctional nanopat-
terned substrate. The structural dimensions of such fabricated nanopatterns were in the range of 10 nm to 
100 nm  which cannot be fabricated by comparable colloidal lithography methods[57, 182-185] in particular 
the tri-layer nanodot, the nanoring, and the 3D hollow nanodome were designed in more complex (but 
smaller) than conventional patterns including dots, rods, rings, triangles, etc. fabricated by GLAD 
schemes.[55, 188-191] Additionally, to further illustrate the flexibility of this technique in terms of materi-
als composition, a multifunctional pattern was fabricated with a SiO2 top film (instead of the final Au film in 
figure 2:6). Since the SiO2 film is CMOS compatible it may be useful for the fabrications of MEMS and CMOS 
devices, especially 3D devices, based on those fabricated patterns.[195] The resulting nanoring pattern is 
shown in figure 2:8. Note that this scheme is capable of growing many different shapes, but of course only 
shapes that are linear and grow away from the substrate are possible. Shapes that branch, or curve down-
wards towards the substrate can in general not be fabricated, although there are exceptions.[196]  For a 
more complete discussion of possible shapes refer to the nanoGLAD paper.[56] Further, the multifunction-
ality depends on the relative reactivity of the Ag vs. Au under attack by H2O2.[197] Using other materials 
requires consideration of their reactivities or the choice of solvent. Finally, interparticle spacing defines the 
size of PVD enlargement that is possible. 
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Figure 2:7 Fabrications of secondary nanopatterns from the multifunctional nanopattern in figure 2:6. Schematic 
views of (a) the multifunctional nanopattern as an initial patterned substrate and (b) subsequent Ag etching process 
with the multifunctional nanopattern in the mixture of H2O2:NH3 (v:v=1:1). The schematic views of the resultant sec-
ondary nanopatterns including (c) nanohole, (d) hollow nanodome, and (e) nanoring patterns. The corresponding SEM 
images of (f) nanohole, (g) hollow nanodome, and (h) nanoring patterns (scale bar: 100 nm). Reprinted from Ref. 49 
(Copyright 2015 Wiley-VCH publisher) 
 
Figure 2:8 Fabrications of (a) multifunctional nanopattern and (b) nanoring patterns with a SiO2 film. SEM images of (c) 
the multifunctional nanopattern (top: side view, bottom: top view) and (d) the nanoring pattern (scale bar: 100 nm). 
Reprinted from Ref. 49 (Copyright 2015 Wiley-VCH publisher) 
2.2.4 Applications 
2.2.4.1 Nanoimprint lithography (NIL) 
This fabrication scheme has a number of potential uses in nanoscience and nanotechnology. Among them 
two applications are here provided: patterns for NIL and nanoplasmonic patterns. NIL is useful for large-
scale repeat-patterning of entire wafers. Its drawback is the preparation of the initial mask that is expensive 
and time-consuming.[176] It is shown that this method lends itself to the fabrication of certain NIL master 
templates, figure 2:9. First, a nanohole pattern on silicon substrate was etched using reactive ion etching 
(RIE) under a SF6:O2 (3:1) plasma environment, where the etch rate of Si was ~1 nm·s-1 (See figures 2:9d-e). 
The Au acts as an etch-stop layer and restricts etching of the Si substrate to the exposed circles within the 
nanoholes. Next, the Au etch-stop layer was removed and the patterned Si substrate was covered with a 
fluoro-silane for easy detachment of the imprinted surface after the nanoimprint process (see figure 2:9c 
and Method for further details). Figure 2:9f shows a SEM image of the fabricated nanotemplate with ~ 120 
nm depth.  
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Figure 2:9 Fabrication of a nanotemplate from the nanohole pattern. Schematic views of (a) the nanohole pattern, (b) 
the patterned substrate after RIE etching under SF6:O2 plasma environment, and (c) the fabricated NIL template after 
wet-etching the Au film on the patterns functionalised with a fluoro-silane. (d) Side view of the SEM images of the 
etched silicon substrate after etching for 30 s, 60 s, and 120 s under SF6:O2 plasma environment (from top to bottom, 
scale bar: 100 nm). (e) The plot of the etched depth (red square), width (green circle), and full width at half maximum 
(blue triangle) of Si substrate as a function of time. Their etch rates were ~0.95 nm·s-1, ~0.28 nm·s-1, and ~0.06 nm·s-1, 
respectively. Reprinted from Ref. 49 (Copyright 2015 Wiley-VCH publisher) 
Then the templating ability of this master was tested under typical nanoimprint conditions with intermedi-
ate polymer stamps (IPS) film, figure 2:10. Figures 2:10c–d show SEM images of the large-area arrays of 
polymer nanowires (NWs) with different heights of ~30 nm and ~120 nm by using two different master 
templates that have different depths. From this, it has been confirmed that this patterning technique can 
be used to create master templates that work well with commercial NIL processes to imprint nanopatterns 
with soft organic materials. Creating new wafer-scale template patterns with different feature sizes and 
periodicity is a simple, parallel and fast process. It is anticipated that these polymer NWs could be poten-
tially useful to produce nanostructured gecko tape [198, 199] or super-hydrophobic surfaces.[200] 
 
Figure 2:10 Fabrication of polymer NWs by nanoimprint. Schematic views of (a) NIL process and (b) the resultant pol-
ymer NWs. SEM images of the fabricated polymer NWs with (c) AR ~0.8 and (d) AR ~3.2, respectively (scale bar: 200 
nm). Reprinted from Ref. 49 (Copyright 2015 Wiley-VCH publisher) 
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2.2.4.2 Plasmonic substrate 
The suitability of the grown patterns for plasmonic applications was also investigated. Measuring the ex-
tinction spectra of patterned arrays on quartz glass substrates reveals plasmon resonances that represent 
the sizes and material composition of nanomaterials (figure 2:11). Normalised UV-Vis spectra of the na-
noring and the hollow nanodome patterns can be seen in figure 2:11a. The extinction of the multifunctional 
nanopattern is stronger than that of the other patterns and shows a superposition of plasmonic resonances 
from the Au-Ag-Au NPs and the nanohole patterned substrate. However, in the case of the nanoring and 
the hollow nanodome patterns, the absence of Ag leads to a sharp dip in the extinction at ~470 nm which 
corresponds to the Ag contribution in the multifunctional pattern.[201] Resonance modes of Au near the 
wavelengths of ~610 nm are clearly seen. Moreover, comparison between the spectra from the nanoring 
and the hollow nanodome patterns shows a peak broadening and blue-shift, which was attributed to the 
contribution from the Au NCs. The ease with which different patterns with tunable spectral response can 
be obtained suggests their use for plasmonic-based sensing,[107, 202-204] imaging,[205] and litho-
graphy.[82]  
 
Figure 2:11 Plasmonic nanopatterns. (a) Extinction spectra of the multifunctional nanopattern (blue line), nanoring 
pattern (green line), and hollow nanodome pattern (orange line). (b)  Raman spectrum of concentrated BDMT as a 
reference (black line) and associated SERS spectra from the chemisorbed BDMT on the multifunctional nanopattern 
(blue line), the nanoring pattern (green line), and the hollow nanodome pattern (orange). Reprinted from Ref. 49 
(Copyright 2015 Wiley-VCH publisher) 
Electric-field enhancement (‘hot-spot’ effect) are expected for  some of the nanopatterns, for instance at 
the edge of the nanohole pattern.[206] Here, the interaction between the Au NCs and the nanohole pat-
tern on the nanoring patterned substrate,[207] and the nanogaps between the Au NCs and the nanoring 
patterns on the hollow nanodome patterned substrate,[208] can be used to obtain defined structures  on a 
large scale. This is in contrast to many nanoparticle structures that either require lengthy electron beam 
lithography or that are obtained by randomly drying nanoparticles on a substrate.[209, 210] To test the 
usefulness of those patterns for surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), a hollow nanodome pattern 
was prepared and used to detect the chemisorbed 1,4-benzenedimethanethiol (BDMT), a common Raman 
reporter (figure 2:11b). The SERS signal was measured with 20 s integration time and 0.6 mW power at ? = 
633 nm using a He-Ne laser (see Methods for details). The largest SERS signals were detected on the hollow 
nanodome patterns at 659.3, 1171.5, 1225.8, and 1593.6 cm-1 corresponding, respectively, to the 667.9 
cm-1 (νC–S), 1197.3 cm-1 (substituent-sensitive band of CH2 wagging), 1254.3 cm-1 (CH2 wagging) and the 
1607 cm-1 (νcc – ring stretch) Raman modes of BDMT.[211] In contrast to the hollow nanodome patterns, 
no enhancement of the BDMT signal was found when the ring pattern was used, which suggests that the 
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enhancement in the case of the hollow nanodomes is indeed due to hotspots in the array structures. In the 
case of the nanoring pattern the similar SERS effect was observed, probably due to hotspots formed by the 
2D gap between the Au seed and its circular hole; and in the case of the nanodomes the 3D gap between 
the Au seed and the NCs that covers it.[208, 212] It is anticipated that the SERS effect can be further in-
creased by optimising the material composition and feature size of the patterns.  
2.3 Methods 
Electron beam lithography (EBL): EBL (Jeol, JBX-6300FS) was used for the preparation of various nanopat-
tern based on hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) negative tone electron-beam resist. HSQ resist was spin coat-
ed onto Si wafers at speeds of 6000 rpm for 1 min to yield a 30 nm thick resist layer. After spin coating, the 
samples were baked at 90oC for 1 min. The custom seed patterns were written in a JBX-6300FS lithography 
system at 100 kV acceleration voltage and 1 nA beam current. The resist were developed by immersion in 
MF322 for 80 sec, and rinsed in deionised water for 30 sec. 
Block copolymer micelle nanolithography (BCML): A hexagonal array of Au NPs was fabricated using BCML 
as a seed layer as previously reported.[27] Poly(styrene)-b-poly(2-vinylpyridine) (S units: 1056; VP units: 
671) was dissolved in toluene at a concentration of 4 mg·mL-1 and stirred overnight. HAuCl4·3(H2O) was 
added to the polymer solution at a molar ratio of 0.5 per vinyl pyridine unit and stirred for at least 48 h. 
This generates self-assembled spherical micelles loaded at the centre with Au salt. To form quasi-
hexagonally close-packed arrays of the micelles, the micelles are spin-coated on a two inch Si wafer at 8000 
rpm for 1 min. After that, the micelles are removed under 10% H2 and 90% Ar plasma treatment (power: 
350 W, pressure: 0.4 mbar, time: 45 min). In this process, Au is reduced and crystallised as 12.1±1.8 nm NPs 
with ~90 nm interparticle spacing. 
Glancing angle deposition (GLAD): Nanostructures (including Ag NPs) and Au films are grown on the seed 
layer in a custom-built GLAD system with independent control over the substrate’s azimuthal direction?, 
and the molecular flux direction α. The typical base pressure during deposition was 1×10-6 mbar. To grow 
NPs, the flux angle α and the azimuthal rotation rates per unit thickness ?? ? ???? were kept to 85o and 12 
±0.2 o·nm-1, respectively, with closed-loop feedback based on measurements of material deposition rates 
using a quartz crystal monitor (QCM). The Au nanoseeds with 12.1±1.8 nm diameter where then expanded 
by the Au deposition with the tooling factor of 44.5% to 21.1±1.5 nm. Similarly, Ag was grown on the Au 
nanoseeds with the tooling factor of 12.3% to yield Au-Ag hybrid NPs with a diameter of 37.1±4 nm. The 
growth of planar films was performed with a 0o tilt of the substrate and without any azimuthal rotation. 
Figure 2:12 shows the SEM image of the grown multifunctional nanopatterns with thicknesses of the Au 
films of respectively 5 nm, 10 nm, and 15 nm. To increase adhesion between the Si substrate and the Au 
layer, a 5 nm Cr layer was grown before the Au growth. 
Fabrication of the nanotemplate: The nanohole patterned substrate was etched under SF6:O2 (3:1) plasma 
environment, where the etch rate of the depth of Si was ~1 nm s-1 (pressure: 8 mTorr, forward bias power: 
20 W, ICP power: 100 W, temperature: 20 oC). Figure 2:9 shows the SEM images of the fabricated Si na-
notrenches as a function of the etching time and their corresponding structural dimensions. After that, the 
Au etch-stop layer was removed by wet chemical etching in the mixture of KI:I2 for 1 s and the Cr adhesion 
layer chemically wet etched in the commercial chromium etchant (Technic Inc.). Finally, the patterned sub-
strate was modified with 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane by gas phase silanization for 45 min 
and followed by incubating in oven at 85oC for 1h. 
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Nanoimprint lithography: Using thermal and UV nanoimprint lithography (Eitre 3, Obducat), the array of 
polymer nanowires were fabricated by imprinting the IPS film onto the nanotemplate. The NIL process was 
performed at a pressure of 40 bar and at a temperature of 160 oC for 60 s. After cooling down to 70 oC, the 
IPS film was easily peeled off from the template. 
Characterization by SEM and TEM: The fabricated nanopatterns were imaged by SEM under an accelerat-
ing voltage of 5-10 kV. The TEM images of the nanoparticles were recorded on a Philips CM200 TEM under 
an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. TEM samples were prepared by drop casting ~10 μL of the colloidal solu-
tion onto a Holey® carbon-coated TEM grid (Cu 400 mesh), followed by drying under a gentle flow of argon 
gas.  
UV-Vis spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy: Extinction spectra of the nanopatterns were measured in 
the range of 400 nm to 800 nm with a resolution of 1 nm on a Cary UV-vis 4000 spectrometer. For the SERS 
experiments, the nanopatterns were immersed in 1 mM BDMT dissolved in toluene for 3 h. The samples 
were then gently washed with toluene and deionised water, and dried. The SERS signals were measured 
using the 633 nm line of a He-Ne laser for 20 s, where the laser power at the sample was 0.6 mW. The Ra-
man spectrum between 1000 to 1800 cm-1 was collected with a spectral resolution of ? 3 cm-1. 
Calibration method to determine the height of a nanorod with SEM view: 
 
Using Trigonometric function, the height of nanorod is given by 
? ? ????? ? ?
? ? ??
??? ?? (2:1) 
where ? ? ??? ? ?? is the measured length of nanorod, ? is the height of nanorod, and ? is the angle of the 
projection view of SEM. Herein, ?? is defined as 
?? ? ?? ? ???? ?
? ? ??
? ? ????? (2:2) 
where ? is the measured diameter of nanorod, ?? is the diameter of nanopatterned seed, and ?? ? ????? . 
Therefore, ? is given as 
? ? ?? ? ?? ? ??? ??? ?? ??? ? ???? (2:3) 
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 Corrosion-protected hybrid nano-Chapter 3
particles 
Nanoparticles composed of functional materials hold great promise for applications due to their 
unique electronic, optical, magnetic, and catalytic properties. However, a number of functional materials 
are not only difficult to fabricate at the nanoscale, but are also chemically unstable in solution. Hence, pro-
tecting nanoparticles from corrosion is a major challenge for those applications that require stability in 
aqueous solutions and biological fluids. Here, we present a generic and facile scheme to grow hybrid 3D 
nanoparticles that are completely encapsulated within a nm-thin protective shell. The method consists of 
vacuum-based growth and protection, and combines oblique physical vapour deposition with atomic layer 
deposition. It provides wide flexibility in the shape and composition of the nanoparticles, and the environ-
ments against which particles are protected. We demonstrate the approach with multifunctional nanopar-
ticles possessing ferromagnetic, plasmonic, and chiral properties. The present scheme allows nanocolloids, 
which immediately corrode without protection, to remain functional, at least for a week, in acidic solutions. 
 
This chapter is based on the manuscript: 
[135] Corrosion-protected hybrid nanoparticles, H.-H. Jeong, M. 
Alarcón-Correa, A.G. Mark, K. Son, T.-C. Lee, and P. Fischer 
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3.1 Introduction 
Corrosion is a ubiquitous characteristic of metallic solids in which a base metal is converted into its ionic 
state or oxide form by electrochemical surface reactions.[213] Nanoparticles are especially vulnerable be-
cause of their high surface-to-volume ratios.[214] In many cases, since the reaction products are soluble, 
corrosion leads to complete destruction of the original nanostructure. This means that in real world appli-
cations the dominant materials consideration has often been corrosion stability, and the functional proper-
ty required by the application – e.g. optical response, mechanical strength, magnetic susceptibility – is sec-
ondary. With effective corrosion protection materials selection can be made on the basis of the functional 
property. This will permit better materials optimization and lead to nanoparticles that are less expensive or 
more effective at the targeted application. 
 A rational approach to prevent the corrosion of a nanoparticle is to isolate it from the environment within 
an inert conformal shell. This is challenging however, as the protection layer must be stable in various envi-
ronments and compatible with the nanoparticle itself, while simultaneously preserving the intended func-
tion of the nanomaterial. For instance, in plasmonic sensing applications, the near field sensing volume of a 
metal nanoparticle decays exponentially into the environment, so thick shell layers (>5 nm) reduce the ef-
fective sensing volume and efficiency.[209] Moreover, for in vivo medical application, the magnetic parti-
cles should not corrode, and be small enough for extrusion.[22] Encapsulating nanoparticles by chemical 
means has been proposed for protection, but for solution based processes the core material often oxidizes 
and corrodes before the protective coating is complete.[215] It is also difficult to form a complete defect-
free shell with well-defined thickness, since chemical coating methods typically require careful and labori-
ous optimization whenever the core material is changed.[215, 216]  
This chapter reports an approach for the design and fabrication of 3D core-shell nanoparticles and 
nanostructures with a nm-thick shell that encapsulates the entire nanoparticle. A key element of the 
scheme is an inert protective segment, directly incorporated into the core’s growth process, which shields 
the particle’s underside (see figure 3:1a). It is shown that particles protected in this way are stable for days 
in acidic solutions in which in their unprotected state they dissolve in minutes. This work paves the way for 
the use of reactive, toxic, and unstable magnetic and plasmonic nanoparticles in physiological fluids.  
3.2 Fabrication concept 
Here method is based on nanoGLAD, [28, 56, 59], described in chapter 2, which combines block copolymer 
micelle nanolithography (BCML)[57] with glancing angle deposition (GLAD).[54, 217] The method permits 
control over both the shape and material composition of 3D hybrid nanostructures. However, many of the 
materials that can be successfully grown with this technique are not chemically stable when exposed to air 
or water. This limits the scope of potential applications that require nanoparticles in a colloidal form.  
Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a promising general method for corrosion protection, since it is compatible 
with many materials and provides well-controlled surface coatings.[218, 219] In contrast to chemical pro-
cesses, one advantage of ALD is that, because it is a vacuum and gas phase technique, corrosion during the 
application process can be minimized. However, in a typical ALD process, nanoparticles are deposited onto 
a substrate for the coating step. This means that the undersides of the nanoparticles, which face the sub-
strate, are not exposed to the reacting species in the ALD process.[220, 221] Thus the nanoparticles are not 
fully coated and their protective shells have defects. Once the nanoparticles are transferred to solution, 
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corrosion will proceed via the defect which limits the lifetime of the nanomaterial. Thus, the practical chal-
lenge for the protection of nanoparticles via an ALD process is to ensure the complete encapsulation by a 
continuous shell layer without defects.[41] 
To address this, the bottom-up parallel fabrication scheme is developed and depicted in figure 3:1. BCML is 
used to spin-coat an array of metallic nanoparticles with the desired particle diameter and spacing (here 10 
nm and 100 nm respectively) on a substrate such as a wafer (figure 3:1b). The self-assembled nanoparticles 
serve as nanoseeds for the subsequent vapour deposition of an inert ‘plug’ segment. The plug is the crucial 
element that ensures that the bottom-facing surface of the nanoparticle is protected (figure 3:1c). The 
deposition of this small nanopatch is only possible with a shadow growth technique, as other methods 
would coat the entire surface and cannot deposit a material at defined positions.[49] It is important that 
the material of the plug is stable in solution, ideally under a wide range of chemical conditions. We find that 
metals which form tenacious metal oxides, particularly Ti, act as good plugs (Appendix figure A:5). Next, the 
functional, but reactive ‘core’ of the nanoparticle is grown on top of the plug by further nanoGLAD deposi-
tion (figure 3:1d).[28, 56] Many core shapes are readily obtained using this technique (see Chapter 2 for 
further details), but here focus is on protecting two representative shapes: nanorods and nanohelices. In a 
final step the core is encapsulated by ALD, which forms a thin and chemically inert oxide ‘shell’ over the 
exposed surface of the nanostructures (figure 3:1e).[222] Here HfO2 and Al2O3 are used, but other inert and 
ALD-compatible materials including TiO2, SiO2, ZnO, Pt, etc. could be also used for protection.[223-225] The 
ALD layer covers the core nanomaterial and overlaps the plug; together the plug and shell ensure complete 
protection of the core from chemical attack at all points. Finally, depending on the application, the protect-
ed functional nanoparticles can be released into solution by sonication (figure 3:1f). The advantage of our 
scheme is that it is general and that it readily accommodates changes in the shape and material composi-
tion of the hybrid nanocolloids.  
 
Figure 3:1 Fabrication of corrosion-resistant 3D core-shell nanocolloids. (a) Schematic view of no corrosion reaction 
with 3D core-shell nanoparticle. (b) Patterning a silicon wafer with self-assembled Au nanodots using BCML. (c) 
Growth of a protection patch, the ‘plug’, using GLAD. (d) Growth of the ‘core’; the 3D functional nanostructures in 
need of protection. (e) Formation of the second protection component, the ‘shell’, using ALD. (f) A suspension of 3D 
core-shell nanoparticles in solution after detachment from the wafer by sonication. 
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3.3 Corrosion kinetics 
Corrosion reaction of metal nanoparticles can be simplified as, [213] 
???? ? ??? ? ???? (3:1) 
This reaction can be approximated as a first order reaction and the reaction decay in our measurements 
can be fitted by the exponential function, which is given by 
? ? ?? ? ????? (3:2) 
where ? is functional property of nanoparticles (i.e. magnetization, optical extinction, and circular dichro-
ism), ? is first order reaction rate, and ? is reaction time. As copper ions do not give rise to optical (plas-
monic) signal, the decay rate of Cu nanoparticles (both rod and helix) can be readily estimated by equation 
3:2. However, Co ions possess a weak magnetic property (~2 emu/g),[226] so that the equation 3:2 should 
be extended as  
? ? ?? ? ???? ? ????? ? ?????? (3:3) 
which reflects the evolution of magnetization of Co ions in the second term. So, according to equations 3:2 
and 3:3, the decay rates and lifetime of all the particles can be calculated.  
3.4 3D core-shell nanoparticles 
Magnetic and metallic nanoparticles are of interest for medical applications ranging from sensing [22, 73, 
107, 227, 228] to therapy,[18, 108] but often the optimal materials for a given application are cannot be 
used for reasons of physiological incompatibility. For instance, hard magnetic materials are often toxic and 
many metals such as copper or silver corrode easily. The following sections now show how Cu and Co nano-
colloids grown using physical vapour deposition can be stabilised such that they remain functional in a vari-
ety of aggressive aqueous solutions for many days. 
3.4.1 Magnetic nanoparticles 
The protection scheme is here demonstrated with cobalt, a strong ferromagnetic material, but one that is 
not chemically stable in solution when grown in the form of nanoparticles using physical vapour deposi-
tion.[229] Figure 3:2a shows two Co nanorods protected with ~20 nm Ti plugs and a 4 nm thick HfO2 shells. 
The materials-resolved energy filtered transmission electron microscope (EF-TEM) image, acquired after 
seven day’s immersion in water, clearly shows that the Ti plug (blue) and HfO2 shell (red) combine to cover 
the entire surface of the reactive Co core (green). Even after 30 days, corrosion of the nanoparticles was 
not observed (see figure 3:2d and Appendix figure A:6). Figure 3:2b shows the out-of-plane ferromagnetic 
character of Co nanorods measured on the wafer before exposure to water. In this geometry the long axis 
of the particles is parallel to the applied magnetic field direction and the sample exhibits a coercive field of 
~1 kOe and a remanence of ~14 emu·g-1 (see Methods for details). The effectiveness of protection can be 
assessed by monitoring the saturation magnetization (B = 15 kOe) after immersion in water. Figure 3:2c 
shows the evolution of the saturation magnetization for three different samples: unprotected (red circles) 
and protected (blue triangles) particles on-wafer, immersed in water with rod axes normal to the applied 
magnetic field (see Appendix figure A:7 for details), and protected particles with isotropic orientations in an 
agarose gel stabilised colloidal suspension (green triangles). The gel matrix traps the particles and prevents 
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their aggregation and sedimentation over long times (at least several days) but is highly permeable to sol-
vent and ions.[230, 231] Upon immersion, the magnitude of the signal for the unprotected particles is 
strongly attenuated, whereas both protected samples show no substantial change in signal over the course 
of the experiment (see also Appendix figure A:8 for details). The behaviour of the unprotected particles is 
well described by first order kinetics; fitting with a decaying exponential and accounting for the finite mag-
netization of the Co ion products yields an unprotected nanoparticle' half-life of 81 min. The asymptotic 
magnetization of ~ 1 emu·g-1 is consistent with complete conversion of metallic Co to Co2+ which is ex-
pected to have a magnetization of ~2 emu·g-1 at 15 kOe.[226] SEM images of the two on-wafer samples 
acquired after 30 days of immersion (figure 3:2d) show strong degradation of the unprotected structures 
(lower) but the protected structures appear essentially unaffected (upper). 
 
Figure 3:2 Protection of Co nanorods. (a) EF-TEM elemental map of the protected Co nanorods (green: Co, blue: Ti, red: 
O, scale bar: 100 nm). (b) Out-of-plane magnetization measurement of Co nanorods as-grown on the Si substrate, 
showing an open ferromagnetic hysteresis loop. The arrows indicate the saturation magnetization of Co nanorods (at 
± 15 kOe), whose values were used to track the stability of the nanorods. (c) In situ trace in saturation magnetization 
of the Co nanorods: In-plane saturation magnetizations of the protected (blue, up triangle) and unprotected (red, 
circle) Co nanorods on-water at H = 15 kOe in water as a function of time. The unprotected particles had decayed 
substantially in the short amount of time between preparation and measurement. The solid red line was fitted by 
using first order reaction and the decay rate of k is 142×10-6 s-1. Saturation magnetization of the protected Co nano-
rods suspended with the isotropic orientation in 2% agarose gel (green, down triangle) at H = 15 kOe in water as a 
function of time. (d) SEM images of the protected Co nanorods (top panel) and the unprotected Co nanorods (bottom 
panel) after 30 days in water.  
For biomedical applications the nanoparticles also must be chemically stable in solutions with a variety of 
ion concentrations and pH values. Figure 3:3a shows the saturation magnetization of protected on-wafer 
Co particles after one week in 0.1M phosphate buffer solutions in the range of pH 3.7 to pH 9. Both the 
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SEM images (figure 3:4) and the SQUID measurements demonstrate that the protected hybrid nanocolloids 
are stable even in highly acidic solutions (see also Appendix figure A:9).  
 
Figure 3:3 Out-of-plane saturation magnetization of Co nanorods protected with HfO2 layer. (a) Protection with differ-
ent thicknesses of HfO2 layer at H = 15 kOe (orange) and -15 kOe (violet) after 7 days in water. (b) Protection with 4 
nm thick HfO2 and after 7 days in 0.1 M phosphate buffer solutions at 6 different pH conditions (pH 3.7 ~ pH 9). The 
dotted lines indicate the positive and negative saturation magnetizations of the particles as grown. 
 
Figure 3:4 Stability of the protected Co nanorods in 0.1 M phosphate buffer solutions at (a) pH 3.7, (b) pH 4.6, (c) pH 
5.2, (d) pH 6.6, (e) pH 8.3, and (f) pH 9. The first row shows the SEM images of the unprotected Co nanorods after 1h 
in the buffer solutions at different pH. The second to forth rows indicate the SEM images of the protected (encapsu-
lated) Co nanorods with 4 nm HfO2 layer after 1h, 24h, and 168h respectively in the buffer solutions at different pH 
(scale bar: 400 nm). (g) The pH measurements of each buffer solution after 1h, 24h, and 168h (left to right: pH 3.7, 4.6, 
5.2, 6.6, 8.3, and pH 9). The different boundary colours of each image indicate the status of the particles stability (red: 
complete corrosion, orange: partial corrosion, green: stable). 
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The thickness of the HfO2 shell is an important factor in the degree of protection, figure 3:5a. Figure 3:3b 
shows saturation magnetizations for on-wafer particles with shell thickness ranging from 0 nm (no shell 
protection) to 6.25 nm after one week in water (see also Appendix figure A:10). Oxide layer thickness less 
than ~3 nm offer poor protection but at shell thicknesses 3 nm and greater the magnetization is unchanged 
after seven days’ immersion. These results are in excellent agreement with SEM analysis in figure 3:5b.  
 
Figure 3:5 Stability of the protected Co nanorods in water. (a) SEM images (side view) of the Co nanorods protected 
with different thicknesses of the HfO2 shell layer: 0 nm, 1 nm, 2 nm, 3 nm, 4 nm, 5 nm, and 6 nm (from top to bottom, 
scale bar: 200 nm). (b) Serial SEM images (top view) of the Co nanorods protected with HfO2 shell layer in water over 
time (Scale bar: 400 nm). Each column indicates the different ALD conditions (0 to 6 nm thick HfO2 layer from left to 
right). Each row indicates how long the particles kept in water before imaging. The different boundary colours of each 
image indicate the status of the particles stability (red: complete corrosion, orange: partial corrosion, green: stable).  
3.4.2 Metal nanoparticles 
Au is probably the most commonly used material in the nanoparticle field because of its exceptional stabil-
ity and useful plasmonic properties.[89, 108, 232] However, other metallic materials (including Cu,[233-236] 
Al,[94, 237-239] and Mg[109, 240]) are often overlooked, despite favourable optical properties, due to their 
inherent instability in air and water. In particular, Cu is highly conductive, and could represent a cost-
effective replacement for Au in plasmonic, photovoltaic, and catalytic applications,[74]  but its use is limited 
as it oxidises quickly.[233] As a second demonstration, it is shown Cu nanorods protected with a ~20 nm Ti 
plug and 3 nm HfO2 shell. Figures 3:6a and b shows an image of a single such nanorod after immersion in 
phosphate buffer solution (0.1 M, pH 3.7) for 2 days (see Appendix figure A:11 for a large number of parti-
cles). It can be clearly seen that the Cu core remains uncorroded thanks to the plug and shell protection.  
Part of the appeal of Cu for nanoparticles is that it is a low-cost material that supports a local surface plas-
mon resonance (LSPR) observable in optical extinction spectroscopy (figure 3:6c, inset)[241]. Figure 3:6c 
shows the time evolution of the LSPR response of unprotected (red) and protected (blue) Cu nanorods dis-
persed with the isotropic order in a 2% agarose gel matrix. After ~1 h of immersion, phosphate buffer solu-
tion was added to the gel and allowed to mix by diffusion (see Methods for details). Again the signal from 
the unprotected particles shows a strong decay with a half-life of 125 min before PB addition and 22 min 
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after. Within 3 h the signal has reduced to <2%, indicating almost complete dissolution of the Cu core (see 
Appendix figure A:12 for the full extinction spectra). On the other hand, the protected particles show only a 
small (0.7%) decrease in intensity during the initial phase,[242] followed by a slow asymptotic decline after 
the PB is added to a steady state value of ~78%. It is speculated that the decay observed for the protected 
particles is due to a small fraction of colloids whose protective shell was damaged by sonication during the 
lift-off process. This is supported by the observation that protected Cu particles left on-wafer remained 
uncorroded after 2 days immersed in the same buffer solution.[135]  
 
Figure 3:6 Protection of Cu nanorods. (a) TEM of the Cu nanorod protected with 3 nm HfO2 layer and (b) its corre-
sponding EF-TEM elemental map (yellow: Cu, blue: Ti, red: O, scale bar: 50 nm). (c) In situ extinction trace (at λ = 687 
nm) of the protected Cu nanorods (blue) and the unprotected Cu nanorods (red) suspended in agarose matrix. Initially 
the liquid phase of the gel is water; the vertical line indicates the addition of acidic phosphate buffer which after mix-
ing yields a concentration of 0.1 M at pH3.7. Each solid line was fitted by using first order reaction, which yields the 
decay rates of k = 92×10-6 s-1 (water) and k = 563×10-6 s-1 (PB). Inset shows the extinction spectrum of the protected Cu 
nanorods in 2% agarose gel.  
3.4.3 Chiral nanoparticles 
A particularly sensitive probe of the structure and symmetry of nanocolloids is circular dichroism (CD) spec-
troscopy. Chiral nanoparticles can be grown by simply changing the growth parameters in the nanoGLAD 
fabrication step.[93] Here Cu nanohelices were grown by nanoGLAD and they were encapsulated by a ~20 
nm Ti plug and 3 nm HfO2 shell, see figures 3:7a and b. The left panel of Figure 3:7c shows the correspond-
ing normalised CD spectra for protected and unprotected particles immediately after immersion in water. 
The spectral peak of the protected particle is red-shifted relative to that of the unprotected one because 
the plasmon extinction spectrum is sensitive to the refractive index of the local environment, and the index 
of HfO2 is larger than that of the water it displaces. Then, to test the particles’ stability in acidic solution, the 
phosphate buffer was added in which yielded a concentration of 10 mM PB solution at pH 3.7 after mixing. 
In this case, as shown in the right panel of figures 3:7c, the signal of the unprotected particle has dimin-
ished in the short period of time between mixing the solution and making the measurement (< 4 min, see 
Appendix figure A:13). The strong attenuation of the peak is consistent with a population of fewer and 
smaller metallic Cu nanohelices. Corresponding dynamic light scattering (DLS) studies show that the pro-
tected Cu nanoparticles’ size distribution is stable, whereas the unprotected colloids reveal no meaningful 
features (Appendix figure A:13). [243] After 20 min the signal from the unprotected sample is indistinguish-
able from baseline noise, whereas the protected sample, after 5 days, retains 50% of its original intensity. 
SEM (figure 3:8) and TEM images (Appendix figure A:14) show that the protected nanocolloids remain in-
tact after at least 2 days immersion.  
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Figure 3:7 Protection of helix-shaped Cu nanoparticles. (a) TEM of the Cu nanohelix protected with 3 nm HfO2 layer 
and (b) its corresponding EF-TEM elemental map (yellow: Cu, blue: Ti, red: O, scale bar: 50 nm). (c) The normalised CD 
spectra of the protected Cu nanohelices (blue) and the unprotected Cu nanohelices (red) in water (left panel) and 10 
mM phosphate buffer at pH 3.7. For the PB results, the unprotected particles had decayed substantially in the short 
amount of time between preparation and measurement. (d) Comparison of the stabilities of the Cu nanohelices that 
are completely protected (blue), partially protected (orange), and unprotected (red) in 10 mM H2O2 by tracking their 
CD intensity with time. Each solid line was fitted by using first order reaction, which yields the decay rates of k = 
63×10-6 s-1 (orange; partially protected) and k = 250×10-6 s-1(red; unprotected). 
 
Figure 3:8 SEM images (top view) showing the stability of (a) protected and (b) unprotected Cu nanohelices in 0.1 M 
phosphate buffer solutions at pH 3.7, 4.6, 5.2, 6.6, 8.3, and 9 (scale bar: 200 nm). Each top panel is the resultant imag-
es after 1h in the buffer solution and each bottom panel is from the same sample after 1 day in solution. The different 
boundary colours of each image indicate the status of the particles stability (red: complete corrosion, orange: partial 
corrosion, green: stable).  
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The time evolution of protected (plug and shell, figure 3:7d, blue), partially protected (shell only, yellow), 
and unprotected (without plug and shell, red) Cu nanohelices are measured by monitoring their CD re-
sponse. When immersed in a 10 mM H2O2 solution, the unprotected sample shows a ~81% drop in CD in-
tensity over 120 min, while the signal from the protected sample decreases only ~13% in the same (see 
Appendix figure A:15 for complete CD spectra). The small decline seen by the protected particles is at-
tributed to those that are mechanically damaged during release from the wafer. Interestingly, the partially 
protected sample, which lacks a protective plug, showed signal attenuation midway between the protected 
and unprotected samples (40% drop). This clearly illustrates that the ALD shell alone is not sufficient for 
particle protection, and that the underside plug is a crucial feature for long term nanoparticle protection in 
corrosive environments.  
3.5 Methods 
Block copolymer micelle nanolithography (BCML): The array of Au nanoseeds was prepared using block-
copolymer micelle nanolithography as previously reported[57]. Briefly, the block-copolymer micelles are 
formed by self-assembly and then spin-coated onto a two-inch Si wafer where the micelles form a quasi-
hexagonally ordered monolayer (spacing ~100 nm). Plasma treatment reduces the Au to form metallic na-
noparticles with ~10 nm in diameter. These act as seeds for subsequent nanoGLAD growth. 
Nano glancing angle deposition (nanoGLAD): nanoGLAD was used for two main steps, growing the plug 
and the nanoparticle core. In this process a substrate manipulator provides independent control over the 
azimuthal φ, and polar α angles of the vapour flux during growth, within a chamber with a base pressure of 
1×10-6 mbar. To form well-isolated plugs, the flux angle α and the azimuthal rotation rate per unit thickness 
dφ/d? were kept to respectively 85o and 36±0.1o/nm with closed-loop feedback based on measurement of 
the material deposition rate on a quartz crystal monitor. The core material was grown on the plugs, where 
dφ/d? was maintained at a constant 18±0.1o/nm for Co (and Cu) nanorod and 1.8±0.1o/nm for Cu nanohelix, 
respectively, while keeping α = 87o. 
Atomic layer deposition (ALD): a thin layer of alumina (Al2O3) or hafnium dioxide (HfO2) was grown to cover 
the core’s surface using Atomic Layer Deposition (Savanah 100, Cambridge Nanotech). The Al2O3 was grown 
at T = 100°C with a 0.1 nm/cycle growth rate by injecting trimethylaluminum (TMA) for 0.03 s and H2O for 
0.03 s repeatedly. The HfO2 was grown at T = 150 °C with a 0.1 nm/cycle growth rate by injecting Hf(NMe2)4 
for 0.15 s and H2O for 0.015 s repeatedly. 
SEM, TEM, and EELS analysis: Structures were imaged with SEM (Gemini Ultra55, Zeiss), TEM (CM200, 
Philips), STEM (SESAM, Zeiss), EDX, and EELS. TEM samples were prepared by drop casting ~20 μL of the 
colloidal suspension onto a Holey carbon coated TEM grid (Cu or Ni 400 mesh), followed by drying under a 
gentle flow of Ar gas. Bright field and EF-TEM images were recorded on a Zeiss 912 Omega electron micro-
scope under an accelerating voltage of 120 kV. For the EF-TEM images the in-column electron energy filter 
was used. The exposure time ranged from 5 to 30 seconds for the different samples and materials. Each 
elemental core-loss image was measured, modelled and subtracted by the “three-window technique” using 
the power law model in the Gatan Digital Micrograph program (http://www.gatan.com/software/) 
SQUID magnetometry: The magnetization of the Co nanorods was measured at 300K using a Quantum 
Design magnetic property measurement system (MPMS) magnetometer. For the analysis of the on-wafer 
nanorods’ stability in water, a small piece (~10 mm2) of the Si wafer on which the nanorods were grown 
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was immersed in water contained in a quartz NMR tube and sealed with a rubber cap (see Appendix). The 
M-H curves are corrected for the diamagnetism of the Si substrate by subtracting a linear background 
whose slope matches the high field diamagnetic response of the Si beyond the Co saturation magnetization.  
Colloids and buffer solution: The nanoparticles were detached from the wafer by sonicating a wafer piece 
in an aqueous solution of 0.1 mg·mL-1 polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) for ~2 min. The phosphate buffer was 
prepared using phosphate salts pairs, (Na2HPO4 - KH2PO4), as well as NaCl and KCl. The pH for each solution 
was adjusted when necessary with HCl. Buffers were prepared as stock solutions and stored at 4°C until 
further use. 
Agarose Gels: For measurements on colloidal suspensions, agarose gel was used to prevent agglomeration 
of the particles during the long measurement.[230] 4% agarose gel was melted at 100oC then mixed at 1:1 
with an aqueous colloidal suspension of the nanoparticles. The mixture, with 2% agarose concentration, 
was cooled in a fridge to form a gel. For the experiment described in figure 3:3c and 4c, concentrated PB 
was added above the gel in sufficient volume that after diffusive dilution with the water phase of the gel 
the PB concentration was 0.1 M at pH 3.7. 
UV-VIS-NIR spectroscopy and CD spectroscopy: Extinction spectra of the nanocolloids were measured on a 
Cary UV-VIS-NIR 5000 spectrophotometer. Circular dichroism spectra were obtained with a Jasco J-810 
circular dichroism spectrometer. Samples of nanoparticles trapped in agarose matrix were contained in 
quartz cuvettes with 10 mm path length. All the spectra were measured with a scan rate of 500 nm·min-1 in 
the wavelength range of 400 to 1000 nm at 0.1 nm intervals. Extinction results were baseline corrected by 
subtracting a spectrum acquired from a glass cuvette containing PB solution and agarose gel. 
DLS analysis: A colloidal solution (0.5 mL) of nanohelices was measured in a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS at 2 
min intervals. For the analysis of the Cu nanoparticles the refractive index and extinction of Cu at λ = 632.8 
nm (He-Ne laser) were taken from Ref. 92. 
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 Chiral plasmonic nanosen-Chapter 4
sors 
Biosensors based on the local surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of individual metallic nanoparti-
cles promise to deliver modular, low-cost sensing with high detection thresholds. However, they continue 
to suffer from relatively low sensitivity and figures of merit (FOMs). In this chapter the idea of sensitivity 
enhancement of LSPR sensors is introduced through (1) engineering of the material dispersion function and 
(2) strong dispersion of most substances in the UV region. Employing dispersion and shape engineering of 
chiral nanoparticles leads to remarkable refractive index sensitivities (1091 nm·RIU-1 @ ? = 921 nm) and 
FOMs (> 2800 RIU-1). A key feature is that the polarization-dependent extinction of the nanoparticles is now 
characterised by rich spectral features, including bipolar peaks and nulls, suitable for tracking refractive 
index changes. This sensing modality offers strong optical contrast even in the presence of highly absorbing 
media, an important consideration for use in complex biological media with limited transmission. The tech-
nique is sensitive to surface-specific binding events that are demonstrated through biotin-avidin surface 
coupling.  
 
This chapter is based on the published articles: 
[93] Dispersion and shape engineered plasmonic nanosensors, H.-H. Jeong, 
A.G. Mark, M. Alarcón-Correa, I. Kim, P. Oswald, T.-C. Lee, and P. 
Fischer, Nature Communications 7, 11331 (2016) 
[109] Magnesium plasmonics for UV applications and chiral sensing, H.-H. 
Jeong, A.G. Mark, and P. Fischer, Chemical Communications 52, 
12179 (2016) 
Reprinted from Ref. 93 (Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group) and Ref. 109 (Copyright 2016 Royal Socie-
ty of Chemistry) 
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4.1 Dispersion and shape engineered plasmonic nanosensors  
4.1.1 Introduction 
Devices based on surface plasmon resonance (SPR) phenomena detect shifts of the resonance wavelength 
in response to changes of the refractive index of the medium surrounding the plasmonic material.[244] This 
may, for instance, be due to biomolecules that bind to the sensor. SPR offers high sensitivities,[72] but re-
quires extended smooth surfaces.[92, 245] In many situations, it would be desirable to have a local sensor 
for use in situ or in vivo (for instance within a cell) and here the local surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) 
supported by nanostructures offers substantial advantages.[71, 73, 246] The short penetration depth of 
plasmon oscillations into the surrounding fluid makes for small, spatially localised sensors which promise to 
be effective in a range of biomedical applications.[23, 107, 108, 247] However, compared to plasmonic 
biosensors that utilise extended SPR, which serve as the reference standard for optically addressed sensors, 
LSPR sensors generally have a reduced sensitivity (?? < 1,000 nm·RIU-1) and a lower figure of merit (FOM < 
100 RIU-1).[72, 73] 
The typical strategy employed to enhance the sensitivity of LSPR nanosensors is to manipulate the aspect 
ratio of symmetrical nanoparticles, with more elongated particles yielding higher sensitivities.[89, 91] This 
approach has been demonstrated with nanorods and nanoprisms that show improved sensitivities.[118, 
248, 249] On the other hand, the materials selected for such particles have, quite reasonably, been re-
stricted to those with strong plasmonic properties: e.g. Ag,[250] Au,[108] Al.[94] This has been driven by 
the desire for a high FOM that comes from the low interband damping, and sharp resonance of pure met-
als. However, it means that the material dispersion function, a key factor in the sensitivity of LSPR nanosen-
sors, has been limited to the dielectric functions inherent to those pure metals. 
This chapter shows how dispersion-engineering introduces a new material based parameter for improving 
the sensitivity of LSPR sensors. When combined with shape-engineering this leads to extremely high LSPR 
sensitivities and FOMs. An analytical model of chiral plasmonic sensing is introduced that illustrates the 
roles of chirality and materials properties for the important sensing characteristics. Based on this under-
standing this chapter introduces colloidal nanostructures that are the most sensitive LSPR sensors reported 
to date.[95, 118] Furthermore, the utility of the engineered particles is introduced as surface sensitive 
probes for biotin-avidin binding. This scheme is particularly robust as it is immune to changes in the optical 
density of the background, and can thus be used in complex environments. 
4.1.2 Theoretical concept 
Plasmon-based LSPR sensors operate by tracking the shift in the resonance peak of the plasmon absorption 
in response to changes in ?, the refractive index of the local medium.[73] The resonance condition is met 
when  
??? ? ?????? ? ??? ?? (4:1) 
where ?? is the peak wavelength, ?? is the real part of the dielectric function describing the plasmonic ma-
terial, and the factor ?? describes the shape of the particle (for spheres?? ? ?). Ideally, the dispersion of ?? 
should be such that even very small changes in ? cause appreciable changes in the resonance wave-
length??, i.e. large resonance shifts. The sensitivity of the system is defined as,[91]  
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? (4:2) 
so decreasing the wavelength dependence of the real part of the material’s dielectric constant (the denom-
inator) leads to an increase in sensitivity. The dielectric response of the nanoparticles is engineered by al-
loying a plasmonic material with a weakly dispersive one to yield a negative, but flatter??. This dramatically 
increases the sensitivity of any plasmonic sensor (of any shape).  
In conjunction with the sensitivity it is also of interest to consider the accuracy with which a spectral fea-
ture can be resolved. For a spectral peak, the standard measure is its full width at half maximum (FWHM). 
Engineering the real part of the particle’s dielectric function [251] in equation 4:2 through alloying, is gen-
erally accompanied by a concomitant increase in the plasmon damping and broadening of the extinction 
spectrum,[252] and thus suggests that the FOM (= ???FWHM) is also lowered. This can be addressed by 
noting that traditional plasmon based sensors are generally polarisation independent, because the particles 
themselves are highly symmetrical (see figure 1:7). Circular dichroism (CD) offers an alternative to extinc-
tion based sensing techniques,[15, 40] and CD spectra are typically more feature rich than extinction spec-
tra,[46, 102] which increases the number of spectral signatures that can be tracked when the local envi-
ronment changes, figure 4:1. Crucially, CD spectra are also bipolar, and the crossing-points where the signal 
changes sign are ideal features to track, because of the simplicity of identifying the null point. Earlier work 
on CD-based sensing made use of magneto-optical modulation of an achiral nanoantenna LSPR to induce 
ellipticity in the transmitted beam.[110] In this case the choice of material was dictated by the requirement 
to induce a magneto-optical response. However, performing CD-based measurements on chiral particles, 
that exhibit a natural circular dichroism, offers the possibility of tuning the material properties inde-
pendently of the chirality (shape), and this approach is exploited to maximise the LSPR sensitivity (and 
FOM). 
 
Figure 4:1 Schematic view of polarization dependent chiral plasmonic sensing. (a) The interaction of a left-handed 
nanohelix with circularly polarised light and (b) its corresponding CD spectrum as a function of ?. Three bottom panels 
indicate the resonance shifts at (c) ??, (c) ??, and (d) ?? where the refractive indices of the surrounding media are 
varied between ?? and ??. Reprinted from Ref. 93 (Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group) 
The exact optical responses for such complex nanoparticles are only calculable using numerical 
methods.[56] However, the chiral form of nanoparticle plasmonic extinction is introduced that captures the 
key features of extinction in response to left (-) and right (+) circularly polarised light,[89, 91] 
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The shape factor now includes an achiral term ?? plus a chiral term ??? ? ???? specific to right (R) or left 
(L) handed enantiomers. The circular dichroism (CD) is the difference between the extinction for ± polarisa-
tions, CD? ??? ? ??. The CD signal is bipolar, and the wavelength at which the extinctions are equal yields a 
zero-crossing in the spectrum, which serves as a natural point for tracking. Within this formulation the 
crossover wavelength coincides with the achiral resonance-condition ??? ? ??? ?, in the limit of small, slow-
ly-varying ??. So the sensitivity of nanohelix sensors follows that of achiral ones. Plotting the reciprocal of 
the absolute value of the CD (e.g. figure 4:2e) gives an intrinsically sharp representation of the crossover 
point, one whose FWHM is defined by the instrumental resolution ? [110] and ?CD?? ???, the slope of the CD 
spectrum at the crossing. This yields a FWHM (see Appendix A.3.1 Chiral plasmonic sensitivity, FWHM, and 
FOM for details), based on equation 4:3, of  
???? ? ????
?
?????? ?????? ???
? (4:4) 
and a FOM of  
FOM ?? ??
FWHM
? ??? ????
?
????
? (4:5) 
Thus, higher figures of merit can be achieved by increasing the magnitude of the chiral shape factor ??.  
4.1.3 Dielectric constants of Ag-Ti alloys 
As a proof-of-concept experiment for the control of the dielectric constant over the whole wavelength 
range, 150 nm thick Ag-Ti bulk thin films have been grown on a 2 inch silicon wafer with different atomic 
ratios (Ti, Ag0.26Ti0.74, Ag0.55Ti0.45, Ag0.82Ti0.18, and Ag), where AgaTib is the material atomic ratios of Ag and Ti 
with a% and b% respectively, and analysed their dielectric constants by the ellipsometry in the wavelength 
range of 300 nm to 1100 nm. Each material composition was analysed by the inductively coupled plasma 
optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES), table 4:1, and their results were well-matched to the targeted 
conditions.  
Sample Atomic ratio of Ag : Ti [%] 
Ti 0 : 100 (±0) 
Ag0.26Ti0.74 25.7 :74.3 (±0.3) 
Ag0.55Ti0.45 54.6 : 45.4 (±0.7) 
Ag0.82Ti0.18 82.3 : 17.7 (±0) 
Ag 100 : 0 (±0) 
Table 4:1 ICP-OES measurements of the grown Ag-Ti thin films. 
For the calculation of the dielectric constants of such alloys, the effective medium approximation, assuming 
both the host and inclusion dielectric responses are already known, was required and the Bruggeman mod-
el was used, which is employed as,[253] 
??? ?
??? ? ?
??? ? ??? ? ??? ?
??? ? ?
??? ? ??? ? ?? (4:6) 
where ??? and ??? are the volume fractions of Ag and Ti, ??? and ??? are dielectric constants of Ag and Ti, 
and ? is effective dielectric constant of Ag-Ti alloy. Figure 4:2 shows the dielectric constants of the grown 
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Ag-Ti thin films having different atomic ratios and this clearly presents that the dielectric constants of mate-
rials can experimentally be tuned by mixing two (or more) materials as expected theoretically. 
 
Figure 4:2 The experimental dielectric constants of 150 nm thick Ag-Ti alloyed thin films with different Ti contributions. 
(a) ?? and (b) ?? (Ag: red, Ag0.82Ti0.18: orange, Ag0.55Ti0.45: green, Ag0.26Ti0.74: blue, and Ti: violet). Reprinted from Ref. 93 
(Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group) 
4.1.4 Fabrication of shape and material engineered Ag-Ti nanohelices 
A series of Ag-Ti nanohelices was fabricated using the nanoGLAD that allows precise control of the parti-
cles’ alloy composition and shape ??.[56, 64] The former can be used to engineer the material dielectric 
function to maximise sensitivity, while the latter is used to adjust the achiral and chiral shape factors to 
affect sensitivity and introduce a chiroptical response. Table 4:2 presents all the information of the grown 
Ag-Ti nanohelices both that were programmed in the growth system and that were measured experimen-
tally. Here, firstly the sizes of the nanohelices have been controlled with fixed material ratios of Ag:Ti = 
97%:3%. Next, at the given length L1, material composition ratios have been tuned by controlling each ma-
terial growth rate with closed-loop feedback to uniformly form the material composition through the whole 
nanostructure. The material composition was analysed by the ICP-OES and the measured values were con-
siderably close to the desired values. Figure 4:3 shows the SEM images of the grown Ag-Ti nanohelices. 
 
Figure 4:3 The side view of SEM images of the grown Ag-Ti nanohelices. (a) Ag0.97Ti0.03:??, (b) Ag0.97Ti0.03:??, (c) 
Ag0.97Ti0.03:??, (d) Ag0.97Ti0.03:??, (e) Ag0.89Ti0.11:??, and (f) Ag0.77Ti0.23:??. Reprinted from Ref. 93 (Copyright 2016 Nature 
Publishing Group) 
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Sample Atomic ratio of Ag : Ti (%) Height (nm) QCM ICP-OES QCM SEM 
Ag0.97Ti0.03:L1 95 : 5 96.7 : 3.3 (±0.7) 600 113 
Ag0.97Ti0.03:L2 95 : 5 97.2 : 2.8 (±0.4) 700 128 
Ag0.97Ti0.03:L3 95 : 5 97.1 : 2.9 (±0.4) 800 141 
Ag0.97Ti0.03:L4 95 : 5 95.8 : 4.2 (±1.7) 900 157 
Ag0.89Ti0.11:L1 85 : 15 89.5 : 10.5 (±0.6) 600 119 
Ag0.77Ti0.23:L1 75 : 25 77.3 : 22.7 (±0.6) 600 124 
Table 4:2 Structural parameters of the grown Ag-Ti nanohelices. 
4.1.5 Colloidal stability 
Considering the colloidal stability of the plasmonic nanoparticles is crucial as ‘hotspot effect’ from the 
closely neighbouring particles leads changing the absorption signals of the nanocolloids.[88] Hence, to pre-
vent such disturbances on a linear function of the plasmonic resonance shift caused by the line-width 
broadening and peak drift, the stability as well as the real ? of the colloidal solutions of the Ag-Ti nanoheli-
ces have been analysed by using dynamic light scattering (DLS),[186] during the CD measurement of speci-
men at the same time. Figure 4:4 shows the corresponding measured relaxation times of the colloids in 5 
different refractive index media under the given material (Ag-refractive index: 0.135 and extinction: 3.990) 
and environmental fitting parameter.[254] Such the overlapping responses over the 5 different dielectric 
media indicate that not only the prepared glycerol-water mixtures are well matched to the theoretical envi-
ronmental conditions (e.g. viscosity, refractive index, etc.), but also the nanohelices have no significant 
aggregation in all the conditions. 
 
Figure 4:4 Relaxation times of the colloidal Ag-Ti nanohelices in media of five different refractive indices measured by 
the DLS. (red: 0%, orange: 5%, green: 10%, blue: 15%, and violet: 20% glycerol-water mixtures). (a) Ag0.97Ti0.03:??, (b) 
Ag0.97Ti0.03:??, (c) Ag0.97Ti0.03:??, (d) Ag0.97Ti0.03:??, (e) Ag0.89Ti0.11:??, and (f) Ag0.77Ti0.23:??. Reprinted from Ref. 93 (Copy-
right 2016 Nature Publishing Group) 
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4.1.6 Bulk refractive index sensing 
A typical particle, a two-turn left-handed 128 nm tall helix composed of 97% Ag and 3% Ti, is shown in fig-
ure 4:5a. The small amount of Ti alloying agent improves the helix fidelity over pure Ag.[255] For the refrac-
tive index sensing the suspensions of those Ag0.97Ti0.03:?? nanohelices have been suspended in glycerol-
water mixtures varying from 0 to 20% concentration (refractive indices between 1.333 and 1.357 [254]). 
Figure 4:5b shows their corresponding CD spectra as a function of ?. As expected, the CD spectra exhibit 
multiple features, shown in figures 4:5c-f: a maximum ??, a minimum ??, and two crossing points ??? and 
???, all of which can be tracked in response to changes in the refractive index of the medium. The wave-
length shifts, relative to the pure water reference, are shown in figure 4:2g, and indicate sensitivities ?? of 
275, 320, 379, and 571 nm·RIU-1 for ??, ???, ??, and ???, respectively.  
 
Figure 4:5 Bulk refractive index sensing. (a) TEM image of a single Ag0.97Ti0.03:?? nanohelix (Scale bar: 50 nm). (b) CD 
spectra of colloidal Ag0.97Ti0.03:?? nanohelices in media of five different refractive indices (red: 0%, orange: 5%, green: 
10%, blue: 15%, and violet: 20% glycerol-water mixtures) over the full spectral range and detailed plots of the reso-
nance shifts at (c) ?? (red square), (d) ??? (orange circle), (e)  ?? (green top triangle), and (f)  ??? (blue bottom trian-
gle). For (d) and (f) the filled curves represent |CD|-1. (g) Wavelength shift, relative to water, of the four spectral fea-
tures as functions of the glycerol-water concentration (top x-axis) and its corresponding ? (bottom x-axis). Reprinted 
from Ref. 93 (Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group) 
These results demonstrate that features, like ??, and ???, found at longer wavelengths exhibit greater sen-
sitivity, consistent with equation 4:2. Since larger values of the achiral shape factor increase the wavelength 
of the resonance condition, it is possible to increase the sensitivity by growing particles that are more elon-
gated (see figure 4:6a). This has been the approach most often pursued in the search for higher sensitivities 
from extinction based LSPR sensors.[89, 91, 95, 118] Here the same principle is applied to a chiral sensor, 
by growing a series of nanohelices with a range of heights, labelled ?? (113 nm) through ?? (157 nm). The 
results, shown in figure 4:3c, confirm that the peak and crossing features of longer structures are red-
shifted relative to the smaller ones and that the sensitivity of each feature is directly proportional to its 
wavelength (figure 4:6d, red points). However, equation 4:2 also suggests that the sensitivity can be im-
proved by reducing the wavelength dependence of ??, the real part of the material dielectric function. This 
is done by exercising control over the structures’ Ag-Ti stoichiometry during their growth. Figure 4:6b 
shows the effective ?? of Ag-Ti alloys of varying compositions (see also figure 4:2). As the alloy becomes 
more Ti-rich, the wavelength shift ?? increases for a given change in the medium’s refractive index, due to 
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a progressive flattening of the material’s dielectric function. The effect of dispersion engineering in practice 
is illustrated in figure 4:6c for nanohelices having fixed size, but composed of alloys containing 3%, 11% and 
23% Ti. Higher Ti composition red-shifts the features, and as shown in figure 4:6d, and increases the sensi-
tivity. Indeed, the sensitivity trends show a systematic enhancement for the 11% (green) and 23% (blue) 
alloy relative to the minimal Ti samples (red) (see Appendix figures A:16-21 for detailed plots).  
 
Figure 4:6 Shape and dispersion engineering of Ag-Ti nanohelices. (a) The effect of the achiral shape factor ?? on the 
wavelength shift ?? observed for a given change in refractive index ?? (= 0.067). (b) The effect of ?? on the wave-
length shift based on calculated dielectric constant of Ag-Ti alloys with varying Ti composition. As the proportion of Ti 
increases the real part of the dielectric function becomes flatter, and the resulting wavelength shift increases. (c) CD 
spectra (panel left), TEM images (panel right), and colloidal solutions (each inset) of the grown Ag-Ti nanohelices. The 
achiral shape factor ?? increases moving down the rows, and the atomic ratio of Ti increases moving to the right. (d) 
The measured ?? of the Ag-Ti nanohelices as a function of ? at 1.333 RIU (the symbols and colours are different for 
the ?? and the atomic ratio of Ti respectively). Reprinted from Ref. 93 (Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group) 
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 In order to define the FWHMs of those particles a simple linear fit of the form CD ? ??? ? ??? is used to 
fit the bipolar CD signal near the zero crossing point ??. The standard error of the fit parameter, ??? is in-
dicative of the precision with which the crossing point can be localised[110]. Figure 4:7a shows an example 
of the data analysis with the CD spectrum of colloidal Ag0.97Ti0.03:?? nanohelices in water. In this case the 
resolution ??? was 0.005 nm. Figure 4:7b shows ??? as a function of ? taken from the CD spectra of all the 
Ag-Ti nanohelices. 
 
Figure 4:7 Spectroscopic resolution at zero-crossing. (a) A CD spectrum of colloidal Ag0.97Ti0.03:?? nanohelices in water 
and its corresponding linear fit. (b) ???at ?? of Ag0.97Ti0.03:??  (red circle), Ag0.97Ti0.03:??  (red top-triangle), Ag0.97Ti0.03:??  
(red bottom-triangle), Ag0.97Ti0.03:??  (red diamond), Ag0.89Ti0.11:??  (blue circle), and Ag0.77Ti0.23:?? (green circle) as a 
function of ?. Reprinted from Ref. 93 (Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group) 
The results all together are summarised in figure 4:8. The left column in the plots shows the effect of in-
creased nanohelix length on the crossing point wavelength, sensitivity, FWHM and FOM. The null wave-
length and sensitivity both increase as the nanohelices lengthen. However, the FWHM remains unchanged, 
so that the FOM increases dramatically. The ?? helix exhibits a FOM = 2859 RIU-1, which is larger than what 
has been previously reported for LSPR based sensors [248, 249, 256] including those based on a magne-
tochiral response.[110] Relative to the latter, the improvement comes from a combination of improved 
sensitivity (~4×) and decreased FWHM (~5×) thanks to a steeper crossing of the CD signal at the null point. 
The right hand column of figure 4:8 illustrates the effect of engineering the dispersion function through the 
addition of Ti. In this case the increase in sensitivity that comes from flattening the material dispersion 
function also leads to an increase in the FWHM due to the ??  contribution in equation 4:4. The net effect is 
a decrease in the FOM relative to the low alloy sample. Nevertheless, the flatter dispersion curve does have 
the effect of increasing the sensitivity beyond what is achievable in the pure metal or the low alloy sample. 
A sensitivity greater than 1000 nm·RIU-1 was achieved at a wavelength of 921 nm. For applications where 
sensitivity is the primary concern, dispersion engineering provides a powerful technique for reaching the 
highest possible refractive index sensitivities. 
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Figure 4:8 Summary of shape and dispersion engineering of nanohelices. Left panels show the effect of increasing 
nanohelix length and the right panels show the effect of increasing Ti composition (red square: zero-crossing wave-
lengths at ? = 1.333, orange circle: refractive index sensitivities, green top triangles: FWHMs, and blue bottom trian-
gles: FOMs). Reprinted from Ref. 93 (Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group) 
4.1.7 Strong optical contrast in the presence of absorbers 
One appealing characteristic of circular dichroism is that it is insensitive to achiral absorbers or 
scatterers.[257] So unlike traditional extinction measurements, high signal-to-noise CD measurements of a 
chiral analyte are possible even in the presence of strong achiral absorbers. Figure 4:9 illustrates such a 
measurement, where the spectra of colloidal Ag0.97Ti0.03:?? nanohelices were detected with the addition of 
absorbers in the form of blue and yellow filters in the optical path. In both cases the maximum absorbance 
exceeds an optical density of 2 (< 0.1% transmission, right panels of figure 4:9a). This introduces small dis-
tortions into the CD signal, however as it has been already seen, CD offers several spectral features for 
sensing, the majority of which are here unperturbed. Notably, since CD based sensing offers a clearly dis-
tinguishable signal, even in the presence of absorbance that would be strong enough to obscure optical 
extinction based sensing methodologies, figure 4:9b. The same experiment demonstrated with molecular 
absorbers rhodamine (left panel) and indigo (right panel) yield similar results, figure 4:9c.  
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Figure 4:9 Optical contrasts of chiral plasmonic nanoparticles in the presence of achiral absorbers. CD spectra (left 
panels) and extinction spectra (right panels) of the colloidal Ag0.97Ti0.03:?? nanohelices in the presence of complex 
absorbing environments (top: no filter, middle: blue filter, bottom: yellow filter), (b) their corresponding wavelength 
shifts, relative to water, of the two spectral features (?? and ???) as functions of the ? (error bar: standard deviation). 
(c) CD spectra (each upper panel) and extinction spectra (each lower panel) of the colloidal Ag0.97Ti0.03:L1 nanohelices 
in the presence of molecular dyes (left panel: 10 μM rhodamine 6G, right panel: 100 μM indigo). Reprinted from Ref. 
93 (Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group) 
4.1.8 Surface sensitive sensing  
Since the evanescent field of the excited plasmon decays rapidly into the medium, LSPR sensors are ideally 
suited to making surface sensitive measurements.[258] The plasmonic Ag-Ti nanohelices are used to sense 
the biotin-avidin binding events. Biotin-avidin affinity is a well-known common binding protocol and this is 
often used as a proof-of-concept experiment for plasmonic biosensors.[256] First, the surfaces of the na-
nohelices (Ag0.97Ti0.03:?? and Ag0.89Ti0.11:??) are functionalised with biotin (see Methods for details) which 
acts as a complementary and specific binding factor for avidin in solution (figure 4:10a). The wavelength of 
the ??? crossing in the CD spectrum (figure 4:10b, lower), and the change in the CD amplitude at the initial 
crossing wavelength (figure 4:10b, upper) were measured at 1 min intervals. Prior to the addition of avidin 
both signals are stable, but they experience a prompt shift upon the addition of 1 μg·mL-1 avidin. For the 
Ag0.97Ti0.03:?? nanohelices the crossing point ???? redshifts by approximately 3 nm (blue), and the CD inten-
sity at the initial crossing wavelength increases by 6 mdeg (green). The rise time is approximately 5 min. 
The Ag0.89Ti0.11:?? nanohelices show an even stronger response with shifts of 5 nm (red) and 10 mdeg (yel-
low) respectively, thanks to the increased sensitivity that comes from the reduced dispersion (figure 4:10c). 
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Control experiments (grey) where the nanohelices lack biotin functionalization show no distinct shift upon 
the addition of avidin confirming that the signal is truly surface sensitive and arises from specific binding. 
The two measurement modes suggest alternative sensing schemes for real time monitoring of binding 
events: one based on tracking the crossing point wavelength (figure 4:10b, blue and red), and another 
based on identifying the change in CD intensity at fixed wavelength (figure 4:10b, green and yellow). Both 
offer a highly sensitive and rapid measurement of the specific binding at surfaces. Figures 4:10 d–e show 
the sensing task in different avidin concentrations and, as expected, this shows the differential shifts as a 
function of the introduced avidin concentrations. Moreover, this binding was clearly monitored even under 
the complex absorbing medium, 10 μM R6G, Figure 4:10f.  
 
Figure 4:10 Sensing of specific binding events. (a) Schematic view of biotin-avidin interaction on the surface of a Ag-Ti 
nanohelix. (b) In situ measurements of the biotin-avidin interaction by monitoring the change of CD at the initial ??? 
(upper plot) and the wavelength shift of ???? (lower plot) with 1 min intervals. The coloured plots indicate the re-
sponse of specific binding of biotin-avidin (Ag0.97Ti0.03:?? blue, green; Ag0.89Ti0.11:?? red, yellow) and the grey plots 
indicate non-specific binding of avidin with Ag-Ti nanohelices (without biotin) in the control group. (c) Close-up view of 
the CD spectra for the two biotinylated nanoparticle systems showing the wavelength shift and CD amplitude increase 
after avidin introduction. (d) The resonance shift at λ02 of the colloidal Ag0.89Ti0.11:L1 nanohelices for the different con-
centrations of avidin (10 ng·mL-1 to 1 μg·mL-1 with 1 order intervals, top to bottom). Each red signal and blue signal 
indicates the ??? before and after avidin binding, respectively. (e) Change of CD at the initial ??? (upper plot) and the 
wavelength shift ???? (lower plot) as a function of the injected concentrations of avidin. (f) In-situ measurements of 
the biotin-avidin interaction in the presence of complex absorbing medium (here, 10 μM R6G) by monitoring the 
change of CD at the initial ??? (upper plot) and the wavelength shift ???? (lower plot) with 1 min intervals. Reprinted 
from Ref. 93 (Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group) 
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4.2 Ultraviolet plasmonics and chiral sensing  
4.2.1 Introduction 
Nanoparticles whose size is smaller than the wavelength of light can give rise to a light-induced collective 
electron oscillations, known as local surface plasmon resonance (LSPR).[67, 68] The resonance wavelength 
in LSPR is sensitive to the environment, which is the basis for a number of sensing applications.[68] Im-
provements in sensitivity have been achieved by engineering the particles’ size, shape, and material com-
position,[95, 118] and the mode of detection.[93, 110] Work to date has primarily focussed on increasing 
the shift of the resonance for a given change in refractive index. However, in many applications the quanti-
ty of ultimate interest is not the medium’s refractive index, but the concentration of some chemical spe-
cies.[73, 107] One particularly promising route to improve the concentration sensitivity is to exploit the 
natural refractive index dispersion of the molecule (analyte) of interest. Most molecules show notably 
higher and more dispersive refractive indices at short wavelengths, because of electronic resonances (tran-
sitions) in the UV. Changes in the concentration of the analyte therefore yield larger changes in the refrac-
tive index at shorter wavelengths, and therefore larger shifts in the plasmon resonance. However, this also 
requires a plasmonic probe that shows a UV resonance. 
Here, the first magnesium (Mg) nanoparticles are introduced for UV plasmonics and LSPR sensing. The Mg 
nanoparticles are grown with a helical shape. Their exceptionally strong chiroptical response in the near UV 
gives rise to a concomitant enhancement of the LSPR sensitivity. 
4.2.2 Theoretical concept 
In the former chapter,[93] a chiral plasmonic sensing approach is introduced that is based on a chiral nano-
probe (i.e. measures the differential extinction between left-handed (LH) and right-handed (RH) circularly 
polarised light with CD spectroscopy, i.e. CD ? EL – ER. The change in response to the change of refractive 
index of the medium surrounding the nanoparticles is tracked, as schematically shown in figure 4:1. CD-
based sensing with chiral nanoparticles offers two distinct advantages over traditional polarisation inde-
pendent measurements: firstly, the CD signal of a chiral absorber naturally comprises multiple spectral fea-
tures compared to an extinction peak, and each feature can be tracked. This provides high sensing flexibility 
and fidelity. In particular, the zero crossings (CD = 0o) where the LH and RH extinctions are equal are ideal 
for tracking, because they are intrinsically narrow and possess high figures of merit.[93] Secondly, the chiral 
particles provide a strong optical contrast, even in the presence of optically dense fluids, as any achiral 
background signals are cancelled. Hence, chiral nanoparticles can even be “seen” in strongly absorbing 
physiological fluids (e.g. blood).[136]  
The chiral LSPR sensor operates by tracking the shift in the zero crossing of the CD signal in response to 
changes in ?, the refractive index of the local medium, which surrounds the particles. The resonance condi-
tion is ?????? ? ?????(equation 4:1), where ?? is the resonance wavelength at zero crossing, ?? is the real 
part of the dielectric function of the plasmonic nanoparticle, and ? is a shape-dependent factor).[93] For 
sensing tasks undertaken in the visible to NIR regime typical of conventional plasmonics equation 4:1 is 
reasonable (e.g. figure 4:11b).[73, 91] However, for measurements in the UV the dispersion of the medium 
(solvent and analyte) ???? needs to be considered, such that ?????? ? ??????????. In LSPR sensing it is 
customary to define a refractive index sensitivity, which describes the change in the resonance position 
(wavelength) as a function of refractive index (see equation 4:2).[93] However, another important factor in 
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assessing sensitivity is to determine by how much the tracking wavelength ?? changes in response to the 
volume concentration ? of the species of interest 
???
?? ?
???
??
??
?? ? ??
??
??? (4:7) 
The refractive index of a mixture of a solute in a solvent with indices ?? and ?? can be approximated, using 
the rule of Arago and Biot, as[259] 
? ? ??? ? ?? ? ?? ? ??, (4:8) 
So 
??
?? ? ?? ? ???, (4:9) 
Consider dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) in water (figure 4:11).[260, 261] Within the visible region the refractive 
index of DMSO is everywhere higher than that of water, so the sign of equation 4:9 is always positive. But 
?? ? ???? at ? = 600 nm is only 0.144 RIU, whereas at ? = 250 nm it is 0.229 RIU, almost 60% higher. Thus, 
enhanced sensitivity to changes in solute concentration (equation 4:7) can be achieved at shorter wave-
lengths, and in particular through measurements in the UV. 
 
Figure 4:11 Sensing using UV chiral plasmonics. (a) Schematic that illustrates the interaction of left-handed (LH) nano-
helices with left- and right-handed circularly polarised light (LCP, RCP) in the presence of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). 
Inset shows the schematic view of 2-turn left-handed Mg nanohelix showing dimensions of the seed particle and the 
nanostructure that grows upon it (?: height, ?: major radius, ?: minor radius). (b) Change in the refractive index of 
DMSO solution in response to a change in its concentration (?? ? ????) as a function of ?,[260, 261] which is larger in 
the UV (blue arrow) compared to the visible (red arrow). (c) A CD spectrum of LH nanohelices as a function of ?. Two 
boxes indicate zero crossing points, ??? (blue: in UV) and ??? (red: in visible). (d) Each panel indicates the resonance 
shifts at ??? (left panel) and ??? (right panel) where the concentrations of the molecules are varied between ?? and ?? 
(?? < ??). Reprinted from Ref. 109 (Copyright 2016 Royal Society of Chemistry) 
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4.2.3 Ultraviolet plasmonics 
Aluminium (Al) nanoparticles have thus far been favoured for UV plasmonics applications,[94, 239] even 
though theory predicts that Mg provides substantially higher far-field absorption efficiency and higher 
near-field electric field enhancements.[262] Further, Mg is abundant, biocompatible, and lightweight (two-
thirds lighter than Al).[263] However, there is no report of Mg nanoparticles for UV plasmonics.[264] Here 
it is shown how large numbers of chiral Mg nanoparticles can be grown using the nanoGLAD, which allows 
precise controls of size, shape, and material composition of the nanoparticles at the wafer-level.[28, 56, 64] 
Briefly, an array of gold nanoseeds is first patterned on a 1 cm2 quartz glass using block-copolymer micelle 
nanolithography (BCML).[57] Then, in a second step, Mg is evaporated onto the Au nanoseeds at an angle 
of, α = 87o and T = ~100K in a vacuum chamber with a base pressure P = 1x10-6 mbar.[49, 54, 265-268] The 
substrate is continuously rotated during deposition, which, because of the high angle, leads to the growth 
of a nanohelix on each Au nanoseed by a self-shadowing effect.[56, 59, 269] Due to the fast diffusion of the 
Mg adatoms, it was not able to shape nanohelices with pure Mg, so Mg was co-deposited with 8% of titani-
um (Ti).[240] Doping Ti into the Mg matrix does not significantly change the optical properties, but it im-
proves the structural quality of the nanostructures.[255] Moreover, as the nanoparticle becomes more Ti 
rich, the LSPR sensitivity is enhanced since Ti flattens the real part of the dielectric function of the compo-
site.[93] The increase in damping also somewhat broadens the lines, but this effect does not diminish the 
overall improvement.[270] Finally, the nanohelices are coated with a thin layer of HfO2 by atomic layer 
deposition (ALD, Savanah 100, Cambridge nanotech).[218] The 4 nm thin oxide layer improves the chemical 
resistance of the particles.[94] Figure 4:12a shows scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of arrays of 
two different chiralities of 8% Ti-doped Mg nanohelices (here samples are prepared on Si wafers for imag-
ing). Helices with opposite chiralities are grown on different patterned glass substrates (as well as wafers) 
and during different depositions, but display very similar structural dimensions. The helices’ height, major 
radius, and minor radius are 142 nm, 26 nm, and 18 nm respectively.  
 
Figure 4:12 Mg nanohelices. (a) SEM images of Mg LH (left-top panel) and RH (left-bottom panel) nanohelices. The 
right panel shows the top view of the array of the Mg LH nanohelices (Scale bar: 200 nm). (b) Extinction spectra of the 
Mg LH nanohelices in air in response to the unpolarised light (ET, green) and the circularly polarised light (LCP: EL, blue 
and RCP: ER, red). (c) CD spectra of the 178 nm thick film containing LH (green) and RH (orange) Mg nanohelices in air. 
Reprinted from Ref. 109 (Copyright 2016 Royal Society of Chemistry) 
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Figure 4:12b shows the extinction (upper panel) and CD (lower panel) spectra of Mg LH and RH nanohelices 
obtained with a Jasco J-810 CD spectrometer. The helices exhibit chiroptical responses that saturate the 
spectrometer even in its largest amplitude detection range, so the responses were measured with an ex-
ternal lock-in-amplifier (UHFL, Zurich instruments) referenced to the photoelastic modulator (PEM) and 
synchronised with the monochrometer. In accordance with theoretical predictions,[262] It has been ob-
served that Mg nanohelices possess an extraordinary large short-wavelength extinction (~1 OD at ? = ~385 
nm) and optical activity (CD = ~8o at ? = ~380 nm). The spectral features of both chiralites are well matched 
across the entire spectrum (max, min, and two zero crossings).  
4.2.4 LSPR sensing 
UV-enhanced LSPR refractive index sensing is demonstrated with a water-DMSO system. In neat DMSO the 
LH Mg nanohelices’ CD spectra (figure 4:13) are shifted relative to the Mg spectra in air (figure 4:12b), be-
cause of the relative increase of the refractive index (see figure 4:11b). Figure 4:13 shows CD spectra of the 
Mg LH nanohelices in DMSO-water mixtures varying from 0 to 30%. DMSO shows strong electronic absorp-
tion < 230 nm. The CD resonances are tracked at the two zero crossings ??? and ???. The crossings’ wave-
lengths shifts in response to increasing the DMSO concentration are shown in figure 4:13c. Both depend 
linearly on the concentration of DMSO, but crucially, the shift of ???? in the UV is larger than the shift at 
the longer wavelength ????. This is in agreement with the 1.6 times larger ?? ? ???? in the UV compared to 
the visible, which in turn induces a larger plasmonic shift (see figure 4:11b). These results clearly show that 
UV plasmonics is promising for high sensitivity LSPR due to the medium’s dispersion.  
 
Figure 4:13 Molecular LSPR sensing. (a) CD spectra of Mg LH nanohelices in media with four different refractive indices 
(red: 0%, orange: 10%, yellow: 20%, and green: 30% DMSO-water mixtures) over the full spectral range and (b) de-
tailed plots of the resonance shifts at ??? (left panel) and ??? (right panel). (c) Wavelength shift, relative to water, of 
the two spectral features as a function of the DMSO-water concentration. Reprinted from Ref. 109 (Copyright 2016 
Royal Society of Chemistry) 
4.3 Methods 
Nano glancing angle deposition (nanoGLAD): The shadow growth technique [217] was used to grow the 
3D nanocolloids in the manner previously reported.[56] Firstly, a hexagonal array of 12 nm Au nanoparti-
cles was prepared by block-copolymer micelle nanolithography[57]. Next, Ag-Ti nanohelices were grown on 
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the array of the Au nanoparticles in a GLAD system based on co-deposition from dual electron-beam evap-
orators at T = 90K with a base pressure of 1×10-6 mbar. Their alloy stoichiometry was controlled by the 
deposition rates measured by QCM for each evaporator independently. Particles were grown with lengths 
(measured by SEM) of ??=113 nm, ??=128 nm, ??=141 nm, ??=157 nm, and Ti contents of 3%, 11%, and 
23%. Finally, the grown Ag-Ti nanohelices were lifted off from the wafer by sonicating a piece of sample 
wafer (0.5~1 cm2) in an aqueous solution of 0.15 μM polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) for ~2 min to prepare a 
stock solution. To minimise the effect of possible variations in structure and concentration, samples for 
each set of tests were always drawn from the same stock solution. 
SEM and TEM analysis: The Ag-Ti helices were imaged in SEM (Gemini, Zeiss) and TEM (CM200, Philips) 
under the accelerating voltages of 10 kV and 200 kV respectively.  
Circular dichroism (CD) analysis: Circular dichroism spectra were obtained with a Jasco J-810 circular di-
chroism spectrometer. All the spectra were measured with 500 nm·min-1 scan rate in the wavelength range 
of 300 to 1100 nm with 0.1 nm intervals. For selected regions of interest smaller 0.025 nm intervals were 
used.  
DLS analysis: 200 μL of colloidal solution of nanohelices was measured using a zeta potential analyser 
(Zetasizer Nano ZS, Malvern) repeated ~ 10 times for 20 min with 2 min intervals. The material property of 
Ag-Ti nanohelices was fixed to Ag (RI: 0.135 and extinction: 3.990) and the environmental parameter was 
matched to literature values for the viscosity, and refractive index of the solution based on the tempera-
ture and concentration.[254] 
ICP-OES analysis: ~ 1 cm2 as-grown nanohelices supported on a Si substrate was dissolved into HNO3:HF 
etchant and this solution was analysed by the ICP-OES (Ciros CCD, Spectro). The material composition of 
the nanohelices was evaluated by repeating the analysis three times with samples cleaved from different 
areas of the growth wafer.  
Absorbers: Low pass and narrow band pass filters were separately inserted into the optical patch either 
before or after the sample cuvette. Similarly, 10 μM rhodamine 6G and 100 μM indigo were added to sepa-
rate samples after acquiring baseline measurements. 
Biotin-avidin binding procedure: The mixture of biotin-PEG-SH (25 mg·mL-1 in MOPS-DNA buffer of pH7.5) 
and CH3O-PEG-SH (250 mg·mL-1 in MOPS-DNA buffer of pH7.5) in the ratio of 1:1 (v·v-1) was drop-cast onto 
~ 0.5 cm2 of as-grown nanohelix substrate and kept under humid condition overnight. For the control 
group, the nanohelices were exposed to only CH3O-PEG-SH. Next, each substrate was immersed in 1 mL of 
0.15 mM PVP solution and sonicated to remove the particles from the wafer and suspend them in solution. 
Finally, for the biotin-avidin interaction, 1 μg·mL-1 of avidin was injected to the colloidal solution and mixed 
by pipetting.  
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 Active nanorheology Chapter 5
Nanoplasmonic systems are valued for their strong optical response and their small size. Most 
plasmonic sensors and systems to date have been rigid and passive. However, rendering these structures 
dynamic opens new possibilities for applications. In this chapter it is shown that dynamic plasmonic nano-
particles can be used as mechanical sensors to selectively probe the rheological properties of a fluid in situ 
at the nanoscale and in microscopic volumes. Chiral magneto-plasmonic nanocolloids are fabricated that 
can be actuated by an external magnetic field, which in turn allows for the direct and fast modulation of 
their distinct optical response. The method is robust and allows nanorheological measurements with a me-
chanical sensitivity of ~0.1 cP, even in strongly absorbing fluids with an optical density of up to OD ~3 
(~0.1% light transmittance) and in the presence of scatterers (e.g. 50% v/v red blood cells).  
 
This chapter is based on the published article of 
[136] Active nanorheology with plasmonics, H.-H. Jeong, A.G. Mark, T.-C. 
Lee, M. Alarcón-Correa, S. Eslami, T. Qiu, J.G. Gibbs, and P. Fischer, 
Nano Letters 16, 4887 (2016) 
 
Reprinted with permission from Ref. 136 (Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society) 
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5.1 Introduction  
The resonant optical field enhancement in plasmonic nanostructures is of interest in research disciplines 
ranging from sensing to energy conversion, and is the basis for modern advances in metamaterials and the 
associated capabilities in shaping electromagnetic fields.[73-75] The scope of potential applications of na-
noplasmonic structures is greatly extended by tailoring the nanostructure, for instance to shift the reso-
nance frequency while keeping the overall size of the nanoparticle small,[93, 103-105] or by incorporating 
diverse functionalities, such as magnetic,[106] chiral,[102] and electrical.[76] Recent fabrication advances 
have also allowed the programmatic growth of nanoparticles that lack mirror symmetry.[35, 56, 98-100] 
Such chiral nanoparticles mimic their molecular counterparts by exhibiting optical activity, but with chirop-
tical effects many orders of magnitude stronger than what is observed in molecules.[64, 101, 102] These 
multifunctional nanoparticles promise new capabilities in sensing.[15, 32] 
One particularly challenging application is the measurement of rheological properties in complex fluids. 
Such systems contain a mixture of multiple phases; for instance, many biological fluids contain solids con-
sisting of isolated microparticles or a network of macromolecules suspended in a fluid phase.[271] Because 
of the solid phase, macroscopic rheological measurements will generally show non-Newtonian viscoelastic 
behaviour even if the liquid phase is a simple Newtonian fluid.[272] For instance, the viscosity of blood 
plasma is a crucial indicator for clinical diagnoses,[273, 274] but cannot be determined in whole blood due 
to the presence of leukocytes (10-15 μm) and erythrocytes (6-8 μm).[275, 276] Furthermore, the solid 
phase in complex fluids, such as blood cells, contributes to absorption and scattering which complicate 
optical measurements. 
By combining multiple materials and shape control, this chapter introduces the first chiral magneto-
plasmonic structures that can be actuated in solution. These colloids were used to measure the viscosity at 
the nanoscale of blood plasma in the presence of blood cells. This viscosity is a very important indicator for 
the disease diagnosis, but typically complicated to analyse using commercial rheometers as it needs a step 
in which the blood cells are separated.[273]  
5.2 Theoretical concept 
Since the chiroptical spectrum depends on the alignment of the chiral structure (figure 5:1a), chiroptical 
switching can be achieved and exploited for nanorheological measurements using picomolar probe concen-
trations. The scheme works by using the modulated chiroptical signal to measure the phase lag between 
the applied field and the particle’s orientation and thereby determine the torque applied to the particles 
(figure 5:1c). The chiral shape permits background-free differential absorption measurements even in 
whole blood, where conventional plasmonic absorption measurements would be impossible due to the 
large background optical extinction (optical density ~3). Because the active plasmonic nanostructures are 
much smaller than the suspended microparticles (cells), they probe only the fluid phase – in the case of 
blood, the blood plasma (figure 5:1b) – and unlike macroscale instruments are insensitive to the solid phase 
even at very high volume fractions. Such in situ observations of the fluid viscosity would not be possible 
with a conventional rheometer or viscometer, which typically requires much larger volumes of the target 
fluid (> 10 mL).  
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Figure 5:1 In situ active nanorheology with magneto-plasmonic enantiomorphs. (a) Principle of the mag-
netically driven chiroptical switching. Under the application of an external magnetic field ? the ferromag-
netic nanostructures align, and the CD response of a solution of chiral nanocolloids is modulated. (b) Sche-
matic depicting a rotating magneto-plasmonic nanoprobe in a complex and optically dense medium (here 
blood plasma surrounded by erythrocytes). (c) Definition of the angles and parameters used in the 
nanorheological experiments (?: applied magnetic field, ?: magnetic moment along the long axis of the 
nanohelix, ?: wave vector of the incident light, ?: phase lag between?  and ?, ??: angle between ? and ?, 
??: angle between  ? and ?, ?: angular velocity of the nanohelix). Reprinted with permission from Ref. 136 
(Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society) 
In order to derive an equation that describes the nanorheology of the chiral magneto-plasmonic nanoparti-
cle system, the theory for the hydrodynamic response of magnetic nanorods has been applied and 
adapted.[277] At steady state, the torque due to hydrodynamic drag will be balanced by the applied mag-
netic torque: 
???? ???? ? ???? ?? ??? (5:1) 
where ? is the hydrodynamic shape constant (for a sphere ? ? ?????),[278] ? is the dynamic viscosity of 
the medium, ? is the vector of the applied magnetic field, and ? is the vector of the magnetic moment 
along the long axis of the nanohelix. ? is the angular velocity of the nanohelix which is given as,  
? ? ????? ? (5:2) 
where ?? is the angle between ? and the wave vector ? of the incident light. By considering the angular 
function ?? ? ????? and ? ? ?? ? ?? where ?? is the angle between ? and ?, ?? is the frequency of the 
applied rotating magnetic field, equation 5:2 can be written as 
???
?? ? ???? ?
??
?? ? (5:3) 
For a steady rotational of the nanohelix (i.e., below the step-out frequency) ?? ? ???? is zero and equation 
5:1 can be rewritten as 
sin? ? ??????? ???? (5:4) 
For a given magnetic field strength and a frequency below the step-out, the 1st derivative ????? ? ????? is 
a function of the viscosity,  
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?sin?
??? ?
???
????? (5:5) 
Therefore, by measuring the phase lag of the magnetic nanoparticle under the given magnetic field, it is 
possible to analyse the local viscosity of the fluid. 
5.3 Magneto-plasmonic nanoparticle enantiomorph  
Active plasmonic systems have recently been developed by controlling either the electromagnetic radiation 
applied to the metallic nanostructure [46, 127-129] or the dynamics of the nanostructures.[130-134] How-
ever, there are no plasmonic systems that can be switched repeatedly at high frequency and that satisfy 
the minimum requirements for in situ active nanorheology in a complex fluid: (1) a distinguishable optical 
contrast despite strong extinction (and no bleaching), (2) small size relative to the suspended microparticles 
(e.g. erythrocytes),[279, 280] and (3) high nanoparticle monodispersity for a precise hydrodynamic re-
sponse.[281] These criteria are satisfied by the ~170 nm magneto-plasmonic nanohelices shown in figure 
5:2. Briefly, their fabrication is based on the nanoGLAD.[56]. BCML is used to form a quasi-hexagonal array 
of Au nanoparticles with diameter 12±2 nm and an interparticle distance ~100 nm on a silicon wafer. Va-
pours of elemental Au and Fe were then co-deposited in a 1:1.5 ratio onto the nano-patterned substrate 
using a dual e-beam system to generate an array of Au-Fe nanohelices, figure 5:2a. Sonication in a fluid 
readily detaches the helices from the wafer to yield the nanocolloidal suspension used in the experiments, 
figures 5:2b-d. The structural dimensions of left-handed Au-Fe nanohelices are deduced from transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) images of 100 individual nanohelices. (See table 5:1).  
 
Figure 5:2 Fabrication of Au-Fe nanohelices. (a) The tilted view of the SEM image of 2-turn Au-Fe nanohelices on an 
array of Au-SiO2 nanoparticles (scale bar: 200 nm). (b) A colloidal suspension of Au-Fe nanohelices after sonication. (c) 
Large-area TEM image of Au-Fe 2-trun left-handed nanohelices (scale bar: 200 nm). (b) A TEM image of a single Au-Fe 
nanohelix showing dimensions of the seed particle and the nanostructure that grows upon it (scale bar: 50 nm). Re-
printed with permission from Ref. 136 (Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society) 
 
 
 
 
Table 5:1 : Statistical analysis of 100 individual Au-Fe 2-turn left-handed nanohelices. 
2 turn left hand helices ?? ?? ? ? ?? 
Mean [nm] 12.1 9.2 168.8 14.2 54.5 
Standard deviation [nm] 1.8 2.9 8.4 2.1 4.65 
Percentage Standard deviation [%] 14.9 31.5 5.0 14.5 11.2 
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The compositional analysis of the Au-Fe nanohelices was performed using scanning TEM (STEM) imaging 
with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) measurements, ICP-OES, and Auger depth profiling. Figure 
5:3a shows the STEM image of a single two-turn left-handed Au-Fe nanohelix and corresponding images of 
EDX false-colour elemental maps of Au, Fe, and O, respectively, which reveal nanoscale mixing between Au 
and Fe. The atomic ratio of Au to Fe was approximately 46.7:53.3 (±1.8%) based on integrated EDX intensity. 
This is consistent with measurements from the ICP-OES which indicates a ratio of 40.8:59.2 (±6.1%). Figure 
5:3b shows the Auger depth profile of the Au-Fe nanohelices on Si wafer as a function of the etching time 
(i.e. depth) by Ar plasma. The low oxygen signal during the middle phase relative to the initial phase sug-
gests that the oxygen is confined to the nanoparticles’ surface.  
 
Figure 5:3 Material composition of Au-Fe nanohelix. (a) An STEM image and serial energy dispersive x-ray spectrosco-
py (EDX) false-colour elemental map of the 2-turn Au-Fe nanohelix ~170 nm in height. (b) Auger depth profiling of the 
Au-Fe nanohelix as a function of the etching time by Ar plasma. Auger electron scattering intensities of O (blue square), 
Fe (red top triangle), Au (yellow bottom triangle), and Si (green circle) according to 3 regions: a native oxide layer on 
top of the helix, a body of the Au-Fe helix, and a Si substrate (from left to right). Reprinted with permission from Ref. 
136 (Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society) 
Magnetic actuation of the nanoparticles is possible due to the presence of Fe (figure 5:3). Superconducting 
quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometry was carried out on the array of Au-Fe nanohelices 
when they were still attached to the wafer. As expected, the helices display ferromagnetic behaviour, hav-
ing a coercive field of 29.5 mT and a remanence of ??? ? ????? emu per single helix, as seen in figure 5:4a. 
In dilute suspensions, where the inter-particle separations are large, the nanoparticles will independently 
undergo Brownian motion and thus maintain random orientations in space. In this isotropic state, the opti-
cal response is simply given by the average response across all possible nanoparticle orientations. The opti-
cal properties of a suspension containing the nanohelices in the unaligned, isotropic state are summarised 
in figure 5:4b. The extinction spectrum, measured by UV-VIS-NIR spectrometry, shows a wide featureless 
spectrum typical of mixing a lossy material (Fe) with the plasmonic metal Au.[270, 282] However, the pow-
er of circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy is apparent in the strong, sharp chiroptical response of the Au-Fe 
nanohelix metafluid. At a peak wavelength of 690 nm, it exhibits a molar CD = ~14×109 o·M-1·cm-1, stronger 
than that observed for other chiral assembled plasmonic systems.[35-37, 283] Complex fluids, such as 
blood, generally show no measurable chiroptical response of their own in this spectral region.[257] Thus 
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the chiroptical spectrum of chiral nanoparticles dispersed in such media is not affected by the background 
extinction from the fluid and can be ‘seen’, even in the presence of absorbers and strong scatterers.  
 
Figure 5:4 Characterisation of magneto-plasmonic enantiomorphs., (a) A magnetic hysteresis curve of an array of the 
Au-Fe nanohelices measured on a Si substrate with a static magnetic field along the long axis of the nanohelices, rang-
ing from -400 mT to 400 mT (coercive field: ~29.5 mT). The inset shows the full hysteresis curve ranging from -5 T to 5 
T. (b) CD spectrum (blue line and left y-axis) and UV-Vis-NIR spectrum (red line and right y-axis) of the colloidal Au-Fe 
nanohelices at ? = 0 (isotropic state). Reprinted with permission from Ref. 136 (Copyright 2016 American Chemical 
Society) 
5.4 Brownian motion of magneto-plasmonic nanohelix 
By comparing the theoretical and experimental translational diffusion coefficients ?? of the nanohelix, it 
can be evaluated whether a single nanohelix is observed through the dark-field optical microscope. The 
centroid positions of 10 nanohelices were tracked in fluids with two different viscosities for 10 sec at 20 
frames·sec-1 and their translational Brownian diffusion coefficient ?? (= MSD/4?) were calculated,?where 
MSD is the mean squared displacement of the nanoparticles, figure 5:5.[186, 279] This gave ???= 2.38 ± 
0.05 μm2·sec-1 in pure water and ?? = 0.37 ± 0.01 μm2·sec-1 in a 50% glycerol-water mixture, which were 
analytically calculated using a MATALB code developed by the group,[186] figure 5:5e. By considering the 
geometry of the nanohelix as an ellipsoid with an aspect ratio (AR) of 2 (? ??? ), the theoretical ?? of the 
nanohelix can be estimated from the Einstein-Smoluchowski relation as[284]  
?? ?
??? ? ???
? ? (5:6) 
where ?? is the diffusional coefficient at the long axis of the ellipsoid ? and ?? is the diffusional coefficient 
at the short axis of the ellipsoid ?. When ????? ?? ? ? ?, where ??and ?? are given as[285] 
?? ?
???? ????
???? ? ?? ?
???? ????
???? ? (5:7) 
where the viscosity of the solution, ? is 1.0049 cP for water and 8.3968 cP for the 50% glycerol-water mix-
ture.[254] Thereby, ?? is 3.5 μm2·sec-1 in water and 0.38 μm2·sec-1 for 50% glycerol in water, in good 
agreement with the measured values. This indicates that the tracked nanohelices act as discrete particles 
undergoing Brownian motion. 
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Figure 5:5 Brownian motion of the Au-Fe left-handed nanohelices. (a) in water and (b) 50% glycerol in water as ob-
served by single particle tracking using dark-field optical microscopy. Each image shows 10 nanoparticle trajectories, 
where each trajectory’s start position is set to (x = 0, y = 0) in (c) water and (d) 50% glycerol in water. (e) Correspond-
ing MSDs of Au-Fe nanohelices plotted as a function of time (black square: water, red circle: 50% glycerol). Reprinted 
with permission from Ref. 136 (Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society) 
5.5 Dynamic switching of the magneto-plasmonic nanohelices 
Application of an external field causes alignment of the magnetic particles due to the natural magnetic ani-
sotropy along the long axis of the helix.[286] In the static regime, a weakly ferromagnetic Au-Fe nanohelix 
will orient so that its magnetic moment, ? and hence its body, lies parallel to the magnetic field, ?. How-
ever it retains rotational freedom to spin about its body-axes. The optical response of an asymmetric parti-
cle depends on its orientation relative to the wave vector ? of the incoming beam. For linearly polarised 
light the optical response will be a function of two angles: ?? between ? and ? (assuming that ????) and 
the angle between ? and the plane of polarization. However, since circularly polarised light possesses no 
plane of polarization, the chiroptical response measured by CD spectroscopy will be a function of only the 
single parameter ??. Thus, in the chiral metafluid, the magnetic modulation effectively switches the iso-
tropic medium into a uniaxial one, where the principal axis is defined by the magnetic field direction.  
In experiments, the orientation of the Au-Fe nanohelices in solution was modulated by an external magnet-
ic field generated by a gradient-free 3D Helmholtz coil.[156] To completely align a nanohelix with the ex-
ternal magnetic field ?, the magnitude of the magnetic field strength can be estimated by considering ??? 
> ???, where ?? is the remanence of a single Au-Fe nanohelix in figure 5:4a (1.174×10-14 emu), ? is the 
magnetic field strength, ?? is the Boltzmann constant (1.38×10-23 J·K-1?, and ? is the temperature (here 
300K). Therefore, the minimum external magnetic field ?? strength is given by 
?? ?
???
?? ? ????? ?? (5:8) 
This suggests that the Au-Fe nanohelices can be aligned to the external magnetic field of ? > 0.4 mT (40 G). 
Thus, the experiments were conducted with magnetic fields ??? > 0.4 mT (approx. 10 times Earth’s magnet-
ic field) to ensure alignment of the nanocolloids. Higher fields can exert stronger torques. Since a gradient-
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free field was used, the translational diffusion of the particles was unaffected, even as the rotational diffu-
sion was suppressed. Real-time direct observation of the colloidal nanohelices was performed with dark-
field optical microscopy. The image panels in figure 5:6 show consecutive dark-field images of a single Au-
Fe nanohelix captured during continuous in-plane rotation driven by the applied magnetic field (? = 5 mT 
with ???= 1 Hz, in a 50% glycerol-water mixture). The features of the helix are too small to be resolved so it 
appears as an elongated ellipse; crucially, the ellipse axis, which corresponds to the helix axis, rotates in 
alignment with the magnetic field direction. Thus, the magnetic moment of the nanohelix allows an exter-
nal magnetic field of this strength to control its orientation. 
 
Figure 5:6 The dark-field images of a single Au-Fe nanohelix captured during continuous in-plane rotation driven by 
the applied magnetic field (? = 5 mT with ???= 1 Hz) in a 50% glycerol-water mixture (scale bar: 1 μm). Reprinted with 
permission from Ref. 136 (Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society) 
The effect of the nanocolloids’ orientation on the chiroptical response was also evaluated through CD spec-
tra acquired at various magnetic field intensities and orientations, figure 5:7. Firstly the chiroptical respons-
es of the colloidal Au-Fe nanohelices were measured under the static magnetic field (red: ? ? ?, violet: 
? ? ?) with different intensities ranging from 0.5 to 7 mT. Figure 5:7b shows the chiroptical responses at ? 
= 880 nm of the colloidal Au-Fe nanohelices as a function of the magnetic field strength. Again, most of the 
nanohelices can be aligned with a magnetic field of at least ? ~ 1 mT.  
 
Figure 5:7 Chiroptical responses of the colloidal Au-Fe nanohelices at ? = 880 nm in the presence of a static magnetic 
fields along ?? = 0o (red line) and ?? = 90o (violet line). The strength of the magnetic field ranges from 0.5 to 7 mT. (b) 
The corresponding chiroptical responses re-plotted as a function of the magnetic field intensity. Reprinted with per-
mission from Ref. 136 (Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society) 
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Such switching effect is now characterised in detail through the differential circular dichroism ΔCD = CD(??) 
– <CD> to emphasise differences between CD(??), the signal with the magnetic field oriented at???, and 
<CD> the isotropic case with ? = 0. The spectra in figure 5:8a show the experimental ΔCD spectra in re-
sponse to applied magnetic fields at different orientations. They show a clear modulation of the signal, with 
symmetry that reflects the underlying symmetries of the particles and the imposed constraints. First, the 
spectra are invariant under π-rotation of ?? due to the C2 symmetry of the helix. Second, the helices’ un-
constrained degree of freedom about their axis means that CD???? ? CD????). Figure 5:8b shows the dif-
ferential CD spectra displayed as 2D maps in terms of ? and ??. These results are in excellent agreement 
with numerical simulations using the discrete dipole approximation (see figure 5:8c, and Methods for de-
tails of numerical calculation). Figure 5:8d shows ΔCD profiles at wavelengths ? = 360 nm and 1000 nm, 
where the ΔCD responses were minimal and maximal at ?? = 0° respectively, acquired with static magnetic 
fields at specified angles. For the long wavelength spectral curve at ?? = 0o, the CD is over 200 mdeg higher 
than in the isotropic state. With increasing ?? the differential CD diminishes until it reaches a minimum at 
?? = 90o. The ? = 360 nm curve follows the opposite trend. The two curves cross each other, and the ΔCD = 
0o axis at an angle of ~50o. The lower panel of figure 5:8d shows the corresponding results from numerical 
simulations.  
 
Figure 5:8 Magnetically driven chiroptical switching of the colloidal Au-Fe nanohelices. (a) ΔCD responses of the Au-Fe 
nanohelices as a function of ? under a static magnetic field (? = 1 mT) at 45o angular intervals. The spectra show a 
wavelength range of 230 – 1100 nm on the x-axis, and ΔCD from -0.3o to 0.3o on the y-axis. 2D maps of (b) experi-
mental and (c) theoretical ΔCD responses of the Au-Fe nanohelices as functions of ? (x-axis) and ?? (y-axis). (d) ΔCD 
response of the colloidal Au-Fe nanohelices as a function of ?? (upper plots: experimental results at two wavelengths 
? = 360 nm (violet) and ? =1000 nm (red), lower plots: theoretical results at ? = 365 nm (violet) and ? = 1008 nm 
(red)). Reprinted with permission from Ref. 136 (Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society) 
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High frequency modulation of the magnetic field leads to rapid, synchronous and reversible modulation of 
the differential CD. Figure 5:9 shows the differential CD at 360 and 1000 nm in response to a magnetic field 
rotating at various different ?? in the plane of incidence. The dominant frequency component of the result-
ing optical modulation is at twice the drive frequency 2?? because of the two-fold rotational symmetry 
observed in figure 5:8a. Particles that lack C2 symmetry, or have their axis of rotation misaligned with re-
spect to the rotation axis of the magnetic field would contribute to intensity at ?? in the discrete Fourier 
transform of the CD. The small component at ??, having a strength less than 30 dB below the dominant 
harmonic, attests to the uniformity of the nanohelices, and their high degree of magnetic alignment, figures 
5:9h and i. 
 
Figure 5:9 ΔCDs of the colloidal Au-Fe left-handed nanohelices at λ = 360 nm (violet line) and 1,000 nm (red line) for ? 
= 1 mT at ?? =  (a) 0.1 Hz, (b) 0.5 Hz, (c) 5 Hz, (d) 10 Hz, (e) 50 Hz, and (f) 500 Hz. (g) A continuous modulation of the 
ΔCDs at ?? = 0.5 Hz. The FFT analysis on the corresponding chiroptical response at (h) λ = 360 nm and (i) 1,000 nm. 
Each label indicates the frequency ??? that is coincident with 2??. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 136 (Copyright 
2016 American Chemical Society) 
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5.6 In situ active nanorheology 
Switching the magneto-plasmonic nanohelices is the basis for their use as nanorheological probes that can 
operate even in complex fluid environments with strong absorption and a large volume fraction of scatter-
ing microparticles. The magnetic helices are subjected to a rapidly rotating magnetic field and, at the same 
time, the phase and amplitude of the resulting CD signal are measured. Figure 5:1c shows a helix rotating at 
an angular frequency ? in response to a magnetic field rotating at frequency ??. Viscous drag causes a 
phase lag ? between the rotating magnetic field and the particle’s magnetic moment ?, which is fixed to 
its orientation.[287] In the steady state, ? = ??????the balance of torques means that the phase angle is 
related to the drive frequency according to equation 5:4.[159] The key insight is that the modulated chirop-
tical signal reflects the particle’s alignment ? and can therefore be used to extract the otherwise unknown 
phase angle ?. Figure 5:10 shows the schematic view of the designed phase sensitive detection system with 
the integrations of two lock-in amplifiers. The first lock-in-amplifier (LIA 1) reduces the noise level of the 
chiroptical response containing ??? component by referencing the signal from the photomultiplier (PMT) to 
the photoelastic modulator (PEM) which modulates the light from left- to right-circularly polarised. The 
second lock-in LIA2 references this signal to the ?? from the coil system. LIA2 thus provides the phase dif-
ference between the optical response and the applied magnetic field.  
 
Figure 5:10 Schematic diagram of the phase sensitive chiroptical measurement system. Reprinted with permission 
from Ref. 136 (Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society) 
Since the measured phase angle ?? also contains a phase lag due to the inductance phase lag of the coil 
system ??, and the initial chiroptical phase lag ??? , one obtains the resultant geometrical phase lag ?:  
? ? ???
? ????? ? ??? (5:9) 
For this experimental measurement only one operating wavelength is necessary so that the wavelength at 
? = 880 nm is selected, where the optical density is maximal among the target systems used for nanorheol-
ogy in this chapter (e.g. figure 5:13a). At higher frequencies (> 50Hz) the viscous drag exceeds the magnetic 
torque and the nanohelices no longer rotate synchronously, but in the synchronous regime ???? is propor-
tional to the frequency. As shown in figure 5:11a, the slope ????? ? ????? is itself linearly dependent on 
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the dynamic viscosity of the medium. The calibrated phase lag ?, which is small and expressed in radians, 
can be fitted by a 2nd order polynomial function. For example, in the case of water (η = 1.0049 cP at T = 
20oC), the phase is approximately given as 
??? ??? ???????? ? ????????? (5:10)
Based on equation 5:10, the 1st derivative (????? ? ?????) can be obtained as, 
?????
??? ? ??????? (5:11)
Calibration measurements for glycerol-water mixtures of differing viscosities (see figure 5:11b) are used to 
obtain a reference curve for the absolute dynamic viscosity, 
?????
??? ? ???????? ? ??????? (5:12)
Figure 5:11b shows the experimental values of  ????? ? ????? as a function of the theoretical viscosity, ? 
of the glycerol-water mixture (see also Appendix A.4.1 Nanorheology in water-glycerol mixture). So by cali-
brating the response in a series of glycerol-water mixtures with known viscosities the value for the sole free 
parameter can be recovered, the shape constant, ?  
? ? ???????????? ? ???? ? ??
?????? (5:13)
An order of magnitude estimate of this quantity can be calculated by modelling the Au-Fe nanohelix as a 
cylinder. In this case the shape constant is given by,[288] 
? ? ? ??
?
? ? ? ???
 (5:14)
where ? ???? ? ?? ?
?
?? ? ????? ? ?????
?
? ? ????? ?
?
??
?
.[287] With a length ? = 168.8 nm and diameter ? = 
82.9 nm this predicts a shape constant of ? ? 2.95×106 nm3. This process allows the nanohelices to be used 
as calibrated probes of their local rheological environment. 
 
Figure 5:11 In situ active nanorheology in water-glycerol mixture. (a) Phase angle, ? of the colloidal Au-Fe nanohelices 
in the presence of different concentrations of a glycerol-water mixture as a function of ?? (at ? = 3 mT, ? = 880 nm at 
T = 20oC). (b) The corresponding slopes, ???? ? ? ?????, as a function of the dynamic viscosity of the medium, ?. Re-
printed with permission from Ref. 136 (Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society) 
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Using the same experimental procedure, the viscosities of complex fluids are measured that is composed of 
different volume fractions of 8 μm polystyrene microspheres with a fluid phase of water or 20% glycerol-
water. Adding the microspheres produces a slurry and leads to a dramatic increase in the sample’s optical 
density, as seen in the left panel in figure 5:12a, which rises from below OD 0.5 to OD ~2.5 (< 1% light 
transmittance). Sample opacities this high normally make optical measurements challenging. Nevertheless, 
the CD response from the magneto-plasmonic nanohelices is still apparent (see right panel in figure 5:12b 
and Appendix A.4.2 Nanorheology in slurry).  
 
Figure 5:12 In situ active nanorheology in slurry. (a) Extinction (left panel) and CD (right panel) spectra of the colloidal 
Au-Fe nanohelices in water in the presence of polystyrene particles (8 μm in diameter) with different volume fractions 
(top: 0%, middle: 33%, bottom: 50%). The extinction spectra are featureless, whereas a clear CD peak is discernible 
even at high particle fraction. (b) Dynamic viscosity as a function of the volume fraction of the polystyrene micro-
spheres in water (red squares) and 20% glycerol (blue circles). (c) The corresponding relative dynamic viscosities, ?? at 
the nanoscale (red squares and blue circles) and at the macro scale (solid line).[272, 289] Reprinted with permission 
from Ref. 136 (Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society) 
The measured nanoscale viscosity (figure 5:12c) shows no substantial change in response to the increase in 
the microsphere volume fraction ??? but clearly distinguishes the differences in fluid phase viscosity be-
tween the water (red) and 20% glycerol (blue) samples. Figure 5:12d shows that the measured relative dy-
namic viscosity ?? = ? ??? , where ?? is the viscosity of the fluid phase, is essentially independent of the vol-
ume fraction of microspheres. On the other hand, the macroscale viscosity, characterised by the Krieger-
Dougherty  model, is over 10 times higher at a volume fraction of 50%.[272] The difference arises because 
macroscopic rheometry measures the complex viscoelastic contributions of the microspheres, whereas the 
nanohelices only measure the unchanging nanoscale viscosity of the interstitial fluid. Thus, nanohelices are 
able to measure the nanoscale mechanical properties of a matrix phase even in the presence of aggregates 
that strongly affect the optical extinction and macroscale rheology.  
This sensing scheme can be extended to biological fluids. Blood is a particularly challenging test case as it 
strongly absorbs light.[23] However, experiments are conducted on isolated blood plasma, and blood plas-
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ma reconstituted with four different haematocrit concentrations (blood cell volume fractions). Again, add-
ing red blood cells (erythrocytes) leads to a significant increase in the sample’s optical density (up to OD ~3, 
see left panel in Figure 5:13a), but the CD response from the helices is still measureable through whole 
blood in the spectral range from ~600 nm to ~1100 nm (right panel in figure 5:13a). One important consid-
eration when using nanoparticles in real bio-fluids is the formation of protein coronas. These diffuse shells 
of proteins aggregated around the nanoparticle can affect its dynamics.[290, 291] To minimise differences 
between samples of different haematocrit levels, a standardised procedure was adapted whereby the na-
noparticles were mixed in pure blood plasma to develop the corona, before introducing the erythrocytes 
and then quickly performing the nanorheological measurement. Control tests in phosphate buffer saline 
indicate that the colloids are stable over timescales longer than the 5 min it takes to make a rheological 
measurement (see Appendix A.4.3 Nanorheology in blood). Figure 5:13b shows the observed blood viscosi-
ties as a function of haematocrit concentration. Clear differences are apparent between the macro-
rheological measurements (blue and green), which rise with haematocrit percentage, and the nano-
rheological measurements (red), which show a low and constant viscosity (e.g. p < 0.001 at 50% haemato-
crit). Such measurements therefore represent an novel means for observing blood plasma viscosity, an 
important indicator in the diagnosis of chronic disorders, malignancy, vascular diseases, haematological 
cancers, and cardiovascular diseases,[273, 274] without the need to first separate blood cells from whole 
blood.  
 
Figure 5:13 In situ active nanorheology in blood. (a) Extinction and CD spectra of the colloidal Au-Fe nanohelices as a 
function of ? in bovine blood plasma surrounded by the erythrocytes at different volume fractions (top: 0%, middle: 
33%, bottom: 50%). (b) The measured dynamic viscosity, ? of the bovine blood plasma in the presence of red blood 
cells with different hematocrit level. The macroscopic measurements were made at different shear rates (green top 
triangles: 2.4 s-1 and blue bottom triangle: 49.2 s-1). The star symbols (*) represent the statistical analysis of the meas-
ured viscosities at 0% and 50% haematocrit (rheometer: 3 times, nanoprobe: 4 times). *p > 0.1, **p < 0.01, and **p < 
0.001 (one-way ANOVA). Reprinted with permission from Ref. 136 (Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society) 
5.7 Methods 
Block copolymer micelle nanolithography (BCML): The hexagonal array of Au nanoparticles was prepared 
using block-copolymer micelle nanolithography as previously reported.[57] Poly (styrene)-b-poly (2-
vinylpyridine) (S units: 1056; VP units: 671) was dissolved in toluene at a concentration of 4 mg·mL-1 and 
stirred overnight. HAuCl4·3(H2O) was added to the polymer solution at a molar ratio of 0.5 per vinyl pyridine 
unit and stirred for at least 48 hrs. Spherical micelles, loaded with Au salts in the core, form by self-
assembly. The micelles are spin-coated onto a two-inch Si wafer at 8000 rpm for 1 min where they form a 
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quasi-hexagonally close-packed monolayer. Subsequent plasma treatment under 10% H2 and 90% Ar plas-
ma (power: 350 W, pressure: 0.4 mbar, time: 45 min) reduces the Au to form nanoparticles with ~12 nm in 
diameter and spaced ~100 nm apart (as measured by scanning electron microscopy (SEM)). 
Nano Glancing angle deposition (nanoGLAD): Au-Fe nanohelices were grown on the array of the Au nano-
particles in a custom-built GLAD system at T = 90K, based on co-deposition from two electron-beam evapo-
rators with a base pressure of 1×10-6 mbar. The substrate manipulator provides independent control over 
the azimuthal direction ?, and molecular flux direction ? during deposition. To grow nanohelices, the flux 
angle ? and the azimuthal rotation rate per unit thickness ?? ? ???? were kept to respectively 87o and 
1.8±0.1 o·nm-1 with closed-loop feedback based on measurements of material deposition rates on a quartz 
crystal monitor. The alloy stoichiometry was controlled by measuring and controlling the deposition rates 
from each evaporator independently to maintain the desired ratio. 
Preparation of colloidal solution: The grown nanohelices were removed from the wafer by bath sonication 
of a wafer piece in an aqueous solution of 1 mM sodium citrate for ~2 min.  
SEM, TEM, and STEM-EDX analysis: Structures were imaged with SEM (Gemini ultra 55, Zeiss), TEM 
(CM200, Philips), and STEM (SESAM, Zeiss). TEM samples were prepared by drop casting ~10 μL of the col-
loidal solution onto a Holey® carbon coated TEM grid (Cu 400 mesh), followed by drying under a gentle flow 
of Ar gas. Bright-field TEM images were recorded under an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. 
UV-VIS-NIR spectroscopy and CD spectroscopy: Extinction spectra of the nanocolloids were measured on a 
Cary UV-VIS-NIR 5000 spectrophotometer. Circular dichroism spectra were obtained with a Jasco J-810 
circular dichroism spectrometer. All the spectra were measured with a scan rate of 500 nm·min-1 in the 
wavelength range of ~300 to 1050 nm with 0.1 nm intervals.  
Dark-field optical microscopy: Dark field microscopy videos were taken on a Zeiss Axio Observer Z1 invert-
ed microscope with an attached Basler acA2000-340kc camera. Videos were taken at a frame rate of 20 
f·sec-1. A square, double-sided piece of tape with the centre removed was adhered on a clean glass cover 
slip to create a fluid chamber (~ 20 μL) and the colloidal solution was sandwiched between two cover slips. 
A 100× objective lens (NA = 1.25, oil immersion) and a dark filed condenser (NA = 1.2/1.4) were used to 
collect the light scattered from the Au-Fe nanohelices.  
SQUID magnetometer: SQUID measurements were taken of the array of Au-Fe nanohelices on a piece of Si 
wafer (~ 0.5 cm2) out of plane (OOP) at 300 K using a Quantum Design magnetic property measurement 
system (MPMS) magnetometer.  
Numerical simulations: For the numerical calculation of the Au-Fe nanohelices CD spectrum, firstly  the 
dielectric function of Au-Fe was calculated as a function of wavelength based on the optical constants pro-
vided by Paik.[292] An atomic ratio of 1:1.5 of Auer was assumed which is based on the ICP-OES results. The 
chiroptical response of the Au-Fe nanohelix alloy was computed using the DDASCAT 7.2.[293] The scatter-
ing and absorption of 2-turn left-handed helices were calculated for a geometry that is based on the statis-
tical analysis of the TEM images of the 100 individual nanohelices. The helix is modelled as an array of po-
larizable point dipoles spaced 2.161 nm apart, and their interactions were calculated using the code devel-
oped by the group.[56, 64]. The optical response was computed by DDSCAT by averaging 342 orientations 
(18? ? 19?) of the Au-Fe nanohelix across the wavelength range from 200 nm to 1100 nm. ? and ? are the 
rotational angles of the long-axis and short-axis of the helix respectively. The application of the external 
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magnetic field in the experiment constrains the helix’s ? rotation, but not its rotation about ?. Thereby, for 
the comparison between the calculation and experiment, the theoretical CD spectra have been recalculat-
ed as ????????? ?? ???????? ??. 
Fluid and blood sample preparation: Glycerol-water mixtures were prepared at concentrations of 0-50%. 
The viscosities were based on values found in 254. Polystyrene beads of 8 μm diameter suspended in water 
(PPS-8.0, Kiskerbiotech GmbH, Germany) were used for the particle rheology. The volume fraction of the 
beads was controlled with 2:10 (17%), 5:10 (33%), 7:10 (41%), 10:10 (50%) volume ratios in water. Blood 
plasma was separated from whole bovine blood stabilised in the anticoagulant citrate dextrose (ACD) solu-
tion (Fiebig-Nährstofftechnik, Germany) by centrifuging at 2000 g for 15 min. For the nanorheology meas-
urements, the Au-Fe nanohelices were removed from the wafer by sonicating a piece of sample wafer (~ 
0.3 cm2) in 1 mL of blood plasma for ~2 min. Samples were also prepared with haematocrit by mixing blood 
plasma with packed erythrocytes at 2:10 (17%), 5:10 (33%), 7:10 (41%), 10:10 (50%) volume ratios. A rota-
tional rheometer (HAAKE RheoStress 1, Thermo Scientific) with a parallel plate geometry was used to 
measure the viscosity, and ~40 mL of blood sample was measured at shear rates ranging from 2 to 100 s-1 
(at a solution temperature of 20oC). 
Nanorheological viscosity measurements: Suspended magnetic nanohelices were subjected to rotating 
magnetic fields over a range of frequencies ?? = 1 to 80 Hz at ? = 3 mT at T = 20 oC. The amplitude and the 
phase angle of the CD response at ? = 880 nm were measured using a lock-in amplifier referenced to the 
magnetic field modulation. The phase was carefully corrected for phase lags introduced by the frequency 
dependent inductance of the magnetic coils, and the mechanical phase angle was recovered from the opti-
cal phase. Small volume cuvettes (~ 300 μL) with 1 mm path lengths were used. 
Molar circular dichroism: For the evaluation of the molar CD of the Au-Fe nanocolloids, the molar concen-
tration of colloidal nanohelices in 1 mL solution was calculated as 20.3 pM. The molar CD of the colloidal 
nanohelices is given as,[100] ???????? ? ?? ? ? ??  [o · M-1 · cm-1], where ? is the molar concentration of the 
colloidal nanohelices, ? is the optical path length of the cuvette (? = 0.5 cm).  
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 Conclusion Chapter 6
Chiral plasmonics concerns the optical behaviours of metal nanoparticles that are plasmonically 
active and chiral (or linked to chiral molecules).[102] As the fabrication of chiral nanoparticle is still chal-
lenging, many promising applications have not yet been fully realised. While some sensing applications 
have been demonstrated, the study of their underlying mechanisms, reaction yields, and the colloidal sta-
bility of the sensors are still under investigation.[15, 40, 125] In particular any corrosion of nanoparticles 
limits the possibility to apply nanoparticles in chemically demanding or biological environments.[18, 41, 294] 
Therefore, the primary focus of this thesis is novel chiral nanoparticles, with the aim to demonstrate how 
they can be efficiently grown, protected against corrosion in biological fluids, and then used for sensing 
application.  
A robust fabrication method has been advanced so that unconventional nanopatterns, which cannot be 
fabricated by other existing techniques, including arrays consisting of tri-layer nanoparticle, nanohole, hol-
low nanodome, and nanoring patterns have been achieved.[49] These new functional nanopatterns have 
been used for two applications, nanolithography and plasmonics. Notably, in conjunction with atomic layer 
deposition (ALD) this scheme was extended to grow and protect chiral nanoparticles reproducibly on the 
wafer scale such that they were protected against corrosion.[135] The resultant nanocolloids, which cor-
roded within hours without protection, remained functional for weeks (in some cases even months) in 
aqueous solutions. This has allowed the growth and application of the first Mg nanoparticles for UV plas-
monics in aqueous solutions.[109] 
Then, the flexibility of the growth method has been used to tailor the composition of the nanoparticles so 
that the dispersion of the dielectric function is changed and engineered to be favourable for local surface 
plasmon sensing (LSPR).[93] These designer colloids have been used to achieve a record LSPR sensitivity, 
even in the presence of optically complex fluids. 
Unique nanoparticles grown using the nanoGLAD method, which combined a chiral shape with a plasmonic 
metal and a ferromagnetic material, permitted the observation and actuation of the colloids. These ‘chiral + 
magnetic + plasmonic’ nanoparticles serve as an “active” plasmonic system that can be efficiently and re-
peatedly switched. These multifunctional nanoparticles can be actuated in fluid, and used as nanorheologi-
cal probes to measure the viscosity of blood plasma in the presence of whole blood, which is extremely 
challenging due to a strong optical absorption (~3 optical density) and large volume fraction (~50%) of the 
blood cells. This is the first in situ active nanorheology with plasmonics. [136] 
A more detailed summary and future outlook of the topics regarding nano glancing angle deposition 
(nanoGLAD), corrosion protection of complex 3D nanoparticles, and chiral plasmonics for sensing and 
nanorheology are discussed in turn in the following subsections. 
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6.1 Nano glancing angle deposition [49, 59] 
The growth method that is used in this thesis relies on physical vapour deposition onto seed patterns. The 
first results of the thesis concern how the pattern shape and spacing affects the growth patterns. Growth 
parameters are given. The work in this thesis shows that it is possible to grow complex shapes by surround-
ing the growth area for the particle by a boundary. The boundaries, here called corrals, serve three im-
portant roles: a) they permit the growth of aperiodic structures so that the dimensions of the structure do 
not depend on the spacing to adjacent structures; b) they improve the structural quality of the features 
they contain, with higher aspect ratios for nanorods, and better felicity for nanohelices; c) and they create a 
clean area around the structure and thus act as a type of "resistless mask". The corrals offer new possibili-
ties in GLAD based growth of 3D nanostructures in particular since the dimensional control offered by cor-
rals creates the opportunity to place nanoscale features in arbitrary arrangements with the knowledge that 
a feature's structural dimensions are not influenced by the spacing to its neighbours. Furthermore, the 
clear area within the corral that surrounds the features at the centre will be particularly useful for nanoe-
lectronic applications involving metals where any (unintended) deposition on the substrate would lead to 
short circuits in the structures.[295-297] Another application area is the field of single molecule surface 
enhanced Raman scattering where the geometry is important to make for effective antennas. For instance 
two closely spaced posts make for a very effective optical antenna allowing single molecule detection.[207] 
Fabricating such devices with the techniques reported here would be not only simpler, requiring substan-
tially fewer fabrication steps, but also offers the opportunity for shape control of the post structures. In 
particular, GLAD grown posts could be chiral which provides the opportunity for enantiospecific sensing. 
While such single point lithography is useful, the focus of this thesis is the fabrication of large numbers of 
nanoparticles in a short time. So the second section of chapter 2 describes how the combination of block-
copolymer micelle nanolithography (BCML) with GLAD permits to turn a pattern of more than a hundred 
billion well-spaced nanoseed structures per square centimetre into ones that are plasmonically active with 
a spectral response that can be shape-tuned. The method encompasses large-areas (entire wafers) that are 
quickly patterned with regular arrays of nanoparticles as well as tailored 3D structures whose size, material 
composition, and exact shape can be flexibly tuned. It was shown the size-tuning of hexagonal close packed 
arrays, as well as the fabrication of wafers with nanoring, nanodome, and nanohole arrays. The flexibility in 
the use of materials permits their use for plasmonic or nanoimprint applications. A large choice of materials 
is useful when designing etch masks or for secondary processing to obtain complex nanoparticles. This ap-
proach can readily be extended to fabricate more complex nanopatterns which might be useful for optically, 
catalytically, electronically, and magnetically-active nano-patterned substrates and devices.  
6.2 Corrosion-protected hybrid nanoparticles [135] 
In chapter 3 of this thesis it was shown that nanoparticles can be effectively protected against corrosion by 
combining a physical vapour shadow grown plug with an atomic layer deposited shell. The method permits 
the complete encapsulation of the nanoparticle and nanoparticle stabilities lasting from a week to over a 
month have been achieved without loss of magnetic or plasmonic functionality. The stability could be 
shown even when the nanoparticles are immersed in physiological buffers, acidic environments and reac-
tive solutions. Further work is required to refine the lift-off process so that colloids in suspension retain the 
full protection exhibited by particles on-wafer. One approach would be to include an additional sacrificial 
layer under the seed particles that facilitates release without the need for sonication. The work has shown 
protection of both nanorods and nanohelices of Co and Cu, and expect that the scheme can be extended to 
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produce corrosion resistant nanoparticles with the full range of core shapes[93, 186]  and compositions [56, 
93, 136] that nanoGLAD is capable of. This opens up a number of potential applications for nanoparticles 
composed of materials that are, at present, considered too reactive or toxic for practical use. These include 
unstable magnetic and plasmonic materials as nanoparticles for sensing,[73, 109] imaging,[227, 228, 298] 
as catalysts,[26, 215, 299-302] and for biomedical applications .[22, 71, 136, 303, 304] 
6.3 Chiral plasmonic nanosensors [93, 109] 
In chapter 4 it was shown that flattening the dielectric function of plasmonic nanomaterials by alloying 
results in large LSPR shifts in response to changes in their local environment. If these nanostructures are 
also chiral, then their polarisation dependent spectra offer additional and sharper spectral features relative 
to optical extinction based measurement of achiral particles. These characteristics make chiral plasmonic 
nanohelices especially suited for sensing applications. Furthermore, the bipolar nature of circular dichroism 
spectra of chiral structures leads to points of zero-crossing which have very small effective line-widths and 
thus result in high figures of merit. Both bulk refractive index changes as well as surface specific binding 
events can be observed and tracked with the engineered nanocolloidal LSPR sensors. A sensitivity of ~1100 
nm·RIU-1 and a FOM of ~2900 RIU-1 was achieved and these are higher than those previously reported for 
plasmonic sensors.  
Aside from extremely high detection sensitivities, these chiral sensors offer unique advantages over existing 
plasmonic devices. Since they are freely suspended colloids they naturally suggest themselves as sensors 
for in situ or in vivo biological applications, particularly, because of their small size. Since the CD signal is 
robust against background interference, especially in absorbing media, the sensing scheme reported herein 
is particularly suitable for real biological media, which are typically opaque. For instance, in the presence of 
whole blood, this scheme has the potential for a real-time measurement of protein corona formation, a 
vitally important factor for the function of nanoparticles in biological media, but one that remains poorly 
understood.  
Additionally, the second part of chapter 4 also reports the first Mg nanoparticles that have been used for 
plasmonics in water. Mg nanohelices were fabricated using advanced nanoGLAD (demonstrated in chapter 
3) and their chiroptical response is exceptionally strong in the UV. This feature is crucial for the detection of 
molecules as in the UV the dispersion of the medium surrounding the plasmonic particle gives rise to larger 
refractive index changes. UV sensing may thus enable single molecule detection with a plasmonic nanosen-
sor.[305] It should be possible to increase the LSPR sensitivity further through engineering the dielectric 
function of Mg nanoparticles.[93] Apart from UV sensing, Mg nanoparticles are promising for resonance 
coupling effects for chiral sensing,[15, 40, 238, 306] and plasmon resonance energy transfer (PRET) applica-
tions,[74, 307, 308] since the plasmonic resonance of Mg in the UV approaches molecular resonances.  
6.4 Active nanorheology [136] 
In chapter 5 it was shown that the chiral magneto-plasmonic nanoparticles can be used for nanorheological 
measurements. The combination of a magnetic and a plasmonic material in a chiral shape gives rise to dis-
tinct optical spectra that are a function of the nanocolloids’ orientation in solution. A rotating magnetic 
field was used to actuate the nanocolloids and produce a modulated optical response. Such dynamically 
controllable chiroptical nanostructures have potential in their own right as nanoscale sensors, switches,[15, 
32, 37, 309] and probes of higher order quadrupolar interaction terms that would normally be undetecta-
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ble because of orientational averaging.[310] In chapter 5 it has been demonstrated that the chiral nanohel-
ices function as wireless mechanical nanosensors capable of selectively measuring a fluid’s viscosity even in 
the presence of scatterers and strong absorption, e.g. blood cells (50% volume fraction and OD~3). The 
presence of microparticles and cells can dominate any macroscopic rheological measurement, but they do 
not directly affect a nanorheological probe. Optical (plasmonic) sensing methods could be appealing for 
medical applications, as they allow for non-invasive measurements. In situ active nanorheology is seen as a 
promising candidate for the measurement of  viscosity in complex biological fluids, such as blood 
plasma[311] in whole blood, with only microscopic sample volumes required. This scheme can also be ap-
plied to fluids with non-Newtonian properties47, and would expand its breadth to include measurement of 
the nanoscale mechanics of biomaterials such as the intracellular matrix. 
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Appendices 
A.1 Chapter 2: Nano glancing angle deposition 
 
The results presented in this section were taken from the following sources:  
[59] Shape control in wafer-based aperiodic 3D nanostructures, H.-H. Jeong, A.G. Mark, J.G. Gibbs, T. 
Reindl, U. Waizmann, J. Weis, and P. Fischer, Nanotechnology 25, 235302 (2014) - Cover article 
[49] Selectable nanopattern arrays for nanolithographic imprint and etch-mask applications, H.-H. Jeong, 
A.G. Mark, T.-C. Lee, K. Son, W. Chen, M. Alarcón-Correa, I. Kim, G. Schütz, and P. Fischer, Advanced 
Science 2, 1500016 (2015) - Cover article  
 
 
 
Figure A:1 The effect of corral spacing on nanodot shape. (a) Schematic of the relevant seed dimensions showing two 
closely spaced corrals separated by a gap. (b) SEM images of corrals with varying dot spacing (columns), dot-corral 
distance (rows), and corral gap (upper vs lower block). Each scale bar is 400 nm. (c) The ratio of nanocolum diametre 
to seed diametre. The trend in d/ds is dominated by gs, the dot-corral distance, with no discernable dependence on 
the dot-dot spacing, or the gap between corrals. Reprinted from Ref. 59 (Copyright 2014 Institute of Physics) 
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Figure A:2 Fabrication of nanorods on double dots in double sacrificial corrals. (a) 45o-tilted view of SEM images for 
the fabricated nanorods with a variety of conditions of double sacrificial corrals. The gaps of 1st and 2nd sacrificial cor-
rals were increased from 100 nm to 550 nm with 150 nm intervals which were correspond to from top to bottom and 
from left to right. Each scale bar is 200 nm. (b) The heights, the diametres, and (c) the aspect ratios of nanorods with 
various sizes of double sacrificial corrals. Each scale bar of inset SEM images is 400 nm. Reprinted from Ref. 59 (Copy-
right 2014 Institute of Physics) 
A.1.1 The Effect of Seed Spacing on Column Broadening 
As described in chapter 2, columns in GLAD are grown by rapidly rotating the substrate. Ideally, shadowing 
from the adjacent structures limits deposition and growth to take place on the top of the structure. How-
ever, for a periodic structure there are necessarily gaps in the shadows because of the spaces between the 
seeds. Through those gaps the incident flux impinges upon the structures’ sidewalls leading to broadening. 
The proportion of the 2π azimuthal sweep for which shadowing is takes place can be approximated by con-
sidering the projected angle subtended by each of a structure’s nearest neighbours ??, and next-nearest 
neighbours ???. 
 
Figure A:3 Simplified schematic of shadowing on the bottom left seed from its nearest and next-nearest neighbours. 
Reprinted from Ref. 59 (Copyright 2014 Institute of Physics) 
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When the incident flux arrives from azimuthal angles within the grey regions, these are given by 
?? ? ? ????? ?
??
??? (A:1) 
??? ? ? ????? ?
??
????? (A:2) 
Therefore proportion of the rotation spent in shadow is  
? ? ????? ? ??????  (A:3) 
This fraction is tabulated below for the structures shown in figure 2:3: 
gs (nm) 100 250 400 550 
S (%) 56 28 19 14 
Thus, the 100 nm gap structures are shadowed for substantially longer than their 250 nm counterparts, and 
as a result will suffer less broadening.  
 
 
Figure A:4 Hybrid nanocolloids. Schematic views of the fabrication of (a) colloidal Au-Ag-Au hybrid NPs from the multi-
functional nanopattern and (b) colloidal Au NCs from the hollow nanodome pattern. TEM images of (c) Au-Ag-Au 
hybrid NPs and d) Au NCs (scale bar: 50 nm). The photos of the 2 mL glass vials show the corresponding colloidal solu-
tion of the Au-Ag-Au hybrid NPs and the Au NCs. (e) Extinction spectra of colloidal Au-Ag-Au hybrid NPs (black line) 
and colloidal Au NCs (red line). Reprinted from Ref. 49 (Copyright 2015 Wiley-VCH publisher) 
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A.2 Chapter 3: Corrosion-protected hybrid nanoparticles 
 
The results presented in this section were taken from the following source:  
[135] Corrosion-protected hybrid nanoparticles, H.-H. Jeong, M. Alarcón-Correa, A.G. Mark, K. Son, T.-C. 
Lee, and P. Fischer (submitted) 
 
 
 
Figure A:5 (a) SEM image (top view) of an array of ~10 nm gold nanoparticles prepared by BCML. (b) SEM image of the 
well-isolated plugs (Ti) on top of the Au seeds grown by GLAD. 
 
 
Figure A:6 TEM images of the Co nanorods protected with 4 nm thick HfO2 layer after 7 days in water. 
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Figure A:7 Sample preparations for in situ observations of ferromagnetic properties of Co NRs in water. (a) A piece of 
Si wafer with the array of Co NRs was immersed in water in a quartz tube. To prevent water evapouration into the 
SQUID chamber, it was blocked by oil (left panel) and a 3D-printed rubber cap (right panel). (b) At high temp., the 
colloidal solution of nanoparticles was mixed with 4% agarose and it was quenched in a fridge. Then, it was blocked by 
oil (right panel) and a 3D-printed rubber cap (left panel). 
 
Figure A:8 In situ observation of the ferromagnetic properties of the Co nanorods in water: In-plane magnetic proper-
ties of (a) the unprotected Co nanorods and (b) protected Co nanorods with 4 nm HfO2 layer on the Si substrate in 
water (the numbers indicate the order of the measurements with the arrows showing the magnetic field sweep direc-
tion). (c) Magnetic property of the protected Co nanorods with 4 nm HfO2 layer suspended with the isotropic orienta-
tion in 2% agarose gel. Each panel on the left shows the measurement immediately after sample preparation and the 
right panels show measurements after the sample has been exposed to water for 15h. 
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Figure A:9 Out-of-plane ferromagnetic properties of the protected Co nanorods on the Si wafer after 7 days in 0.1 M 
phosphate buffer solutions at (a) pH 3.7, (b) pH 4.6, (c) pH 5.2, (d) pH 6.6, (e) pH 8.3, and (f) pH 9. 
 
Figure A:10 Our-of-plane ferromagnetic properties of the Co nanorods protected with different thicknesses of the 
HfO2 layer on the silicon wafer: 0 nm (a) before and (b) after exposure to water (corrosion) for 7 days, and (c) 1 nm, (d) 
2 nm, (e) 3 nm, (f) 4 nm, (g) 5 nm, and (h) 6 nm after exposure to water for 7 days. 
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Figure A:11 TEM images of the Cu nanorods protected with 3 nm thick HfO2 layer after 2 days in 0.1 M phosphate 
buffer solution at pH 3.7. 
 
Figure A:12 In situ observation of the stability of colloidal Cu nanorods in 0.1M phosphate buffer solution at pH 3.7. 
The extinction spectra of the unprotected Cu nanocolloids in (a) 2% agarose gel for 50 min and (b) after adding 0.1M 
phosphate buffer solution for 16 h with 5 min intervals. The extinction spectra of the protected Cu nanocolloids with a 
4 nm HfO2 layer in (c) 2% agarose gel for 50 min and (d) after adding 0.1M phosphate buffer solution for 16 h meas-
ured in 5 min intervals. 
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 Figure A:13 Stabilities of the unprotected and protected Cu nanohelices in 0.1 M phosphate buffer solutions at pH 3.7. 
(a) The chiroptical spectra and (b) DLS spectra of the colloidal unprotected Cu nanohelices in water (top panel) and 
buffer (bottom panel) for 20 min with 2 min intervals. (c) The chiroptical spectra and (d) DLS spectra of the colloidal 
protected Cu nanohelices in water (top panel) and buffer (bottom panel) for 20 min with 2 min intervals. 
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Figure A:14 TEM image of the Cu nanohelices protected with 3 nm thick HfO2 layer after 2 days in 0.1 M phosphate 
buffer solution at pH 3.7. 
 
 
Figure A:15 In situ observation of the chiroptical spectra of colloidal Cu nanohelices in 15 mM (0.035%) H2O2. (a) un-
protected (without plug and shell), (b) partially protected (without shell), and (c) completely protected (with plug and 
shell). 
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A.3 Chapter 4: Chiral plasmonic nanosensors 
 
The results presented in this section were taken from the following sources:  
[93] Dispersion and shape engineered plasmonic nanosensors, H.-H. Jeong, A.G. Mark, M. Alarcón-Correa, I. 
Kim, P. Oswald, T.-C. Lee, and P. Fischer, Nature Communications 7, 11331 (2016) 
[109] Magnesium plasmonics for UV applications and chiral sensing, H.-H. Jeong, A.G. Mark, and P. Fischer, 
Chemical Communications 52, 12179 (2016) 
 
A.3.1 Chiral plasmonic sensitivity, FWHM, and FOM 
(This part is mainly invented and contributed by Dr. Andrew G. Mark) 
In order to evaluate the refractive index sensitivity (??), full width half maximum (FWHM), and figure of 
merit (FOM) of the chiral plasmonic sensing, we start by defining a chiral version of the plasmonic extinc-
tion formula  
?? ?
?
? ?
??
??? ? ?? ? ??????? ? ????
?? (A:4) 
Here, the shape factor has been split into an achiral component ?, and a part ?? which depends on the 
chirality of the particle. If the particle is achiral then ?? = 0 and the equation above reduces to the usual 
one which peaks when ?? ? ????.[89, 91] 
  The circular dichroism is the difference between the extinctions for left and right handed polarised light 
?? ? ??? ? ??? (A:5) 
Nulls in the CD occur when 
? ? ??? ? ?? (A:6) 
? ? ??? ? ?? ? ??????? ? ??? ? ?? ? ??????? (A:7) 
? ?????? ? ????? (A:8) 
??? ? ????? (A:9) 
So the CD crossing point corresponds to the peak position in the extinction of an achiral particle with the 
same ?. The wavelength of the resonance condition shifts with refractive index according to 
?? ?
???
?? ?
??????
????? ???
? ????????? ???
? (A:10)
Near the crossing point the CD can be linearised to have a form something like ?? ? ??? ? ???. The recip-
rocal of the absolute value of this, ?????? is our "peak". Since it is divergent it has no well-defined maxi-
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mum, so we follow the practice in Ref. 120, and define the maximum as the smallest CD we can reasonably 
measure: the instrumental resolution σ. This sets our peak maximum at ???, which means we're looking 
for the width at ?? ???. This gives a half width at half max of ? ? ?? ?
??
???. So the full width is  
???? ? ????? ?
??
?????? ???
? (A:11)
What remains is to determine the slope. Let's start by looking at how the extinction for the (+) polarization 
changes with wavelength near ??. 
???
?? ?
???
? ?? ?
????? ? ?? ? ??????
??? ? ?? ? ??????? ? ???
???
?? ?? (A:12)
The slope of the CD signal is the difference between the slopes for positive and negative polarizations. 
???
?? ?
???
?? ?
???
??  (A:13)
? ?? ???? ? ??? ? ?? ?
?? ? ?? ? ?????
??? ? ?? ? ??????? ? ???
? ?? ? ?? ? ????
?
??? ? ?? ? ??????? ? ???
? ????? ?? (A:14)
At the crossing point, the first term (i.e. the CD) is, by definition, zero. Also, since at the crossing point the 
resonance condition is fulfilled, ?? ? ??? ? ?, and this reduces to 
???
?? ??? ? ?
?????
??????? ? ???
? ????? ??? (A:15)
? ?????
?
???
? ????? ???? (A:16)
Combining this with the above FWHM eqnuation gives  
???? ? ????
?
?????? ?????? ???
? (A:17)
and a figure of merit of  
??? ? ?????? ?
??????
????
????
?? ?
????????
????
? (A:18)
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A.3.2 Bulk refractive index sensing 
To clarify the peak positions at ?? and ?? from the small signal fluctuation caused by the mechanical 
damping of the gratings, the measured CD spectrum has been smoothed in the Origin software. Figure A:16 
shows, as an example, the comparison of CD spectrum of colloidal Ag0.97Ti0.03:L4 nanohelices before and 
after signal smoothing process and this presents that the smoothed signal helps to recognise the peaks, but 
does not distort the signal information. The following figures A:17–21 show the bulk refractive index sens-
ing using different colloidal solutions of the grown Ag-Ti nanohelices, Ag0.97Ti0.03:L1, Ag0.97Ti0.03:L3, 
Ag0.97Ti0.03:L4, Ag0.89Ti0.11:L1, and Ag0.77Ti0.23:L1 respectively. 
 
Figure A:16 Signal smoothing. (a) Comparison of the CD spectrum of colloidal Ag0.97Ti0.03:L4 nanohelices at n = 1.333 
RIU (water) before and after the signal smoothing process. (open black circle: measured data and red line: smoothed 
data). Its detailed plots of the resonance peaks at (b) ?? and (c) ??. Reprinted from Ref. 93 (Copyright 2016 Nature 
Publishing Group) 
 
Figure A:17 (a) CD spectra of colloidal Ag0.97Ti0.03:L1 nanohelices in media of five different refractive indices (red: 0%, 
orange: 5%, green: 10%, blue: 15%, and violet: 20% glycerol/water mixtures) over the full spectral range and detailed 
plots of the resonance shifts at (b) ?? (red square), (c) ??? (orange circle), (d) ?? (green top triangle), and (e) ??? (blue 
bottom triangle). (f) Wavelength shift, relative to water, of the four spectral features as a function of ?. Reprinted 
from Ref. 93 (Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group) 
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Figure A:18 (a) CD spectra of colloidal Ag0.97Ti0.03:L3 nanohelices in media of five different refractive indices (red: 0%, 
orange: 5%, green: 10%, blue: 15%, and violet: 20% glycerol/water mixtures) over the full spectral range and detailed 
plots of the resonance shifts at (b) ??? (red square), (c) ??? (orange circle), (d) ??? (dark yellow top triangle), (e) ??? 
(yellow down triangle), (f) ??? (green diamond), (g) ??? (blue left triangle), (h) ??? (navy right triangle), and (i) ??? 
(violet hexagon). (j) Wavelength shift, relative to water, of the eight spectral features as a function of ?. Reprinted 
from Ref. 93 (Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group) 
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Figure A:19 (a) CD spectra of colloidal Ag0.97Ti0.03:L4 nanohelices in media of five different refractive indices (red: 0%, 
orange: 5%, green: 10%, blue: 15%, and violet: 20% glycerol/water mixtures) over the full spectral range and detailed 
plots of the resonance shifts at (b) ??? (red square), (c) ??? (orange circle), (d) ??? (dark yellow top triangle), (e) ??? 
(yellow down triangle), (f) ??? (green diamond), (g) ??? (blue left triangle), (h) ??? (navy right triangle), and (i) ??? 
(violet hexagon). (j) Wavelength shift, relative to water, of the eight spectral features as a function of ?. Reprinted 
from Ref. 93 (Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group) 
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Figure A:20 (a) CD spectra of colloidal Ag0.89Ti0.11:L1 nanohelices in media of five different refractive indices (red: 0%, 
orange: 5%, green: 10%, blue: 15%, and violet: 20% glycerol/water mixtures) over the full spectral range and detailed 
plots of the resonance shifts at (b) ?? (red square), (c) ??? (orange circle), (d) ?? (green top triangle), and (e) ??? (blue 
bottom triangle). (f) Wavelength shift, relative to water, of the four spectral features as a function of ?. Reprinted 
from Ref. 93 (Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group) 
 
Figure A:21 (a) CD spectra of colloidal Ag0.77Ti0.23:L1 nanohelices in media of five different refractive indices (red: 0%, 
orange: 5%, green: 10%, blue: 15%, and violet: 20% glycerol/water mixtures) over the full spectral range and detailed 
plots of the resonance shifts at (b) ?? (red square) and (c) ?? (orange circle). (d) Wavelength shift, relative to water, of 
the two spectral features as a function of ?. Reprinted from Ref. 93 (Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group) 
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A.4 Chapter 5: Active nanorheology 
 
The results presented in this section were taken from the following source:  
[136] Active nanorheology with plasmonics, H.-H. Jeong, A.G. Mark, T.-C. Lee, M. Alarcón-Correa, S. Eslami, 
T. Qiu, J.G. Gibbs, and P. Fischer, Nano Letters 16, 4887 (2016) 
 
A.4.1 Nanorheology in water-glycerol mixture 
 
Figure A:22 Phase angle, ? of the colloidal Au-Fe nanohelices for glycerol-water mixtures of differing concentrations 
and hence viscosities, as a function of ?? at ? = 3 mT, λ = 880 nm and T = 20oC. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 
136 (Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society) 
A.4.2 Nanorheology in slurry 
 
Figure A:23 In situ nanorheology measurements with colloidal Au-Fe nanohelices in glycerol-water mixtures in the 
presence of different concentrations of polystyrene microspheres. CD (left panel) and extinction (right panel) spectra 
of the colloidal Au-Fe nanohelices in (a) water and (b) 20% glycerol-water mixture surrounded by the polystyrene 
microspheres. The ? measurments as a function of ?? at λ = 880 nm, ? = 3 mT and T = 20oC in the presences of (c) 
water and (d) 20% glycerol-water mixture. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 136 (Copyright 2016 American Chemi-
cal Society) 
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A.4.3 Nanorheology in blood 
  
Figure A:24 (a) DLS measurements of the colloidal Au-Fe nanohelices in the presence of water after different pre-
treatments in water (red), blood plasma (orange, for 5 min and blue, for 2h), and whole blood (green). (b) DLS meas-
urements of the colloidal Au-Fe nanohelices in 1× phosphate buffer saline (PBS) solution at the specified times (red: 2 
min, orange: 4 min, yellow: 6 min, green: 8 min, and blue: 10 min) after sonication. Reprinted with permission from 
Ref. 136 (Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society) 
 
Figure A:25 (a) Extinction and (b) CD spectra of the colloidal Au-Fe nanohelices in the presence of different hematocrit 
levels. In situ nanorheology of bovine blood plasma in the presence of different concentrations of the erythro-
cytes. Measurements using colloidal Au-Fe nanohelices ((c) cattle A and (d) cattle B). (e) Their corresponding averaged 
?sin????? as a function of the haematocrit volume fraction. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 136 (Copyright 2016 
American Chemical Society) 
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Figure A:26 Macro rheology of bovine whole blood with different concentrations of erythrocytes using a commercial 
viscometer at shear rates ranging from 2 to 100 s-1 at T = 20oC. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 136 (Copyright 
2016 American Chemical Society) 
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